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ABSTRACT 
The important classes of normall11 solvable, ~ c~ ) and strt"ctl11 st"ngular 
::f 't'+ 't'_ ::f 
(strictly cosingular) operators have long been studied in the setting of 
bounded or closed operators between Banach spaces. Results by Kato, Lacey, et 
al (see Goldberg [16; III.1.9, III.2.1 and III.2.3] ) led to the definition of 
certain norm related functions of operators (r. A and r
0
) which provided a 
powerful new way to study the classes of cf>+ and strictly singular operators 
(see for example Gramsch[19], Lebow and Schechter[28] and Schechter[36]). 
Results by Brace and R.-Kneece[4] among others led to the definition of 
analogous functions (r' and A') which were used to study cp_ and strictly 
cosingular operators (see for example Weis, [37] and [38]). Again this 
problem was considered mainly for the case of bounded operators between Banach 
spaces. This thesis represents a contribution to knowledge in the sense that 
by considering the functions r', A', r~ as well as the minimum modulus 
function ~ in the more general setting of unbounded linear operators between 
normed linear spaces, we obtain the classes of F and Range Open operators 
which turn out to be closely related to the classes of cp_ and normally 
solvable operators respectively. We also define unbounded strictly cosingular 
operators and find that many of the classical results on cf>_. normally 
solvable and bounded strictly cosingular operators go through for F , range 
open and unbounded strictly cosingular operators respectively. This ties up 
with work done by R. W. Cross and provides a workable framework within which 
to study ~ and ~ type operators in the much more. general setting of -'t'_ 't'+ 
unbounded linear operators between normed linear spaces. 
Chapter I serves as an introduction, providing the foundation for work done 
in subsequent chapters. 
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In Chapter II we consider the basic properties of the functions r', A' and 
r~ as well as characterising their respective kernels. 
Chapter III is devoted mainly to the minimum modulus function "Y and the 
related class of range open operators. 
In Chapter IV we make use of f ~ in introducing and studying the concepts of 
semi-continuous and semi-precompact operators 
In Chapter V we study the class of unbounded strictly cosingular operators by 
means of as well as proving some results on semi-bounded strictly 
cosingular operators 
Chapter VI is devoted to the study of F operators. We also establish some 
perturbation results for F+ and F operators. 
In the final chapter, Chapter VII, we consider the instability of a class of 
non-semi-Fredholm type operators under compact perturbations. Chapter VII 
provides a generalisation of earlier results by the author[26] (see appendix). 
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I.1.1 IJEFilfITlaf. Let X be a vector space over the field of real (complex) 
numbers. A norm on X. denoted by II.II, is a real valued function with the 
following properties: 
I) llxll L 0 for all x E X: 
II) llxll = 0 implies x = O; 
III) ll:Mcll = IX 1. llxll for all x E X and /\ E IR(/\ E CC) where IR(CC) denotes 
the real (complex) numbers; 
IV) llx + yll ~ llxll + llyll for all x,y E X. 
The vector space X, together with a norm on X, will be referred to as a 
·normed linear space. If the scalars over X are real (complex), X is called 
a real (complex) normed linear space. 
We note that in general X,Y,Z, ... will denote normed linear spaces different 
from the zero space. 
I.1.2 IJEFilfITlaf. For a normed linear space X we define the closed and open 
·unit balls of X, denoted by BX and UX respectively, to be the sets 
BX= {xix E X,llxll ~ 1} and UX ={xix E X,llxll < 1}. 
I.1.3 IJEFINITiaf. Let X be a normed linear space. The metric induced by 
the norm, say d, is defined by d(x,y) = llx - yll for x,y E X. Unless 
otherwise stated, the topology on X will be the metric topology determined by 
d. If X is a complete metric space with respect to d, X is referred to as 
a complete normed linear space or a Banach space. 
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Note that for x E X and M a subset of X, d(x,M) will denote the distance 
from x to M, that is inf llx - mll = d(x,M). 
mEM 
I.1.4 ~INITI<Xf. Let X be a normed linear space. If M is a vector 
subspace of X and the norm on M is taken as the restriction of the norm on 
X to M, then M is said to be a subspace of X. For a subset K of X, 
span K will denote the subspace of X generated by taking linear combinations 
of elements of K. The closure of span K will be denoted by span K. A 
linearly independent subset N of X such that span N = X is called a Ham.el 
base. 
I.1.5 PROP<EITl<Xf. Every vector space has a Ham.el base. 
Proof. See for example [35]. a 
I.1.6 ~INITl<Xf. Let X be a normed linear space and let M be a closed 
subspace of X. We say that M is complemented in X if there exists another 
closed subspace N of X such that N n M = {O} and N + M = X. N is 
referred to as a complement of M. In general if A and B are subspaces of 
X with An B = {O}, A+ B will be denoted by A@ B. 
I.1.7 ~INITI<Xf. Let X be a normed linear space and M a subspace of X. 
Define an equivalence relation R on X as follows: xRy if and only if 
x - y € M where x,y € X. Denoting the set of equivalence classes in X by 
XIM we see that X/M is a vector space where vec.tor addition and scalar 
multiplication are defined as follows: 
Let x + M denote the class of elements equivalent to x E X. Then for 
x,y € X, (x + M) + (y + M) = (x + y) + M and A(x + M) = Ax + M where A is 
a scalar. If M is closed d(x,M) defines a norm on XIM where x € X. We 
refer to X/M as a quotient space and to d(x,M) as the quotient norm. 
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I.1.8 IJEFINITI<Xf. Let H be a subspace of the normed linear space X. We 
will denote the dimension of H by dim H. The codimension of H in X, 
denoted by codXH' is defined to be the dimension of the vector space XIH. 
If there is no danger of confusion we will write cod H instead of codXH. 
I.1.9 11IEX>REll [16; IV.2.8]. Let H be a closed finite codimensional subspace 
of X. 
I) For any subspace V of X, there exists a finite dimensional subspace 
N c V such that V = (V n M) @ N. 
II) If V is dense in X, V n H is dense in H. 
Proof. Using [35; Corollary V.7.29] instead of [16; II.1.14] we note that the 
proof in-[16] goes through for normed linear spaces as well. a 
I.1.10 11IEDREll ([23]; cf .[16; V.1.1]) Let H and N be subspaces of X 
with dim H > dim N. Then there exists an m E H, m # 0, such that 
llmll = d(m,N). 
§2 ClllPlEfE NORJIID LINF.AR SPA<l'.N 
I.2.1 11IEDREll. If X is a Banach space and H a closed subspace of X, then 
XIH and H are Banach spaces. 
Proof. Follows directly from [16; I.2.8] and [24; 2.3-1]. 
00 
I.2.2 IJEFINITI<Xf. An infinite series l xi 
i=l 
of elements x. 
"l 
a 
of the normed 
linear space X is said to converge in X if there exists x E X such that 
n 
the sequence {sn} C X defined by sn = l xi for each n E rn {rn denotes 
i=l 
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the natural numbers), converges to x. We write x = l xi. We say that the 
i=l 
IX) 
series converges absolutely if l llxill < 00 
i=l 
1.2.3 THBJREll [16; 1.2.5]. A normed linear SJXlCe is complete if and only if 
each absolutely convergent series in X ·converges in X. 
§3 FINI1E DDIENSI<XfAL NORllED LINEAR SPAON 
Proofs of the first three results may be found in Chapter I of [12]. 
1.3.1 PRO~ITI<Xf. Finite dimensional normed linear SJX1Ces are complete. 
1.3.2 PRO~ITI<Xf. Finite dimensional subsjXtces of a normed linear SJXlce are 
closed. 
1.3.3 PRO~ITI<Xf. A normed linear SJXlce X is finite dimensional if and 
only if BX is comJXlct (totally bounded). 
The statement in the bracket follows when the result in [12] is considered 
alongside [16; 1.4.6]. 
1.3.4 PRO~ITI<Xf [16; 1.4.12]. The sum of two closed subsjXtces of a normed 
linear SJXlce is closed whenever one of the subsjXtces is finite dimensional. 
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§4. LINF.AR OPERA1URS 
I.4.1 DEFINITl(I'(. Let X and Y be normed linear spaces over the same field 
of scalars. A function T with domain in X and range in Y ·is called a 
linear operator if for all x,y in the domain of T and all scalars A,µ we 
have that 
T(Ax + µy) = ATx + µTy. 
We will denote the domain, null space and range of a linear operator T by 
D(T), N(T) and R(T) respectively. T is called injective if N(T) = {O}, 
surjective if R(T) = Y and bijective if T is both injective and 
surjective. We will denote the class of all linear operators with domain in X 
and range in Y by L(X,Y). The class of elements of L(X,Y) which are 
defined everywhere on X is denoted by L[X,Y]. 
We note that we will sometimes refer to a linear operator as an operator or a 
map. 
I.4.2 1HB>REll [16; I.3.2]. Let TE L(X,Y). Then the following are 
equivalent: 
I) T is continuous at a point. 
II) T is uniformly continuous on D(T). 
III) There exists a number k ~ 0 such that llTxll ~ kllxll for all x E D(T). 
The class of all continuous operators in L(X,Y) will be denoted by B(X,Y) 
with L[X,Y] n B(X,Y) being denoted by B[X,Y]. We adopt the following 
convention: We refer to an operator T in L(X,Y) as being bounded if and 
only if TE B[X,Y]. 
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I.4.3 DEFINITl(I'(. Let TE B(X,Y). We define the norm of T, denoted by 
llTll, as follows: 
llTll = ll~~~l llTxll. 
xED(T) 
It is easy to see that this defines a norm on the vector space B[X,Y]. 
I.4.4 Remark. Let TE B(X,Y). Then 
I) T maps a dense subspace of D(T) onto a dense subspace of R(T); 
II) N(T) is relatively closed in D(T). 
Both of these are easy consequences of III) of Theorem I.4.2. 
I.4.5 11IElJREJI [16; I.3.5 and I.5.8]. If X and Y are normed linear spaces 
over the same field of scalars then Y is complete if and only if B[X,Y] is 
complete. 
I.4.6 DEFINITl(I'(. An operator T in L(X,Y) is defined to be open if there 
exists A > 0 such that 
ABy c TBD(T) or equivalently AUy C TUD(T)" 
Note that T is open if and only if T maps sets which are open in D(T) 
onto sets open in Y. 
I.4.7 DEFINITl(I'(. For an injective operator TE L(X,Y), we define the 
inverse of T, denoted by T-1 • to be the operator with domain R{T) and 
T-l(Tx) = x for any Tx E R(T). 
Clearly T-l E L{Y,X) with R(T-l) = D{T). 
I.4.8 1HEDREll [16; I.3.7]. Let TE L(X,Y). Then T-l exists and is 
contirnLous if and only if there is some k > 0 such that 
llTxll ~ kllxll for each x E D{T). 
1B 
I.4.9 DEFilfITl<J.'f. Let TE L(X,Y). If T-l exists and both T and T-l 
are continuous, then T is called an isomorphism. If llTxll = llxll for each 
x € D(T), T is called an isometry. The two spaces X and Y are said to be 
isomorphic (isometric), denoted by X ~ Y (Y = Y), if there exists an 
isomorphism (isometry) from X onto Y. 
I.4.10 PROP<!:;ITI<J.'f [16]. If a normed linear space X is isomorphic to a 
Banach space then X is also a Banach space. 
I.4.11 DEFilfITI<J.'f. Let T € L(X,Y). T is said to be a closed operator if 
the space 
G(T) = {(x,Tx)lx E D(T)} 
is a closed subspace of X x Y where the norm on X x Y is defined by 
ll(x,y)ll = llxll + llyll for x € X and y € Y. G(T) is referred to as the graph 
of T. T is called closable if there exists a linear extension of T which 
is a closed operator. If T is a closed operator with R(T) a closed 
subspace of Y, T is said to be normally solvable. If T is normally 
solvable with finite dimensional null space (finite codimensional range) then 
T is defined to be a <t> c<t> )-operator. + - The classes of closed, normally 
solvable, <P+ and $_-operators in L(X,Y) will be denoted by C(X,Y), 
NS(X,Y), <P+(X,Y) and Q>_(X,Y) respectively with the intersections of these 
classes with L[X,Y] denoted by C[X,Y], NS[X,Y], Q>+[X,Y] and Q>_[X,Y] 
respectively. We will denote <P+(X,Y) n Q>_(X,Y) by <t>(X,Y) and 
L[X,Y] n <t>(X,Y} by ¢{X,Y]. 
Note that we will sometimes refer to Q>, <fl and <f> operators as Fredholm, + -
upper-semi-Fredholm and lower-semi-Fredholm operators respectively. 
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I .4.12 Remark.. 
I) T is closed if and only if for each sequence {x } c D(T) n such that 
x -+ x € X and Tx -+ y € Y we have that x € D(T) and Tx = y. n n 
II) N(T) is closed if T is closed. 
III) If T is continuous then T is closed if D(T) is closed. 
IV) If T is injective. T is closed if and only if -1 T is closed. 
I.4.13 THEX>REJI [16; II.2.11]. Let T € L(X,Y). Then the following are 
equivalent: 
I) T is closable. 
II) T has a minimal closed extension (denoted by T); ie there exists a 
closed linear extension of T. say T, such that any closed linear 
"' extension of T is also a closed linear extension of T. 
I.4.14 PRO~ITI~. Let TE L(X,Y) be closable. Then G(T) = G(T). 
Proof. This follows from the way T is defined in the proof of [16; II.2.11]. 
I.4.15 DEFINITI~. Let TE L(X.Y) with N(T) closed (hence X/N(T) is a 
normed linear space). The induced injective operator or injective component of 
" T. denoted by T. is defined as follows: 
"' 
T(x + N(T)) = Tx for each x € D(T). 
" "' " Observe that TE L(X/N(T),Y) with R(T) = R(T) and D(T) = D(T)/N(T). 
I.4.16 PRO~ITI~ [16: II.4.7]. Let TE L(X.Y) with N(T) closed. Then 
I) T is closed if and only if T is closed; 
" II) T is continuous if and only if T is continuous, in which case 
" llTll = llTll. 
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I.4.17 PRO~ITI~ [16; IV.1.13]. Let T € C(X,Y) with X and Y complete. 
If R(T) has finite codimension in Y, then R(T) is closed. 
I.4.18 IJEFINITI~. Let T € L(X,Y). We let a(T) =dim N(T), b(T) = codyR(T) 
and b(T) = codyR(T). If a(T) and b(T) are not both infinite we say that 
T has an index, denoted by k(T), where k(T) = a(T) - b(T). Similairly if 
a(T) and b(T) are not both infinite, k(T) = a(T) - b(T) is defined to be 
the reduced index of T. (Note that for any real number r we let oo - r = oo 
and r - oo = -00.) 
I.4.19 11IEDREll ([21]; cf.[16; V.1.6]). Let X and Y be complete and let 
T € <f>+(X,Y) U <f>_(X,Y). For any B € B(X,Y) such that D(B) J D(T) there 
exists p > 0 such that for IXI < p, 
I) T + AB is normally solvable; 
II) a(T +AB) ~ a(T) and b(T +AB) ~ b(T); 
III) k(T +AB) = k(T). 
1.4.20 PRO~ITI~ [16; V.1.7]. Let X and Y be complete, 
T € <f> (X,Y) U cp (X,Y) and B € B(X,Y) with D(B) J D(T). Then there exists + -
p > 0 such that a(T + AB) and b(T + AB) are constant in the annulus 
o < lxl < p. 
I.4.21 11IEDREll [16; V.1.8]. Let X and Y be complete, T € L(X,Y) and 
B € B(X,Y) with D(B) J D(T). Define U to be the set of scalars X for 
unich T + AB E <f>+(X. Y) u Q>_(X. Y). Then 
I) U is open; 
II) If C is a component of U (a largest connected subset of U), then on 
C, with the possible exception of isolated points, a(T + AB) and 
b(T + AB) have constant values n1 and n2 respectively. At the 
isolated points a(T + AB) > n1 . and b(T + AB) > n2 . 
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§5 DJAL SPA<m MID TIIE aJIPIEfIClf OF A NORMED LINEAR SP.Arn 
I.5.1 IJEFINITI<lf. For a normed linear space X, we define the dual space of 
X, denoted by x', to be the space B[X,ffi] if X is a real normed linear 
space and B[X,C] if X is a complex normed linear space. Elements of x' 
will be referred to as bounded linear functionals. Note that x' is complete 
by Theorem I.4.5. 
be a subspace of X. We define the injection of 
to be the operator defined by x JM m = m where 
I.5.2 IJEFINITI<lf. Let M 
into X, denoted by 1;. 
m € M. (We will use JM instead of 1! if there is no danger of confusion.) 
I.5.3 PROPa;ITIClf. Every normed linear space X is a dense subspace of a 
Banach space X. (We shall refer to X as the completion of X.) 
The above proposition is a trivial consequence of the fact that X can be 
regarded as a subspace of X". Hence we can let 
,....., X'' x = Ux x). We wi 11 denote 
the injection of X into X by Ix· 
I.5.4 IJEFINITl<lf. We define a normed linear space X to be reflexive if 
X" = X" Ix X. 
I.5.5 PROPa;ITIClf. Let X be a normed linear space and let M be a closed 
subspace of X. Then cod M = oo if and only if codX(M n X) = oo x 
Proof. Suppose cod M = oo and codXM n X < oo x Hence there exists a finite 
dimensional subspace F of X so that X = F + (Mn X). Noting that both F 
and (M n X)~ can be regarded as subspaces of X we have 
since (M n X)~ is a complete and hence closed subspace of 
F + (M n X)~C X. 
X, F + (M n X)~ 
M 
22 
is a closed and hence complete subspace of X by Proposition I.3.4. But 
X C F + (M n X)~ and since · F + (M n X)~ is complete, X c F + (M n X)~. 
Hence X = F + (Mn X)~. Moreover M is a closed and hence complete subspace 
of X with Mn X CM. Consequently (Mn X)~ CM and so X = M + F. 
Therefore cod~M ~dim F < 00 ; a contradiction. Thus codX(M n X)'= oo if 
x 
cod M = 00 • x Conversely if cod M < oo, x then codX(M n X) < oo a 
The above proposition is by the author. 
I.5.6 11IEX>REll [16; II.2.1]. Let Y be complete and TE B(X,Y). If T is 
defined on a dense subsµ'.:tce, say M, of X, then there exists a unique 




11 = llTll. 
Also If' = X' . 
Considering the previous theorem we note that for any normed linear space X, 
x' = (X)' and hence we will use these two concepts interchangably. We also 
adopt the following convention: 
If x and y are normed linear spaces and T E B(X, Y), then T will denote 
-1 J the unique continuous linear extension of lyTlx (that is T regarded as an 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ element of B(X, Y)), to D(T) where D(T) is regarded as a subspace of x. 
I.5.7 DEFINITI<Xf. Let X be a normed linear space. We define the weak 
topology on X to be the coarsest topology on X such that all elements of 
x' are continuous on X. Analogously we define the weak* topology on X to 
be the coarsest topology on x' such that all the elements of X are 
continuous on x'. The weak and weak* topologies are denoted by a(X,X 0 ) and 
a(X' ,X) respectively. 
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I.5.8 IEFINITI~. Let M be n subset of X and K a subset of x'. We 
define the orthogonal complement of M in x', denoted by M1 , to be the set 
r = {x' Ix' € x'. x'm = 0 for all m € M} 
Analogously the orthogonal complement of K in X is the set 
1




K and M1 are closed subspaces of X and x' respectively 
[16: II.3.3]. 
II) If M is a _subspace of X, then 1(M1) = M [16: II.3.4]. 
III) If F . f. . d" . 1 b f x'. h (1F)1 = F is a in1te imens1ona su space o t en 
[16: II.3.6]. 
IV) If K is a subspace of x', l l then K = ( K) if and only if K is 
a(X' ,X)-closed. (Follows from the discussion on polar sets in Chapter II 
of [35].) 
I.5.10 11IEDREll [16: I.6.4]. Let M be a subspace of the normed linear space 
x. Then 
I) x'1r is isometric to M' wl.der the map u defined by U(x' + M1) = xif 
where x' + M1 € x';r and xif is the restriction of x' to M; 
II) (Xii)' is isometric to Ml = Ml wl.der the map v defined by 
(Vz')x = z'(x + M) where z' €(Xii)' and x + M € XIM. 
I.5.11 PRO~ITI~ [35; Lemma II.3.5]. Let X be a normed linear space and 
n 
such that N(x') c n N(x') 
i=1 n 
then If x' € x' 
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§6 SEPARABLE NORJIED LINF.A.R SPACE; 
I.6.1 DEFINITl<Xf. A normed linear space X is defined to be separable if 
there exists a countable dense subset of X. 
I.6.2 THEXJREll [13; V.7.14]. A Banach space X is separable if and only if it 
is isometric to a closed subspace of C(~) where ~ is the Cantor perfect 
set. 
I.6.3 ClJROl.LARY. Every subspace of a separable normed linear space is 
separable. 
Proof. Suppose X is separable and that M is a subspace of X. It can 
easily be verified that X is separable and that M can be regarded as a 
closed subspace of X. Hence M is separable by Theorem I.6.2. Let {~ } be 
n 
a countable dense subset of M and for each n € rn select {x } C M such 
"1R 
that x ~z 
"1R n 
hence also of M. 
Then 
00 
U {x } c M 
n=l "1R 
is a countable dense subset of 
I.6.4 IJEFINITI<Xf. A subset M of X is said to be fundamental if 
i and 
a 
span M = X. A subset K of X' is said to be total if x = 0 whenever 
x'x = 0 for every x' € K. 
I.6.5 DEFINITl<Xf. We say that sequences {x } c x and {x'} c x' n n are 
biorthogonal if x~(~) = onk. 
I.6.6 THElJREll [20; 14.1.5]. Every separable normed linear space X admits of 
a fundamental and total biorthogonal system ({x };{x'}). 
n n 
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I.6.7 ~IlflTl<Xf. Let M be a closed subspace of X. We say that M is 
quasicomplemented in X if there exists a closed subspace N of X with 
Mn N = {O} and M $ N = x. 
I.6.8 11IEDREll [30]. Every closed subspace of a separable normed linear space 
is quasicomplemented. 
§7 TIIE llAllN-BANAaI AND BANAaI-SfEilfHAIB TIIIDREllS. 
I.7.1 PROP<EITI<Xf [16]. Let M be a subspace of X and let m' EM'. Then· 
there exists an extension x' E X' of m' such that llx' II = llm' II. 
I.7.2 CDROll.ARY [16]. Let M be a subspace of X. Given x EX with 
d(x,M) > 0, there exists x' Ex' such that 
llx'll=1,x'EM1 and x'x=d(x,M). 
I.7.3 CDROll.ARY [16]. Given x EX, there exists x' Ex' such that 
llx' 11 = 1 and x'x = llxll. 
Proof. Let M = {O} in the previous corollary. 
I. 7. 4 CDROll.ARY [ 16] . For any x E X, 




I.7.5 1HEOREJI [16; II.1.12]. Suppose K is a subset of X such that 
sup lx'kl < oo for each x' E x'. 
kEK 
Then K is bounded. 
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§8 TOPCI.OGICAL CDIPIHIENTATl<Xf AND 111E QOOTIENT 11AP 
I.8.1 IEFilHTim. Let ]tf be a subspace of x. An operator p from x onto 
]tf is called a projection from x onto ]tf if p = r2. The operator Qx from ]tf 
x XIM defined by x onto QJtf(x} = x + ]tf for each xEX is said to.be the 
quotient map from X onto X/Jtf. If there is no danger of confusion we will 
instead of Where convenient we will also denote the equivalence 
class of x in X/Jtf by Q]tfx instead of x + Jtf. 
I.8.2 PRO~ITim. Let Jtf be a closed subsµice of X (so that XIM is a 
normed linear sµice}. Then QX is both bounded and open. ]tf 
Proof. The fact that QX is bounded follows trivially from the fact that ]tf 
llQ~xll = d(x,Jtf} ~ llxll for each x € X (in fact llQ~ll ~ 1). Now select 
x + M € UXIM arbitrarily. Then llx + Jtfll = d(x,Jtf} = inf llx - Jtfll < 1 by 
mEJtf 
definition. Hence there exists mo € ]tf such that llx - moll < 1; that 
UX" Observing that ]tf. 
x x ]tf x - m € since mo € QM(x mo} = Q]tfx = x + we 0 
conclude that x = UXIM and hence that Qx is open. QM UX D ]tf 
is 
I.8.3 IEFINITI<Xf. Let Jtf be a closed subspace of X. We say that M is 
topologically complemented in X if there exists a bounded projection P from 
X onto Jtf. Note that if this is the case M is complemented by N(P}. N(P} 
is called a topological complement of Jtf. 
I.8.4 PRO~ITl<Xf. 
I} If M and N are complementary (and hence closed} subspi.ces of X they 
are topological complements whenever one is finite dimensional. 
II} If M is finite dimensional (closed and finite codimensional} in X, it 
is topologically complemented. 
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Proof. 
I} Let M and N be complementary subspaces of X with dim N = n < oo 
Let {x1 ,x2 , ... ,xn} be a base for N and let 
Mk= sµ:r.n{x1 ,x2 , ... ,~_1 .~+l'····xn} $ M for 1 ~ k ~ n. Note that each Mk 
is closed by Proposition 1.3.4. By Corollary 1.7.2 it follows that we can 
select so that zh_~ ¢. 0 and zk_ Mk = 0 for each 
1 ~ k ~ n. Now let x-k_ = zk_/(zk_~} and define P as follows: 
n 
Px = l x-k_(x}~ for each x € X. 
k=l 
It is now easy to verify that P is a bounded projection from X onto N 
with N(P} = M. 
II} If M is closed with codXM < 00 select any finite dimensional subspace 
N such that M + N = X and Mn N = {O}. The assertion then follows from 
Proposition I.3.2 and I}. If dim M < oo, this is just [16: II.1.16]. a 
I.8.5 PR()pa;JTl<Xf Let M and N be subspaces of X which are topological 
complements of each other. Then is an isomorphism from N onto X/M. 
Proof. Since M and N are topological complements, there exists a bounded 
projection p from x onto N with N(P) = M. By Proposition 1.4.16 p is 
a bounded map from X/M onto N. In fact cr>-1 is also bounded since 
x "' llQ~ll = d(n,M} ~ llnll for any n E N. Hence p is an isomorphism from X/M 
onto N. The proposition follows on noticing that (P)-l = Q!JN. a 
I.8.6 PRO~ITI<Xf. Let M be a closed subspace of X. Then 
I} for any closed subspace K of X such that K JM, X/K = (X/M}/(K/M}: 
II} for any closed subspace N of (X/M} there exists a closed subspace K 
of X such that KJM with Qx _ 0x/M 0x K - N M. 
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Proof.I) Note that since K ~ M we obtain 
llQ~= Q;xrr inf (infll(x - k) - mll) 
kEK mEM 
= inf llx - kll 
kEK 
x = llQKxll for each x € X. 
(XIM). Since QX 
M is bounded, 
II) Let N be a closed subspace of 
(~)-1N = K is closed ((Q;)-l taken in the set theoretic sense). " Since 
0 E N and N(Q~) = M we trivially have M C K. Consideri~g I) it can now 
easily be verified that K is the required subspace. a 
§9 TIIE GEM:RALISED OPEN .MAPPING AND ClffiED GRAPH 1HIDREllS 
I.9.1 DEFINITI<Xf [5]. A normed linear space X is defined to be an operator 
range if it is the image of a bounde.d linear operator defined on a Banach 
·space. 
I.9.2 Remark. Note that if X is an operator range we can assume without 
loss of generality that X is the injective bounded image of a Banach space. 
This follows from Theorem I.2.1 and Proposition I.4.16. We will denote the 
bounded injective map from a Banach space onto X by ax and the Banach space 
on which ax is defined by will be referred to as the pre-image space 
of x. We also denote Observe that since is bounded, both 
ax and µX are closed operators with µX open. Finally we remark that X 
is an operator range if and only if there exists a stronger norm on X, say 
11.111 , under which X is complete [5: 2.1]. We can assume the norm on x1 to 
be 11.111 since by an application of the closed graph theorem, the pre-image 
'\pace of X turns out to be unique up to an isomorphism. 
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I. 9.3 PROP{EITim. Let M. be a closed subspace of an operator range X. 
Then M. and XIM. are also operator ranges 
Proof. Note that since M. is closed and is a closed 
subspace of x1 . Hence PxM and x11pXM. are complete by Theorem 1.2.1. 
let M1 = PxM· (X/M.) 1 = x11pXM., aM. = aXJPxM and a(XIM) = (QM.'1x)A. 
The following Lemma can be easily verified: 
1.9.4 IEJlllA. Let X be an operator range and Z a normed linear space. 
Then 
I) if TE C(Z,X), PxT E C(Z,X1): 
II) if TE C(X,Z), Tax E C(X1,Z). 
Now 
a 
1.9.5 THEDREll [27] (Generalised Open Mapping Theorem). Let X be an operator 
range and Y complete (of the second category). If TE C(X,Y) with 
R(T) = Y, then T is an open map. 
Proof. From the Lemma Tax E C(X1 .Y) with R(TaX) = Y. Hence Tax is open 
by the open mapping theorem (cf[16; 11.1.B]). But then T = (Tax)Px is open 
since it is just the composition of two open maps. a 
1.9.6 THEDREll [27] (Generalised Closed Graph Theorem). Let X be complete, 
Y an operator range and TE C[X,Y]. Then T is a bounded operator. 
Proof. By Lemma I.9.4 PyT E C[X,Y1] and so PyT is bounded by the closed 
graph theorem (cf[16; 11.1.9]). But then ay(PyT) = T is bounded. a 
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§ 10 TIIE ADJOINT OF A LINF.AR OPERATOR 
I.10.1 IEFINITI<X'i. Let T € L(X,Y). The adjoint T' of T is defined as 
follows: D(T
0
} = {y' IY' € r', y'TJD(T) is continuous on D(T}}. We define 
T' to be the operator which maps each y' € D(T') onto y'TJD(T} € (D(T}}'. 
Note that D(T
1
) is a subspace of y' and that T 0 is linear. 
The above is a natural generalisation by the author of the definition of the 
adjoint (conjugate} operator given in [16]. Considering Theorem I.5.6 we note 
that the two definitions are equivalent if D(T} is dense in X. 
I.10.2 PROJl(l:;ITI<X'i [16]. Let T € L(X,Y}. Then T1 is a closed linear 
operator. 
I.10.3 THEDREll. Let T € L(X,Y). Then 
I) D(T') = y' if and only if T is continuous. If that is the case then 
T' is also continuous and llT 0 ll = llTll [16: II.2.8]. 
II) If T' € L[Y' ,(D(T))'] then T' is also a(Y' ,Y) to a((D(T))', D(T)) 
continuous [20; 8.6.1]. 
I.10.4 PROJl(l:;ITl<X'i [16; II.3.7]. Let T € L(X.Y). Then 
I} R(T}1 = R(T}1 = N(T 0 ); 
II} R(T) = 1N(T 0 }. 
Hence T has dense range if and only if T 0 is injective. 
I.10.5 PROJl(l:;ITI<X'i [16; II.3.8]. Let T € L(X,Y). Then 
l l ' ' I) R(T
0
} J N(T) with N(T) = N(TJD(T)) = R(T ) if D(T ) is total; 
--, l 
II) R(T } C N(TJD(T)) 
Hence if R(T
0
) is total, then T is injective. 
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I.10.6 lllEDREll. Let T € L(X.Y) with D(T) dense in X. If T and r' 
-1 • • -1 each have an inverse, then (T ) = (T ) . 
Proof. Note that by the hypothesis D(T) is dense in X and since r' is 
injective, R(T) = D(T-
1
) is dense in Y. However, as was noted earlier, if 
this is the case our definition of the adjoint agrees with that given in 
Goldberg [16]. The result now follows trivially from [16; II.3.9]. a 
I.10.7 PRO~ITI~ [16; II.3.11 and II.3.13]. Let TE L(X,Y). Then 
I) r' ts surjecttve tf and only tf T has a continuous inverse; 
II) r' has a continuous inverse if Y is complete and T surjectlve. 
I.10.S lllEDREll. Let X be complete and TE C(X,Y). If r' has a continuous 
' -1 inverse, then TBD(T) :J rUy where r = 1/ll(T ) II. Thus T is an open map. 
Proof. Note that D(T) is still complete and hence regarding T as an 
element of L(D(T),Y) we observe that T is still closed. Since in this case 
our definition of the adjoint is equivalent to that in [16], the result now 
follows trivially from [16; II.4.3]. a 
I.10.9 PRO~ITI~. Let TE L(X,Y) and BE L(Y,Z) such that D(B) 
contains R(T) and ls dense in Y. Then (BT)' is an extension of r'B' 
With (BT) •= r'B' .f B . . t ts conttnuous. 
Proof. Note that since D(B) is dense in Y, (D(B))' = y' and so 
B' € C(Z' ,Y'). The first statement follows easily from the observation that 
D((BT)
1
) :J D(T'B'). Now suppose that B is continuous. Then D(B') = z' by 
Theorem I.10.3. Select an arbitrary z' E D((BT)'). Then 
z'BTJD(TB) = z'BTJD(T) is continuous by definition. 
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But z' E D(B
1
) and so z'BTJD(T)= B
0
z'TJD(T)" We conclude that B1 z' E D(T 1 ) 












I.10.10 Rem.ark. Let M be a subspace of Y. 
I) Then we have up to an isometry that and if M is closed 
y ' y' 
(QM) = ]~. (This follows from a careful consideration of Theorem I.5.10). 
II) For TE L(X,Y) and K 
an extension of Q(D(T))'r· 
x I D(T) I 
a subspace of D(T), (TJK) = (TJD(T)JK ) is 
and if M is closed, (Q~ T)' = T 1 Jy~· (This 
~ M 
· follows from I) and Proposition I.10.9.) 
I.10.11 PROF(l;ITION [8; 1.7]. Let TE L(X,Y) and let M be a relatively 
closed subspace of D(T). If codD(T)M < 00 , then (TJi)' = Q~(T))'r· 
Proof. Without loss of generality let D(T) = X. Considering Remark I.10.10 
x' I x I x I 
we only need to prove that D(Q 1r ) J D((TJM) ). Select y' E D((TJM) ) 
M 
arbitrarily and let F be a finite dimensional subspace of X so that 
X = M $ F. Since F is closed by Proposition I.3.2, there exists a bounded 
projection P from X onto M by Proposition I.8.4. Now let 
(1) y'T = y'TJi P + y'TJ;(I-P). 
We already know that y'TJi is continuous and hence considering y'TJ; we 
observe that G(y'TJ;) and D(y'TJ;) = F are finite dimensional. 
Consequently, from Propositions I.3.1, I.3.2 and the closed graph theorem we 
l d ha I TJX . . B t h 'T cone u e t t y F is continuous. u t en y is continuous by (1) and 
. x' . 
so y' € D(T ) = D(Q 1r ). Hence the result follows. M 
D 
I.10.12 PROF(l;ITION [16; II.4.7]. Suppose TE L(X,Y) with N(T) a closed 
,... 






§ 11 &»IE OPERA1UR IIF.ALS 
I.11.1 IEFilfITl(l'{. Let T € L(X,Y). We define T to be a compact operator 
if TBD(T) is compact and precompa.ct if TBD(T) is totally bounded. The 
classes of compact and precompact operators in L(X,Y) will be denoted by 
K(X,Y) and PK(X,Y) respectively. We will denote K(X,Y) n L[X,Y] and 
PK(X,Y) n L[X,Y] by K[X,Y] and PK[X,Y] respectively. 
I.11.2 IEFilfITl(l'{. An absolutely convex subset V of X is called a disk if 
for each a(X,X
0
) neighbourhood W of zero there exists X such that 
XW ~ V. Note that the function p(x) = inf{g > Dix€ qV} for each x E spanV 
defines a norm on spanV [20; 8.3]. We shall denote the subspace spanV 
normed by this norm by XV. V is called a Banach disk if XV is a Banach 
space. Now let T € L(X,Y). Then T is called a nuclear operator if we can 
find a bounded sequence {x'} c x··. 
n 
a Banach disk v in r. a bounded 
()() 
sequence {yn} in YV and a sequence {Xn} € ~l (that is l lxnl < oo) such 
n=l 
that for every x € D(T) 
()() 
Tx - l Xx'(x)y. n n n 
n=l 
Here the series is understood to converge in Y. (Nuclear operators are 
treated in more generality in [20], however for our purposes the above 
definition wil suffice.) We denote the class of all nuclear operators in 
L(X,Y) by N(X,Y) with L[X,Y] n N(X,Y) being denoted by N[X.Y]. 
I.11.3 IEFilfITI<I'f. Let A and E denote two classes of operators. We say 
that A(X,Y) is a left (right) ideal with respect to the class E if for 
every T € A(X,Y), Sf E A(X,Z) (TS€ A(Z,Y)) whenever S € E(Y,Z) 
(SE E(Z.X)) where S and T denote linear operators. 
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We say that A(X,Y) is an ideal with respect to the class E if it is both a 
left and a right ideal with respect to E. 
We note the following results: 
I.11.4 Remarks. [16; III.1.4] 
I) Every bounded finite rank operator is compact. (Follows from Proposition 
I.3.3.) 
II) Every precompact operator is bounded. (Follows from the fact that a 
totally bounded set is bounded.) 
III) An operator is compact (precompact) if it maps bounded sequences onto 
sequences which have a convergent (Cauchy) subsequence. Hence if 
T € L(X,Y) then T is precompact if and only if lyT is compact. 
I.11.5 PRO~ITI<Xf [16; III.1.11]. A continuous linear operator is precompact 
if and only if its adjoint is compact. 
I.11.6 PRO~ITI<Xf [16; III.1.12]. If the range of a precompact operator is 
complete, then it is finite-dimensional. 
I.11.7 1HEX>REll. N[X,Y], K[X,Y] and PK[X,Y] are subspaces of B[X,Y] with 
N[X,Y] C K[X,Y] C PK[X,Y]. 
Proof. Immediate from (16; III.2.4] and [20; 17.3.1 and 17.3.4]. a 
I.11.B 1HEX>REll. The classes N[X,Y], K[X,Y] and PK[X,Y] are operator 
ideals with respect to the bounded operators. 
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Proof. Consider [16; III.2.5] and [20; 17.3.1]. a 
I.11.9 TllEX>REll ([25]; cf .[16; III.2.3]). Let TE B(X,Y). Then T is 
precompact if and only if for every c > 0 there exists a finite codimensional 
subspace N of D(T) such that llT I NII ~ c. 
I.11.10 11IEDREll [16; III.1.9]. Let TE L(X,Y). Suppose T does not have a 
continuous inverse when restricted to any closed finite codimensional subspace 
of X. 
of D(T) 
Then for any c ) 0 there exists an infinite dimensional subspace M 
so that T JM is precompact with llT ]Mii < c. 
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CHAPTER II 
BASIC PROPERTIFB OF TIIE FUNCTioos r · A· AND r · ====:::....:.==.::.==.:==-='---"-"=_:_:~~==~-"-L'-=.~~:::-~o 
This chapter is devoted mainly to the functions r', A' and r~. We will 
however prove some results concerning r. A and r
0 
which will be needed in 
subsequent chapters. 
§ 1 INVARIANCL PROPERTIFB 
II.1.1 DEFINITIOO. For an arbitrary normed linear space X we denote the 
class of all closed infinite codimensional subspaces of X by f (X), the 
c 
class of finite dimensional subspaces by ~(X), the class of infinite 
dimensional subspaces by f(X) and the class of finite codimensional subspaces 
of. X by ~c(X). Now for any T € L(X,Y) let f(T) = A(T) = r
0
(T) = 0 if 
D(T) € ~(X). If D(T) € f(X) let 
I'(T) = inf llTJ.Mll 
MO(D(T)) 
A(T) = sup inf llTJNll 
.MO(D(T)) NO(.M) 
By analogy if Y is finite dimensional let f
0




(T) = sup inf,,, llQNJYTll 
MOC(Y) NOC(Y) 
!OM 




II.1.2 LEJUIA. Let T € L(X, Y) with Y infinite dimensional. Then 
inf,., llQNJYTll = r'(QMT) 
NE.9'c(Y) 
!OM 
and hence A' (T) = sup r' (QMT). 
ME.9'c(Y) 
for any M € j (Y) 
c 
Proof. Select M € j (Y) and let N € j (Y) be arbitrary. c c 
closed by definition, we conclude that MC N if and only if 
Since N is 
Mr c N. 
Considering Proposition I.8.6 we see that the elements of j (Y) which contain c 
M can be identified with elements of j (Y/Mr). Observe that since M is 
c 
-r r r dense in M , llQM yll = llQ_ lyyll for each y € Y. Hence 
M 
_ -r ,., -r Y/M = lyY + M € Y/M . But by the continuity of Q!. 
M 
lyY + My is dense in 
Y/Mr since lyY is dense in Y (Remark I.4.4). is complete by 
Theorem I.2.1, we deduce that (Y/M)"' = Y/Mr. Therefore again considering 
Proposition I.8.6 and the observation made earlier in the proof we see that 
inf llQY/M Qr 1 Tll inf llQ(Y/M)"'1 Qy Tll inf,., llQNJYTll = 
NE.9'c(Y) K u Y = Ke~ (Y/M)"' K Y/M M KE.9' (Y/M) fl "<;Jc 
c lOM 
Taking the supremum over all M € j (Y) we obtain the result. D c 
II.1.3 PRO~ITION. Let T € L(X,Y) and F € ~(Y). Then 
I) r · (T) = r · (QFT); 
II) A I (T) = A I (QFT) ; 
I 
III) r ~(T) = r ~(QFT). 
Proof. Without loss of generality let Y be infinite dimensional. 
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I) and II). Let NE$ (Y) be arbitrary. 
c Since dim F < oo, N + F E $ (Y) c 
(Proposition I.3.4) and so by the lemma 
{l) r I {QN+FT) = inf"' llQMJYTll ~ 
ME1c(Y) 
M :l N+F 
1berefore as equality holds if f 0 (QNT) 
KE 1 (Y). K :> N such that 
c 
(2) 
= oo suppose Select 
for some arbitrarily chosen E > 0. Now since K + F E $ (Y) with KC K + F 
c 
and N + F CK + F we have by (1) and (2) that 
r' {QN+FT) ~ llQK+FJYTll ~ llQKlrT" ~ r' (QNT) + E ~ r' {QN+FT) + E. 
As E > 0 was arbitrarily chosen we conclude that 
(3) r'(QN+FT) = r'(QNT). 
Letting N = {O} we obtain I). Alternatively noting from Proposition I.8.6 
that $ (Y/F) can be identified with elements of $ (Y) which contain F we c c 
obtain II) by taking the supremum over all N E $ {Y). 
c (Observe that 
{N: NE 1 (Y), N :l F} = {N + F: NE$ (Y)} by Proposition I.3.4.) c c 
III) From Propositions I.3.2 and I.8.7 we observe that ~{Y/F) can be 
identified with elements of ~(Y) which contain F and so, as with r', we 
have 
(4) f~(QFT) = inf llQKTll ~ inf llQKTll = f~(T). 
K E ~(Y) K E ~(Y) 
K :l F 
As before equality holds if f ~(T) = 00 and so let f~{T) < oo. For an 
arbitrary E > 0 we may select ME ~(Y) so that 
(5) llQMTll ~ r~(T) + E 
But now M + FE ~{Y) with F CM+ F and so from {4) and (5) we have 
r~{QFY) ~ llQM+FTll ~ llQMTll ~ r~(T) + E ~ r~(QFT) +. E. 
Since E < 0 was arbitrary we conclude that f~(QFT) = f~(T). D 
II . 1 .4 PROP<EITI<W [ 6] . 
I) f(T) = T(TJE); 
II) A(T) = A(TJE); 
III} f o(T) = To(TJE). 
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Let T € L(X,Y) and E € ~ (D(T)). Then 
c 
Proof. Without loss of generality let dim D(T) = oo. 
I) By the definition 
(1) inf llTJMll ~ inf llTJMll = f(T). 
ME.t(E) ME.t(D(T)) 
Hence if f(T) = oo we have equality. Let f(T) < oo and select K € J(D(T)) 
so that for some arbitrarily chosen c ) 0, 
llTJKll ~ f(T) + c. 
But since E € ~c(D(T)), En K € J(E) whence 
T(TJE) ~ llTJmKll ~ llTJKll ~ T(T) + c. 
Since c ) 0 was arbitrary we conclude from the above and from (1) that 
II) Notice that A(T) = sup T(TJM). 
ME.t(D(T)) 
M € J(D(T)), we conclude from I) that 
Now since M n E € ~ (M) 
c 








If r 0(T) = oo equality holds and so let r 0(T) < oo. Select M € ~ (D(T)) c 
such that llTJMll ~ r0(T) + c for some arbitrarily chosen c > 0. Note that 
M n E € ~ (E) and so by (2) we have 
c 
f o(T} ~ fo(TJE) ~ llTJMnEll ~ llTJMll ~ fo(T) + c. 
Since c was arbitrary r0(T) = r0(TJE). a 
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ll.1.5 PROPOSITI<Xf. Let TE L(X.Y) such that N(T) is closed and let M 
be a closed subs}:Xlce of Y. Then 
"' I) r'(QMT) = r'(QMT); 
"' II) A' (QMT) = A' (QMT); 
"' 
III) f~(QMT) = f~(QMT). 
"' "' Proof. We show that llQKJYTll = llQKJYTll if either QKJYT or QKJYT is 
continuous where K is an arbitrary closed subspace of Y from which the 
result follows trivially. If QK]YT is continuous 
"' 
llQKJYT QN(T)xll = llQK]Y Tzll ~ llQKJYTll llzll for any z Ex+ N(T). 
Hence and so 
"' "' llQKJYTll ~ llQKJYTll. Conversely if QK]YT is continuous, then 
"' "' "' 
llQK]Y Txll = llQK]Y T QN(T)xll .~ llQK]Y Tll llQN(T)xll ~ llQKJY Tll llxll. 
"' "' 
"' 
continuous, then llQKJYTll = llQKJYTll. D 
Lemma ILl.2 is a generalisation by the author with Propositions II.1.3 and 
II.1.5 also due to the author. Proposition II.1.4 is due to R.W.Cross [6]. 
§2 INEXllJALITIEB 
II.2.1 PROPOSITl<Xf. Let TE L(X,Y). Then 









(T) ~ f~(T)(~ llTll if T is continuous). 
Proof. I) Let ME~ (Y). 
c From Lemma II.1.2 we conclude that 
r'(T) = inf__, llQK]Y Tll ~ inf__, llQK]Y Tll = f 0 (QMT). 
KEJc(Y) KEJc(Y) 




(T) we have that 
A' (T) = sup inf"' llQNJY Tll ~ sup inf"' llQNJY Tll = A' (Q~l) 
KE.1'c(Y) NE.1'c(Y) KE.1'c(Y) NE.1'c(Y) 
!DK lOM N :J K 
Now for any F € ~(Y) we have that M + F € 1 (Y) by Proposition I.3.4 and so 
c 
since F CM+ F, llQM+FTll ~ llQFTll if the norms exist. Hence 
II) Since f
1
(T) = A0 (T) = f~(T) = 0 if Y is finite dimensional, we can 
assume Y to be infinite dimensional. From I) f 0 (T) ~ r'(QMT) for any 
ME 1c(Y) and so r'(T) ~ sup r'(QKT) = A0 (T). Observe that ~(Y) E 1 (Y) 
KE.1'c(Y) c 
(Proposition I.3.2) whence 
Hence for any NE ic(Y) we have that f
1
(QNT) ~ f~(QNT) ~ f~(T) and so 
A' (T) = sup r' (QNT) ~ f ~(T). a 
NE.1'c(Y) 
II.2.2 CDROLLARY. Let TE L(X,Y) with dim Y = oo. Then 
r'(r) = inf I'~(QNJYT) and so A'(r) = sup 
NE.11 (Y) KE.11 (Y) 
inf I'~(QNJYT). 
c c NE.11 (Y) c 
!DK 
Proof. We first consider r'(T). Observe that for any NE 1 (Y), 
c 
llQNJYTll ~ f ~(QNJYT) if the norm exists and so 
(1) r'(r) = inf llQNJYTll > inf r~(QNJYT). 
NE.11 (Y) NE.11 (Y) 
c c 
Now suppose inf f~{QNJYT) < 00 since if this was not the case equality 
NE.11 (Y) 
c 
follows trivially. Hence let ~ > 0 be arbitrary and choose 
that r~(QKJYT) ~ inf r~(QNJYT) + ~. 
NE.11 (Y) c 
K E 1 (Y) · such 
c 
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From (1) and Proposition II.2.1 we conclude that 
r'(T) + E ~ inf r~(QNJYT) + E ~ r~(QKJYT) ~ r'(QKJYT) ~ r'(IyT) = r'(T). 
NE.t (Y) c 
Since E > 0 was chosen arbitrarily, we have f 1 (T) = inf r~(QNlyT). The 
NE.t (Y) c 
second assertion now follows trivially from Lemma II.1.2. a 
II.2.3 PRO~ITI<l'f. Let TE L(X,Y). Then r'(lyT) = f 1 (T), A1 (JyT) ~ A1 (T) 
and I'~(lyT) ~ f~(T). 
Proof. Since ~(Y) ~ ~(Y) we have f~(lyT) ~ f~(T) with f 1 (T) = r'(IyT) by 
definition. Considering A' we note from Proposition I.5.5 that for any 
subspace M of Y, M E ~ (Y) if and only if M n Y E ~ (Y) c c and so since 
inf llQNJYTll 
NE.t (Y) 
~ inf llQNJYTll 
NE.t (Y) 




A' (T) _ sup inf llQN]YTll = sup 
KE.t (Y) NE.t (Y) ME.t (Y) c c c 
~K 








II) A' (T + B) ~ A I UyT) + A I (B); 
III) I'~(T + B) ~ I'~(T) + f~(B). 
~ sup 
ME.t (Y) c 
inf llQNJYTll 
NE.t (Y) c 
~MnY 
inf llQN]YTll 




Proof. I) and II). Suppose T,B E L(X,Y) and suppose A'(IyT) < oo and 
f
0
(B) < 00 since on considering Proposition II.2.1 we note that the result is 
trivial otherwise. 
Without loss of generality let dim Y = oo. Fix M E $ (Y) and let N be 
c 
an arbitrary element of $ (Y) such that NJ M. Now let E > 0 be arbitrary c 
and choose V E $ (Y) such that V J N and 
c 
llQvlyTll ~ tnf llQulyTll + E ~ A'UyT) + E. 
UEJ (Y) c 
UJN 
Therefore as llQvlyBll ~ llQNJYBll (if the norms exist), we obtain 
inf llQuly(T + B)ll ~ llQvly(T + B)ll ~ llQvlyTll + llQvlyBll 
UEJ (Y) c 
UJN 
~ inf llQulyTll + E + llQNJYBll 
UEJ (Y) c 
UJN 
~ A'UyT) + E + llQNJYBll 
and so since E > 0 was arbitrarily chosen we have 
(1) inf llQNly(T + B)ll = inf 
NEJ (Y) NEJ (Y) c c 
NJM. NJM. 




~ A'(JyT) + inf llQNJYBll. 
NEJ (Y) c 
NJM. 
If we let M = {O} we obtain 
r'(T + B) ~ A'(JyT) + r'(B). 
Considering (1) and taking the supremum over all M E $ (Y) we get 
c 
III) Finally for f~ suppose f~(T) < oo and f~(B) < oo since the result is 
trivial otherwise. Now let E > 0 be arbitrary and choose F,K E ~(Y) so 
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Consequently 
T~(T + B) = inf llQN(T + B)ll ~ llQF K(T + B)ll ~ llQF+KTll + llQF+~ll 
NE!J{Y) + 
~ f ~{T) + f ~{B) + t. 
Thus f~{T + B) ~ f~{T) + f~{B) since t > 0 was chosen arbitrarily. a 
II.2.5 PRO~ITl<l'f. Let T,B € L{X.Y) with cod_Y < oo. Then 
y 




{B). and A1 {T + B) ~ A1 {T) + A'(B). 
Proof. The proof is similar to that for Theorem II.2.4 except that we now 
select V E j {Y) such that V J N n Y and 
c 
llQylyTll ~ inf llQulyTll + t ~ A. (T) + t. 
uu {Y) 
However since cod Y < oo there y 
c 
UJNnY 
exists F E ~{Y) such that V + F J N. We still have V + F E j {Y) by the 
c 
finite dimensionality of F. The fact that NC V + F and V CV + F implies 
that llQV+flyBll ~ llQNJYBll {if the norms exist) and that 
llQV+FJYTll ~ llQylyTll ~ A'(T) + t. The rest of the proof is the same except that 
we now use V + F instead of V. a 
II.2.6 THIDREJI [6]. Let T,B E L(X,Y). Then 
I) I'(T + B) ~ I'(T) + A(B) if D(T + B) E ~ (D(T)); 
c 
II) A(T + B) ~ A(T) + A(B); 
III) r0(T + B) ~ T0(T) + T0(B). 
Proof. I) Suppose D(T + B) E ~ (D(T)). Without loss of generality let c 
T(T) < oo, A(B) < oo and dim D(T + B) = oo since the assertion is trivial 
otherwise. Set r 1 = TID(T + B)' the restriction in L(X,Y) of T to 
D(T + B), and select NE 1(D(T + B)) so that for some arbitrary 6 > 0, 
( 
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Now choose V E ~{N) such that 
(2) llBJVll S f{BJN} + t=-12 S sup f{BJK} + t=-12 = A{B} + t=-12. 
KE.1'{D(B}} 
{Note that 1(D(T + B}} C 1(D(B}} as D(T + B} C D(B}}. From (1) and (2) we 
now conclude that 
I'(T + B} S ll(T + B}lyll S llT1Jyll + llBJyll S llT1JNll + A(B} + t=-12 
S I'(T1 } + A{B} + c. 
Since c > 0 was arbitrary and since f(T} = I'(T1} by Proposition II.1.4, we 
have f{T + B) S I'(T) + A{B}. 
II} Without loss of generality let dim D(T + B} = oo and let NE 1(D(T + B}} 
be arbitrary. By I} we then have 
I'((T + B}JN} S I'(TJN} + A(BJN} S I'(TJN} + sup f(BJM} 
ME.1'(N} 
S sup I'(TJK} + sup f(BJM) 
KE1(D(T}} ME1(D(B}} 
S A(T} + A(B}. 
Taking the supremum over all N E ~(D(T + B}} we obtain 
A(T + B} S A(T} + A(B}. 
III} Let r0(T} < oo and r0(B} < oo since the assertion is trivial otherwise. 
Hence select E1 E ~c(D(T}} and E2 E ~c(D(B}} such that 
llTJE II s ro(T} + E/2 and llBJE II s ro(B) + c/2 
1 2 




E ~c{D(T} n D{B)) = 
~ (D(T + B)) and so c 
Since c > 0 was arbitrary we conclude that III} holds. a 
The following Lemma as well as Theorem II.2.9, proved in the classical setting 
of Banach spaces and bounded operators in [38], was generalised with the 
assistance of Dr. R.W. Cross. 
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II.2.7 IEIUIA. Let N be a subspace of y and H E j (Y) 
c such that 
-Y 
codyN < cod~H = 00 Then for any e > 0 there exists 0 # n E N such that 
y 
llQHJynll ~ (1 - e) llnll. 
Proof. Suppose N is a subspace of Y and H E j (Y) 
c such that 
-Y codyN <cod H = oo. By Theorem I.5.10 y 
dim~= dim(Y/N)' =dim YIN= codyN < cod~M =dim rY 
. y 
1r and so by Theorem I.1.10 there exists f EM such that f # 0 and 
llfll = d(f.~) = llQ~fll. But Y 0 1N1 = N' by Theorem I.5.10 and so 
llfll = llQ fll = sup lf(n)I Hence there exists n EN such that n # 0 and 
~ O#nEN llnll 
If (n) I ~ llfll(l - t} llnll. However as f E rY we have that 
llfll(l - e)llnll ~ lf(n) I = inf lf(n - m) I ~ llfll inflln - mll ~ llfll llQM]Ynll. 
mEM mEH 
Hence (1 - e) llnll ~ llQMJynll. a 
II.2.8 IJEFINITI<Xf. Let TE L(X,Y). We define ~(T) as follows: 
~er) = sup{X E IR: llTxll ~ X.d(x.N(T)) for all x E D(T)}. 
~(T) is referred to as the minimum modulus of T. 
II.2.9 THIDREll. Let T E L(X, Y). 
I) Suppose dim D(T) = oo. Then ~(T) ~ f(T) if a(T) < oo. 
II) Suppose dim Y = oo. Then ~(T) ~ r'(T) if b(T) < oo. 
Proof. Let ~(T) ) 0 since the theorem is trivial otherwise. 
I) Suppose dim D(T) = oo and a(T) < oo. Let ME j(D(T)). By Theorem I.1.10 
there exists 0 # m E M such that llmll = d(m,N(T)). Hence 
llTmll ~ X.d(m,N(T)) = Xllmll for every ;>.., E (O.~(T)). Consequently llTmll ~ ~(T) 
llmll 
and so llTJHll ~ ~(T) (if the norm exists). Taking the infinum over all 
ME J(D(T)) we get f(T) ~ ~(T). 
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II} Suppose dim Y = ro and b(T} < ro. Let M E J (Y}. 
c Then 
codyR(T} < cod_M. Hence for an arbitrary c > 0 there exists Tx E R(T} such 
y 
that Tx '# 0 and 
(1} 
If d(x,N(T}} > 0 we can select n E N(T} such that 
(1 + c}-
1
1tx - nit~ d(x,N(T}}. Now select an arbitrary A. E (0,-r(T}}. Then 
( 1 + c}-
1
.A.. ltx - nit ~ A..d(x,N(T}} ~ llTxll. If d(x,N(T}} = 0 select n E N(T} 
-1 
such that (1 + c) A. llx - nll ~ llTxll = llT(x - n)ll. Hence we have 
(2) llQMJY T(x - n}ll = llQMJYTxll ~ (1 - c}llTxll = (1 - c}llT(x - n}lt 
1 - t 
~ .A..llx - nll. 
1 + t 
But from (1} we see that since Tx '# 0, x E-N(QMJYT} and thus 
1 - t 
(x - n} ( N(QMJYT}. We now conclude from (2} that llQMJYTll ~ 
1 
+ c.A. and 
1 - t 
therefore llQMJYTll ~ 1 + f:..'Y(T} if the norm exists. Hence taking the infinum 
1 - t 
over all ME Jc(Y} we get r'(r} ~ 1 + E:. 'Y(T}. However c > 0 was chosen 
arbitrarily and so r'(T) ~ 'Y(T} a 
II .2.10 DEFINITlaf. Let T E L(X, Y}. We define T fo be partially 
conti1UJ.ous if there exists E E ~c(D(T}) such that TIE is continuous, 
partially bounded if D(T) = X. T is called semi-conti1UJ.ous if there exists 
F E ~(Y) such that QFT is continuous, semi-bounded if D(T) = X. We denote 
the class of partially continuous (semi-continuous} operators by PB(X,Y} 
(SB(X,Y)), with PB(X,Y) n L[X,Y] (SB(X,Y) n L[X,Y]) being denoted by 
PB[X,Y] (SB[X,Y]}. 
II.2.11 LEMMA [38; 3.5]. Let TE B[X,Y] and SE B[Y,Z] with X, Y and Z 
Banach spaces. Then I'' (Sf) ~ I'' (S}. A' (T). 
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II.2.12 111El>RE11. Let T € PB(X.Y) and S € PB(Y.Z) with D(S) dense in Y. 
Then 












Proof. I) Suppose T € PB(X,Y) and S € PB(Y,Z) with D(S) dense in Y. 
Since f
1
(lzSI') = f 1 (Sf) and f 1 (T) = f 1 (lyT) we can assume Y and Z to be 
complete without loss of generality. By hypothesis there exists E € '!J (D(T)) c 
such that TJE or equivalently TIE is continuous where TIE denotes the 
restriction of T to E. Now let F € '!J(D(T)) such that _E1}(T) and F are 
topologically complemented in D(T) (Proposition I.B.4). Next let A€ B(X,Y) 
be defined by Al_ = (TIE)JD(T) and AIF = 0. (Note that A is 
EnD(T) 
continuous since Al is and since there is a continuous projection from 
Enn(T) 
D(T) onto _E1}(T).) Then K = T - A is a finite rank operator and T =A+ K. 
Hence QR(K)T = QR(K)(A + K) = QR(K)A and so T, and similarly S and ST 
are semicontinuous. Now let M € '!J(Y) and V € '!J(Z) be such that Qy8 and 
QMT are continuous. We now show that we can select W € '!J(Z) such that Qw8 
is continuous with N(Qw8) ::JM. -1 -Let w = Qv ((Qy8)M). Note that by choice of 
W, W ::JV and since M € '!J(Y) and V € '!J(Z), (Qy8)M € '!J(Z/V) and W € '!J(Z). 
Observe that D(S) = D(Qy8) is dense in Y and therefore that 
D(Qy8) = Y ::JM. Hence for W, Qw8 is continuous since W ::J V, and 
- Z/V -




Now let r 1 be the restriction of T to D(Sf). Then QMTl is still 
continuous. Consider the following: 
x € D(Sf) QMTl continuously maps x onto Tx + M where Tx € D(S). 
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Notice that Q~~= is a map from YIM onto (YIM)l(NIM) and since M C N, 
(YIM)l(NIM) =YIN by Proposition I.8.6. Consequently Q~~= continuously maps 
Tx + M onto Tx + N. But Tx E D(S) and N = N(Qw8) and so (Qw8)A 
continuously maps Tx + N onto STx. is 
continuous. Let U = (Qw8)A.Q~~=· Since D(S) is dense in Y, Qw8 and thus 
-A YIM 
U = (Qw8) .QNIM is a bounded operator. Therefore as Q~ is unique, 
Now observe that for say A E L(Y.Z) and BE B(X,Y), r'(B) = f 1 (B). 
A I (B) = A I (B) and r' (AB) ~ r' (A). llBll since llQKBll = llQKBll = llQ~ll for each 
KE .9'c(Y) and llQPABll ~ llQPAll.llBll for each PE .9'c(Z). Finally since 
llQKT 111 ~ llQKTll for each K E j> c (Y) such that K :::> M, A' (QMT 1) ~ A' (QMT). 
Consequently considering QMTl as an element of B[D(ST)~.Y] we can now apply 
the Lemma and Propositions II.1.3 and II.1.5 to obtain the following: 
I - A YIM I 
~I' ((Qw8) ).llQNIMll.A (QMT) 
~ r, (Qw8). A, (T) 
= r, (Qw8). A, (T) 
= r · (S). A' (r). 
Since initially we assumed Y and Z to be complete, we have 
II) Suppose dim Z = oo. We note from I) that r'(Q~) ~ f 1 (Q~).A 1 (lyT) for 
each KE j> (Z). Hence 
c 
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{Sf) = 0 and A
1
{S) = f 1 {S) = 0 and so the result 
follows from I). a 
II.2.13 11IEDREll. Let TE L{X,Y) and SE L{Y,Z) with D(S) dense in Y. 
Then 
I) r~(lz:ST) ~ f~{lz8).f~{T) with I'~(ST) ~ f~{S).f~{T) tf D{S) = Y; 






except in the case O.oo. 
Proof. Without loss of generality let dim Z = oo. 
I) Suppose TE L{X,Y) and SE L{Y,Z) with D{S) dense in Y. We first 
show that f~{Sf) ~ f~{S).f~{T) if D{S) = Y. If either f~{S) = oo or 
f~{T) = oo, the assertion is trivial and so assume f ~{S) < oo and f ~{T) < oo. 
Notice that for say BE B(X,Y) 
(1) f~{SB) = inf llQiPBll ~ inf llQiPll.llBll = f~{S).llBll. 
F E '{Z) F E '{Z) · . 
Let c > 0 be arbitrary and choose KE '{Y) such that 
{2) llQKTll ~ f ~{T) + c. 
Since f ~{S) < oo we conclude that there exists M E '{Z) such that Q~ is 
continuous. Moreover SK E '{Z) as KE '{Y). Now let W =SK+ M. Then 
since W ::J M, 11Qw811 ~ llQ~ll and so Ow8 is continuous. Also K C N{Qw8) = N 
since SK C W and llQNTll ~ llQKTll since K C N. Consequently as W E '(Z) we 
have by {l), (2) and Propositions II.1.3 and II.1.5 that 
f~{Sf) = f~{Ow8f) = f~{(Qw8J''.QNT) ~ f~{(Ow8J") llQNTll ~ f~{Ow8).llQKTll 
~ f~(S).(f~(T) + t). 
Since t > 0 was chosen arbitrarily we obtain f~(Sf) ~ f~(S).f~(T). 
Now suppose D{S) # Y. As before we may assume that f~{lz8) < oo since the 
assertion is trivial otherwise. Hence there exists M E '(Z) such that QM1z8 
is continuous. 
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Letting r 1 denote the restriction of T to D(Sf) we note that 
(QMlz8)1yT1 = QMlzSI'· Arguing as in the proof of Theorem II.2.12 we see that 
bounded we conclude from the first part of the proof and Propositions 11.1.3 
and 11.2.3 that 
r~(lz8I') = r~(QM1z8T) = I'~((QMlz8)lyT1) ~ r~(Q.Mlz8).I'~(lyT1) 
~ r~(Q.Mlz8).r~cr1 ) ~ r~Clz.8).r~(r). 
11) Let ME .1' (Z) be arbitrary. We then have c 
T~(QMlzSI') ~ T~(QMlz.8).I'~(T) by I) and so from Proposition Il.2.2 
r'(sr) = inf r~(QMlzSI') ~ 
ME.1' (Z) 
inf r~(QMlz.8).r~(T) = r'(s).f~(T). 
c ME.1' (Z) c 
III) Let ME .1' (Z) be arbitrary. By II) we have that c 
Hence taking the supremum over all 
have A' (Sf) ~ A' (S). f~(T). 




As was noted Theorem II.2.6 is a generalisation by R.W. Cross with Lemma II.2.7 
and Theorem II.2.9 generalisations due mainly to the same. Theorem 11.2.9 I) 
generalises a result by B. Gramsch [19] whereas II) of the same theorem 
generalises a result by Weis [38]. All other results are generalisations by 
the author. The proofs of the first part of Theorem II.2.4 as well as that of 
Lemma Il.2.7 and Theorem Il.2.9 are essentially the same as those used by Weis 
[38], suitably changed to hold for the more general case. 
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§3 ZERO SETS 
II.3.1 DEFINITl(I'(. Let TE L(X.Y). T is defined to be partially precompact 
(semi-precompact) if there exists E E 'c(D(T)) (F E '(Y)) such that TJE 
(QFT) is precompact. We will denote the class of all partially precompact 
(semi-precompact) operators in L(X,Y) by PPK(X,Y) (SPK(X,Y)) and in L[X,Y] 
by PPK[X,Y] (SPK[X,Y]). 
II.3.2 lllfDREll. Let TE L(X,Y). Then the following are equivalent. 
I) TE SPK(X.Y). 
II) f ~(T) = 0. 
If T is continuous then TE PK(X.Y) if and only if f~(T) = 0. 
Proof. I)~ II) Since T is semi-precompact if and only if there exists a.ii 
N E '(Y) such that QNT is precompact and since f~(T) = f ~(QNT) by 
Proposition II.1.3, we can assume T to be precompact. Now let t > 0 be 
arbitrary. From the definition of precompactness it now follows that there 
exist {x1 •... ,xn} C BD(T) such that for any x E BD(T) there is an ~· 
1 ~ h. ~ n, with llTx - T~ll < t. Consider F = span{Tx
1
, .... Txn}. For an 
arbitrary x E BD(T) there exists R., 1 ~ h. ~ n, such that 
llQFTxll ~ llTx - ·r~ll < t and so we conclude that llQFTll ~ t. Hence f ~(T) = 0. 
II ~ I) Suppose T is continuous. Observing that for any M E '(Y) 
dim M =dim M
1 
=dim Y 1 /~ =cod M1 < oo by Theorem I.5.10, we conclude that II) 
implies that for each t < 0 there exists M E '(Y) (cod M1 < ro) such that 
llQMTll = ll(QMT) 'II = llT' JMlll ~ t and hence T 1 is compact by Theorem I.11.9. 
But then T is precompact by Proposition I.11.5. Now if ·r is not 
continuous, then by II) there exists N E '(Y) such that QNT is continuous. 
But since f~(T) = f~(QNT) by Proposition II.1.3, II) still holds for QNT 
and so by what we've just shown QNT is precompact. D 
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The following proposition appears in [6] and is a generalisation of the result 
for continuous operators (Theorem I.11.9). 
II.3.3 PROPOSITICl'f [6]. Let T € L(X,Y). Then the following are equivalent: 
I) T € PPK(X.Y). 
II) r0 (T) = o. 
If T is continuous, T € PK(X,Y) if and only if r
0
(T) = 0. 
Proof. Noting that if either I) or II) holds then T € PB(X,Y). the 
proposition now follows from a consideration of Theorem I.11.9 and Proposition 
II.1.4. a 
II.3.4 IEFINITICl'f. Let T € L(X,Y). T is defined to be F (F+) if there 
exists F € '(Y) (E € 'c(D(T))) such that (QFT)' = T 1 J~ has a continuous 
inverse (TIE has a continuous inverse). The class of all F_ (F+) operators 
in L(X,Y) will be denoted by F_(X,Y) (F+(X,Y)) with F (X,Y) n L[X,Y] 
(F+(X,Y) n L[X,Y]) being denoted by F_[X,Y] (F+[X,Y]). 
For the sake of completeness we prove the following result due to R.W. Cross 
([6; 2.2] and [8; 1.18]). 
II.3.5 THEDREll. Let T € L(X,Y) with dim D(T) = oo Then the following are 
equivalent: 
I) T f. F+. 
II) r' f. <P_. 
III) There is no E € ' (D(T)) such that TJ- has a continuous inverse. c E 
IV) There exists M € f(D(T)) such that TIM is precompact. 
V) For every E. > 0 there exists M € .1'(D(T)) such that llTJM.11 ~ E.; that 
is f(T) = 0. 
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Proof. I)~ III). This is an easy consequence of the definition of F+ 
operators. 
III)~ IV). This follows on considering Theorem I.11.10. 
IV) ~ V). Assuming there exists M € ~(D(T)) such that TJM is precompact, 
it follows from Proposition II.3.3 that for any ~ > 0 we can select 
N € :Jc(M) C ~(D(T)) such that llTJNll ~ ~. 
V) ~I) Assume that V) holds with T € F+. Hence there exists E € :J (D(T)) 
c 
such that TIE has a continuous inverse, that is there exists k > 0 such 
that 
llTlrll ~ ~llxll for every x E E. 
Select ME ~(D(T)) such that llTJMll ~ k/2. Hence Mn E E ~(D(T)) with 
kllxll ~ 11r JMnrll = 11r JMxll ~ k/2 llxll 
for each x €Mn E. An obvious contradiction. Consequently T f F+. 
We have already shown I), III), IV) and V) to be equivalent. To conclude we 
show that III) and II) are equivalent. 
II) ~III) Suppose there exists a relatively closed finite codimensional 
' 
subspace of D(T), say E, so that TIE has a continuous inverse. But then 
by Propositions I.10.7 and I.10.11 oCf(T))'r· is surjective. Since 
E 
dim ~(T) = codD(T)E < oo by Theorem I.5.10, we conclude that b(T 1 ) < oo and 
hence r' E <f>_ by Propositions I.4.17 and I.10.2. 
Conversely suppose r' E <f>_. Then b(T 0 ) < oo by definition and so there 
exists FE :J((D(T))
1
) such that QFr' is surjective. However F = (1F)1 by 
Remark I.5.9 with codD(T)
1
F = dim(1F)1 =dim F < 00 by Theorem I.5.10. Hence 
QFT' = Q 1 1r' = (TJ1 )' by Proposition I.10.11 and so TJ1 has a ( F) F F 
continuous inverse by Proposition I.10.7. a 
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The construction in the following theorem is adapted from Brace and R.-Kneece 
[4]. The result generalises the corresponding result for bounded operators 
between Banach spaces by Weis (38; 3.2] and complements a result for DF-spaces 
by Wrobel [40; Corollaries 2 and 3]. 
II.3.6 1HEDREll. Let T € L(X,Y) with Y infinite dimensional. Then the 
following are equivalent:· 
I) T f. F . 
II) T f. F+; 
III} r' f. cp+. 
IV) f(T') = 0 and dim D(T 1 ) = oo 
V} r' (T} = 0. 
VI} There exists M € j (Y} 
c such that QM]YT is a compact (nuclear} 
operator. 
Proof. Without loss of generality suppose D(T} = X. The equivalence of II} 
and IV} is immediate from Theorem II.3.5. 
VI)~ V}. Suppose there exists M € j (Y} 
c is a nuclear 
operator. But then QMJYT is compact and so for an arbitrary ~ > 0, there 
exists F € ~(Y/M} such that llQY/M(Qy J T}ll ~ "'- (Th II 3 2} F M y <:;. eorem . . . By 
Proposition I.8.6 there exists K, a closed subspace of Y such that 
V} ~II} Suppose that V} holds and that r' E F+(Y' ,X'). Firstly, since there 
exists N € jc(Y} such that QNJYT is continuous, 
(QNJYT)' = (lyT)'J~ = r'J~ 
Hence ~ C D(T 1 } and since 
is bounded (Theorem 1.10.3 and Remark 1.10.10}. 
dim~= cod N = oo, dim D(T 1 } = oo. y 
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Now let E € ~c(D(T
0
)) such that T
0
JE has a continuous inverse. Then there 
exists k > 0 such that llT'JEy'll ~ klly'll for each y' € E. However by V) we 
can choose M € ~ (Y) . c such that Hence dim MlY = cod M = oo y 
with rY c D(T') since llT 1 J.Mlll = ll(Q.MJYT} 1 ll = llQ.MJYTll s k/2 by Theorem 
I.10.3 and Remark I.10.10. But now .M1 n E € ~(D(T 1 )) with 
klly'll s llT'JEy'll = llT 0 J 1y'll s k/2 lly'll for each y' € rY n E. 
M 
An obvious contradiction. Hence T' ( F+(Y' ,X'). 
II) =>I) Suppose T € F_(X,Y). Then there exists F € ~(Y) such that 
(QFT)' = T
0
]Fl has a continuous inverse. But dim F =dim F' =cod Fl ( oo 
and so ~ n D(T 0 ) € ~ (D(T 1 )} implying that T 1 € F (Y' ,X'). 
c + 
I) =>VI). Assume that I) holds. By the hypothesis T 1 does not have a 
continuous inverse and so there exists Yi € y' such that llyill = 1 and 
llT'yill s 2-1.6-l Since llyill = 1 there exists y
1 
€ Y such that lly
1
11 = 1 
and 1/2 S Yi(y1) S 1. Letting F = span{y1} we note that T
1 J~ = (QFT)' 
does not have a continuous inverse and so there exists Y2 € (sJXU1{y
1
})1 such 
that lly211 = 1 and llT'y211 s 2-1.6-2 Since lly211 = 1 there exists y
2 
€ Y 
such that lly211 = 1 and 1/2 s Y2(y2) s 1. Continuing inductively we obtain 
{yn} CY and {y~} C D(T
1
} such that 
(1) lly II = lly' II = 1 for every n € IN, n n 
(2) llT'y~ll S 2-l.6-n for every n €IN, 
(3) 
(4) 
Yk(yi) = 0 for i < k with i,k €IN, 
1/2 S y~(yn) S 1 for every n € IN. 
Now let ~ = l/(yk(yk)). Then 1 s Xk s 2 for every k €IN. Define 
n-1 
{un} CY by u1 = X1y1 and vn = Xn[yn - l (Yi(Yn))ui] for n ~ 2. 
i=l 
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We show that 
(5) yk(un) = okn for k,n € rn. 
Suppose n < k: 
Observe that un E sPrui {y1, .... yn}. However since k) n we have by (3) that 
span{y1, ... ,yn} C N(yk) and so yk(un) = 0. 
Suppose n = k: 
If n = 1, then it is obvious that Yi(u1) = 1. Suppose n) 1. Then by what 
we've just shown {u1 •... ,u 1} C N(y') and so n- n 
Suppose n > k: 
n-1 
y~(un) = Xny~[yn - l (yi(Yn))ui] = Xny~(yn) = 1 · 
i=l 
First let n = k + 1. By what we've just shown we have 
k 
yk(vk+l) = Xk+l[yk(Yk+l) - l (yi(Yk+l)).yk(ui)] 
i=l 
= Xk+l[yk(Yk+l) - yk(Yk+l)] = O. 
Continuing inductively we prove (5). 
We now establish that 
(6) n . llu II < 2.3 for every n E rn. n -
The proof is by induction. Note that 
llu111 = llX 1 y 1 11'~ lx 1 1.lly 1 11~2.1~2.3. 
Suppose that (6) has been verified up to k E rn. Then 
k 
lluk+l 11 = l~\+11· 11 Yk+l - l (Yi(Yk+l))uill 
i=l 
k 
~ 2(11yk+lll + l llyillllyk+llllluill) 
i=l 
k 
~ 2(1 + l 2.3i) 
i=l 
k 




Now let ui = ui.2 .3 Then lluill ~ 1 for every i €IN. Define a nuclear 
operator K € B[X,Y] as follows: 
()() 
Kx = l (1/2i)(xt(x))ui where xt = 2.6t.r'yi, for each i €IN. 
i=l 
For any x € X we have 
()() ()() ()() 
i=l i=l i=l 
Hence Kx is absolutely convergent for any x € X and so Kx exists by the 




y' = l (1/2i)(y'(ui)).xt 
i=l 
and so K' is still a nuclear operator with llK
1 
II ~ 1. 
We show that K' agrees with r' on W = span{yi·Y2····}· Let y' € W. Then 
m 
y = l µ.y: l. l. From (5) it follows that µ. = y'(u.) l. l. for some m € IN. for 
i=l 
each 1 ~ i ~ m. Thus 
m m m i 
r'y· = l µiT'yt = l 2 
2.3 . . 
= --i .y'(u.1(2.3t.)).(2.6t. .r'y:) 
2.6 l. l. 
i=l i=l i=l 
m 
i=l 
In fact since y'(uk) = 0 for every k) m by (5), we have that 
()() 
I \ i I Ty' = l (1/2 )(y'(ui)).xt =Ky'. 
i=l 
Hence N(r' - K
1
) ~ W and so N(r' - K
1
) is infinite dimensional. Observe 
that (lyT)' = r' and that (lyT - K)' = r' - K'. Therefore r' - K' is the 
tf'V • ' _L adjoint of an operator in L(X,Y) and so N(T - K ) = R(JyT - K) by 
lY I I 
Proposition I.10.4. Let M = (N(T - K )) = R(lyT - K) (Proposition I.10.4). 
Then QM(lyT - K) = 0 since R(lyT - K) c M. 
with the nuclear operator QMKJD(T)' 
Therefore 
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Finally observe that dim N(T' ~ K0 ) =dim Ml·= dlm(YIM)' = dim(YIM) = oo and 
so ME 1c(Y). (Note that QMJYT is compact by Theorem I.11.7). 
II)~ III) Suppose r' E <f>+· By definition R(T 1 ) is closed and hence 
complete with a(T
1
) < 00 • Since a(T 0 ) < oo, there exists a topological 
complement of N(T
0
) in y'. say E (Proposition I.8.4). As E is closed, 
and thus complete, r'JE is still a closed operator and so since r'JE is 






)) = R(T 0 ), we conclude from the 
open mapping theorem that T
0
JE has a continuous inverse. Hence r' E F+ as 
cody•E = a(T 0 ) < oo 
Conversely assume r' E F+. By III) of Theorem II.3.5 there exists 
E E ,: (D(T')) 





Let x' E R(T
0
J) and select 
E 
{y'} c En D(T') 
n 
such that 
r'y• -+ x'. But T
0
J has a continuous inverse and so {yn'} is Cauchy in E. 
n E 
However E is a closed and therefore complete subspace of y' and so there 
exists y' EE with y' -+ y'. 
n 
Since r' 
T ' ' ' y = x and hence that x' E R(T 0 ]) 
E 
is closed we conclude that 
since y' E E. Consequently 
is closed. As EE' (D(T
0
)). there exists FE '(D(T
0









J_) + r'F and so R(T
0




) ( oo if r' E F+ we conclude that r' E <f>+· a 





) = 0 if and only if f{T) = 0 by Theorem II.3.5. 
II.3.7 DEFINITICJ.'f. Let TE L(X.Y). Then T is defined to be strictly 





) has a continuous inverse. 
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The class of strictly singular (strictly cosingular) operators in L(X,Y) will 
be denoted by SS(X,Y) (OC(X,Y)) whereas SS(X,Y) n L[X,Y] (OC(X,Y) n L[X.Y]) 
will be denoted by SS[X,Y] (OC[X,Y]). 
We remark that strictly singular operators were first defined by T. Kato [21], 
whereas strictly cosingular operators were defined by Pelczynski [33]. The 
definition we give for strictly singular operators is a generalisation of the 
original definition in the sense that we state the definition for arbitrary 
operators (not necessarily continuous). It will be shown in Chapter V that the 
definition given for strictly cosingular operators corresponds to that given by 
Pelczynski in the classical setting of bounded operators between Banach spaces. 
The following theorem was first established by Brace and Royce-Kneece [4] in 
the classical case. The result below generalises and complements the results 
by Brace and R.-Kneece and Wrobel [40]. 
II.3.8 THEDREll. Let T € L(X,Y). Then the following are equivalent: 
I) TE OC(X,Y). 
II) For every H € $ (Y) 
c there exists N € $ (Y) c 
QNJYT a compact (nuclear) operator. 
such th.at NJ H with 
III) For every ~ > 0 and for every M € $ (Y) 
c 
there exists N € $ (Y) 
c 
such 
th.at NJ M with the norm of QNJYT not exceeding ~ (ie. A
0
fT) = 0). 
Proof. Without loss of generality suppose that dim Y = oo 
I)~II). Let TE OC(X,Y) and let M € $ (Y) 
c be arbitrary. For any 
F € ~(Y/H) we have by Proposition I.8.6 that there exists a closed subspace K 
Y/M Y Y 
of Y such that QF .QM= QK. Now since dim Y/H = oo and F € ~(Y/M), 
K € $c(Y) and so (Q~/H(Qi.T))' = (Q~.T)' does not have a continuous inverse. 
Since F € ~(Y/M) was chosen arbitrarily we have by Proposition I.8.6 and 
Theorem II.3.6 that II) holds. 
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II) ~ III) Let M E j (Y) c 
and c ) 0 be chosen arbitrarily. By II) there 
exists NE j>c(Y) such that NJ M with QNJYT a nuclear operator. But 
since QNJYT is nuclear, it is also precompact and so by Theorem II.3.2 there 
exists F € !'J(Y/N) such that llQ~/N(Q~.JyT)ll ~ c. By Proposition I.8.6 there 
exists K, a closed subspace of Y, such that Q~ = Q~/N.Q~ with K JN JM. 
Now since NE j (Y) and FE !'J(Y/N). KE j (Y). c c 
III)~ I). Assume that III) holds and that T ( SC(X,Y). That is there exists 
M € j>c(Y) such that (QMT)' has a continuous inverse. Hence there exists 
k > O such that llT 1 y'll ~ klly'll for each y' E ~ n D(T'). Now by III) there 
exists N € j>c(Y) such that NJ M with llQNJYTll ~ k/2. Since QNJYT is 
continuous, (QNJYT)' = r'Jrr1 is bounded {Theorem I.10.3) and so rr1 c D(T'). 
Also as N € ~ (Y) and NJ M, rr1 € jJ(Y') with rr1 C ~- Thus 
c 
rr1 E jJ(~ n D{T' )) with llT' lrr111 = llQNJYTll ~ k/2 by Theorem I.10.3. But then 
we have that 
klln'll ~ llT 1 n'll:::: 11r'Jrr1n'll ~ k/2.lln'll for every 
This is obviously a contradiction and so T € SC(X,Y). 
n' err1. 
a 
Considering Theorems II.3.6 and II.3.8 we observe that the definition of r' 
and A' in terms of the completion Y of Y (T € L(X,Y)) seems to be the 
most suitable way to make them usefully applicable to all operators, both 
bounded and unbounded, since in this case the important classes of F and 
strictly cosingular operators can be characterised in terms of the functions 
r' and A' respectively. Therefore a study of these functions will then 
yield results concerning F_ and strictly cosingular operators. Again for the 
sake of completeness we state the following theorem, a generalisation by R.W. 
Cross [7; 14] of [16; III.2.1]. 
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II.3.9 11IEOREJI. Let T € L(X,Y). Then the following are equivalent. 
I) T E SS(X, Y). 
II) For every M € j(D(T)) there exists N € j(M) such that TIN is 
precompac t . 
III) For every e > 0 and for every M € j(D(T)) there exists N € j(M) 
such that the norm of TIN does not exceed e (ie. A(T) = 0). 
Proof. I)~ II). This is a consequence of Theorem II.3.5. 
II) ~III). Let ME j(D(T)) be arbitrary and select NE j(M) so that TIN 
is precompact. It follows from Proposition II.3.3 that for an arbitrary e > 0 
we can select K € ~c(N) C j(M.) so that llTIKll ~ e. 
III) ~I) Suppose that III) holds and that T ~ SS(X,Y). Hence select 
M. € j(D(T)) such that TIM has a continuous inverse. Then there is some 
k. > O with llTxll ~ k.llxll for each x € M.. Now select N € j(M) such that 
llTINll ~ k/2. But then 
k.llxll ~ llTxll = llTINxll ~ k/2.llxll for each x € N, 
an obvious contradiction. Consequently T € SS(X,Y) if III) holds. a 
II.3.10 PROPOSITl(l'{. Consider B[X,Y]. Then Z(f') n B[X,Y], Z(A') n B[X,Y] 
and Z(f~) n B[X,Y] are closed subsets of B[X,Y] where Z(f) 
(f E {r' ,A' .r~}) denotes the kernel of f in L(X,Y). 
Proof. We give a proof for Z(f
1
), the proofs for the other two cases being 
entirely analogous. Suppose TE Z(f
1
) n B[X,Y]. Then there exists 
{T} C Z(f') n B[X,Y] such that T -+ T and so by Theorem II.2.4 
n n 
r' (T) ~ A. Uy(T - Tn)) + r' (Tn) = A' Uy(T - Tn)) ~ llT - Tnll for each n € IN. 




) n B[X.Y] is closed. a 
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II.3.11 Remark. Consider B[X.Y]. 
I) Recalling that PK[X,Y] denotes the bounded precompact operators, we 
conclude from Theorems II.2.4 and II.3.2 that f~ defines a norm on 
B[X,Y]IPK[X.Y]. In fact, by Theorem II.2.13, B[X.X]IPK[X.X] is a normed 
algebra with respect to r~. We deduce from Theorems II.2.4 and II.3.2 that 
f~(T) = f~(T + B) ~ llT + Bii for TE B[X,Y] and B any element of PK[X.Y]. 
Hence the induced quotient norm on B[X,Y]IPK[X,Y] is stronger than f~. 
Consequently, since B[X.Y]IPK[X,Y] is a Banach space with respect to the 
quotient norm when Y is complete (Theorems I.2.1 and I.4.5), 
(B[X,Y]IPK[X,Y].I'~) is an operator range when Y is complete. 
II) Let Y be complete. As in I) we can deduce from Theorems II.2.4 and 
II.3.8 that A' defines a norm on B[X.Y]ISC[X.Y] and that 
(B[X.Y]ISC[X,Y].A') is an operator range. From Theorem II.2.12 we conclude 
that B[Y.Y]ISC[Y,Y] is a normed algebra with respect to the norm A'. 
Theorems II.3.2, II.3.6 and II.3.8 are generalisations by the author with the 
fact that I) implies VI) in Theorem II.3.6 being established with the 
assistance of Dr. R.W. Cross. Remark II.3.11 is also by the author. 
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CH APTER III 
PROPEIUIES OF 11IE -r FUNCTI<Xf 
III.1.1 DEFINITI<Xf. Let T € L(X,Y). We define T to be a range open 
operator if T is an open map when considered as an element of L(X,R(T)). In 
other words if there is some X € ffi such that XTBX J BR(T) (or equivalently 
XTUX J UR(T)). If T is a range open operator, then this property will be 
denoted by T € RO. 
III.1.2 PROPCEITI<Xf. Let T € L(X,Y). Then T €RO if and only if ~(T) > 0. 
Proof. Observe that T €RO 
~ there exists X € (O,oo) such that XTUX J UR(T) 
~ there exists X € (O,oo) such that for each x € D(T) with llTxll < 1, 
fix + nll < X for some n € N(T) 
~ there exists X € (O,oo) such that for each x € D(T) with llTxll < 1, 
d(x,N(T)) < X 
~ there exists X € (O,oo) such that for each x € D(T) with llTxll = 1, 
d(x,N(T)) ~ X 
~ there exists X € (O,oo) such that for each x € D(T), 
llTxll ~ ( l/A) .d(x,N(T)) 
~ ~(T) > 0. a 
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III.1.3 PRO~ITION. Let T € L(X,Y) with N a closed subspace of Y such 
that N n R(T) = {O}. Then ~ct> l ~(QNr). 
Proof. 1be proposition is trivial if ~(QNT) = 0. Hence suppose ~(QNT) > 0. 
Note that N(r) = N(QNr) since N n R(T) = {O}. Observe that for any 
x € D{T). llTxll l llQNTxll and so for any A. € {O.~(QNT)) the fact that 
llQNTxll l' A..d(x,N(T)) for all x € D(r) implies that llTxll z A..d(x,N(r)) for 
all x € D(T). Hence ~(T) l ~(QNT). a 
III.1.4 PRO~ITION. Let r € L(X,Y) and let N be a subspace of R(T). 
Then ~(Q T) > 0 if ~(T) > 0. 
N 
Proof. Suppose T € L(X.Y) with ~(r) > 0. 1ben T €RO by Proposition 
III.1.2. Let N be an arbitrary subspace of R{T) and let NR denote 
N n R(T). 1b QR(T) · d ·d · r l f en N is an open map an so, cons1 er1ng as an e ement o 
R 
L{X,R(T)), QR{T)T is open since it is the composition of two open maps. But 
NR 
since NR is dense in N, R(r) . _ - Y R(QN T) = R(T)/NR = R(T) + N = R(Q_.r). 
R N 
and so 
by definition, QT€ RO. Hence ~(Qr) > 0 by Proposition III.1.2. a 
N N 
III.1.5 PRO~ITION. Let T € L(X.Y) and M an arbitrary subspace of X. 
I 
Then ~(TJM+N(T))~ ~(T). 
Proof. 1be result is trivial if ~(r) = 0, and so suppose ~(T) > 0. Now let 
A. € (0, ~(T)). Hence llrxll z A..d(x,N(T)) for each x € D(T). 
But then 
llTxll l A..d(x,N(r)) for each x € D(T)n(M + N(r)). 
Since N(TJM+N(T)) = N(r) we conclude that ~(rJM+N(T)) l A.. Now as A. was 
an arbitrary element of {O.~(T)), we deduce that ~(TJM+N{r)) l ~(T). a 
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III.1.6 THEX>REll. Let TE L(X,Y) be closable. Then ~er) ~~er) with 
equality holding if Ner) is dense in NeT). 
Proof. Assume that T € LeX.Y) is closable. We will show that 
~er) = sup{:\ E IR: llTxll ~ :\.dex.Ner)) for all x E neT)} 
from which the result will follow. Observe that since neT) J ner). 
el) ~eTJ = sup{:\ E IR: llTxll ~ :\.dex.Ner)) for all x E ner)} 
~ sup{:\ € IR: llTxll ~ :\.dex.Ner)) for all x € neT)}. 
Let o = sup{:\ E IR: llTxll ~ :\.dex.N(T)) for all x E neT)}. Now if ~ - 00 u - • 
then trivially o =~er) by el). Hence suppose o < oo and let e > 0 be 
arbitrary. It follows that we can select ~ € neT)\N(T) so that 
e2) llTull < eo + e) .de~.Ner)). 
From Proposition I.4.14 we note that the graph cer) of T is dense in 
G(T). Hence there exists {(x ,Tx )} € cer) n n such that 
ex ,Tx ) ~(~.Tu). n n 
Consequently 
e3) llx - ~II + llTx - Tull ~ 0 as n ~ oo. n n 
Considering e3), we can write 
e1) dexn,N(T)) + llxn·- ~II ~ d(~.Ner)) and llTull ~ e11rxnll - llh - Txnll) 
for all n Em. From e2), e3) and (4) it now follows that we can choose k Em 
such that de~.Ner))(o + e) > llT~ll and hence we conclude that ~er) ~ o + e. 
Since e > 0 was chosen arbitrarily we have ~er) ~ o. Considering el) we 
deduce that 
e5) ~er) = o = sup{X E IR: llTxll ~ X.dex.Ner)) for all x E neT)}. 
Now if Ner) was dense in N(T) we would have 
d(x,N(T)) = dex.Ner)) = d(x,N(T)) for all x E ner) and so 
~er> = o =~er). 
If however N(T) ~ N(T), then dexeN(T)) ~ d(x,N(T)) = dex.Ner)) and so from 
e5) we conclude that ~er) = o ~ ~(T). a 
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Theorem III.1.6 is due to the author. We note that the proof of Proposition 
III.1.5 is essentially contained in [16; IV.2.9]. The author is unaware of 
Propositions III.1.3 and III.1.4 having been proved before in the general case. 
§2 1llE RELATlmsHIP BE'IWEEN -Y(T). -Y(TG) AND· -Y(T
1
). 
III.2.1 ~INITI<l'f. Let T € L(X,Y). We define XT to be D(T) renormed 
with the stronger norm 11.llr =II.II+ llT.11. The identity map from XT onto 
D(T) will be denoted by GT (G if there is no danger of confusion) and 
TJD(T)GT by TGT. Note that GT is injective with GTE B[XT,D(T)] and 
TGT E B[XT,Y]. 
III.2.2 THIDREll. Let TEL(X,Y). 
I) If T = 0, then -r(T) = -r(TG) = co 
-r(TG) 
II) If T ¢. 0, then -r(T) = 1 - -r(TG) where we agree to have 1/0 = co. 
Proof. I) Assuming that T = 0 we trivially have that TG = 0 and hence 
from the definition of the minimum modulus we conclude that -r(T) = -r(TG) =co. 
II) Suppose T ¢. 0. Notice that for any x E D(T), 
1 -1 -1 d(G- x,N(TG)) = inf llG x - G zllT 
zEN(T) 
= inf (llx - zll + llTx - Tzll) 
zEN(T) 
= inf llx - zll + llTxll 
zEN(T) 
= d(x,N(T)) + llTxll 
and so, since T ¢. 0 and thus TG ¢. 0, it follows from the above that 
-r(TG) ~ 1. We will first show that 
-r(TG) 
-r(T) ~ 1 - -r(TG)" If -r(TG) = 0 
trivial. Hence suppose that -r(TG) > 0. 
this is 
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Choose A E (O.~(re)) arbitrarily. Then 
llTxll ~ A.d(e-1x,N(Te)) = A. (d(x,N(T)) + llTxll) for each x E D(T), 
by definition. Consequently 
A 
llTxll ~ l _ A.d(x,N(T)) for each x E D(T) 
A 
and therefore ~(T) ~ 1 _ A. Since A E (O.~(re)) was chosen arbitrarily, we 
~ere) 
have that ~er) ~ 1 _~ere)· 
~ere) 
Conversely if ~er) = O, then trivially 1 ..;. ~ere) ~ ~(T). Therefore suppose 
that ~er) > o. Now choose a monotone increasing sequence {o } c co.1) n such 
0 0 
n n 
that l _ 0 ~ ~(T) as n ~ 00 • (Note that ~(T) > l _ 0 > 0 for each n n 




llrxll ~ 1 0 .d(x,N(T)) for each x E D(r) and n E IN 
n 
llrxll ~ on. (d(x,N(T)) + llTxll) for each x E D(T) and n E IN. 
It now follows that ~ere) ~ on for each n E IN, whence 
for each n E IN. 
~ere) 
We conclude that 
~ere) 0n 





from the first part of the proof it follows that 
1 
_~ere) = ~(T). a 
n 
III.2.3 CDROLLARY. Let TE L(X,Y). Then TE RO if and only if Te ERO. 
Proof. From Theorem III.2.2 it follows that ~(T) > 0 if and only if 
~ere) > 0 and hence the Corollary follows on considering Proposition III.1.2.a 
III.2.4 CDROLL\RY. Let TE L(X,Y) such that T # 0. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
I) N(T) is dense in D(T). 
II) ~ere) = 1. 
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Proof. Suppose T € LeX.Y) such that T ~ 0. On considering the definition 
of ~er) we notice that ~er) = 00 if and only if for each x € ner). 
dex.Ner)) = 0. But this is the case if and only Ner) is dense in D{T). 
Since in this case ~er) = 00 if and only if ~ere) = 1 by Theorem III.2.2, we 
are done. a 
Theorem III.2.2 and Corollaries III.2.3 and III.2.4 are the authors own. 
III.2.5 LEIOIA. Let T € L{X,Y). Then r' = ec-1)' .ere)'. 
Proof. Note that GT€ L[Xr,ner)] and hence the lemma is a special case of 
Proposition I.10.9. a 




~(T) > 0. 
~er') > o. 
I J. 
Rer ) = NeTJD(T)) 
IV) R(T) is closed eie. R(T) = J.N(T 1 ) by Proposition I.10.4). 
Then: 
a) if X and Y are normed linear spaces, then I) and III) are equivalent, 
either of which imply II); 
b) if X is complete and T closed, then I), II) and III) are equivalent, 
any of which imply IV); 
c) if Y is complete, IV) implies II); 
d} if X is an operator range, Y complete and T closed, IV) implies I) 
and hence I II) ; 




a) Let r E LeX.Y) with X and Y normed linear spaces. 
' l ' III) ~II). If Rer ) = N(rJD(r)) then R(r ) is closed and so the fact 
that ~er') > 0 is an immediate consequence of d) (proved later). 
I) <==>III). Assume that ~(r) > 0. Fir~t suppose that Ner) is closed. Then 
A 
since dex.Ner)) = llQNeT)xll and Tx = r.QNer)x for each x E ner), we 
A A 
conclude from the definition of ~er) that ~er) =~er) > O and hence that r 
A 
has a continuous inverse. But then Re(r)') = ener)/Ner))' by Proposition 
' . l I.10.7. By Theorem I.5.10 (D(r)/N(r)) is isometric to N(riner)) under 
the map V given by (Vz')x = z'(QNer)x) where z' E en(r)/Ner))' and 
x E ner). Hence 
A I l 
V(R((r) )) = N(rJD(r)) 
However since D(r') = D(er)') by Proposition I.10.12 and since 
er)'y•eoNer)x) = r'y'x for y' E D(T
0
), we conclude from the definition of V 
that 
I A I 1 
R(r ) = V(R((r) )) = N(rJD(r)) 
Now suppose Ner) is not closed. As ~(r) > 0 we note from Theorem III.2.2 
that ~(rG) > 0. Then R(erc)') = N(rG)1 by what we have just shown. From 
the Lemma we deduce that 
el) ' -1 ' -1 ' Rer) = R(eG ) JR(eTG)')) = Reec ) lNerG)l) 
Since G is bounded, -1 N = G eNerJD(r))) is closed. Notice that 
-1 -1 
NeQ~ ) = Neriner)) and that QNG is the composition of two open maps. 
-1 -1 
Hence Q~ is an open map and so ~CQ~ ) > 0 by Proposition III.1.2. But 
then we can deduce from the first part that 
-1 ' -1 ' l l 
(2) Reec ) ]Nl) = R(eQNG ) ) = Neriner)) = NerJD(T)) 
__ , l -1 ' However N J N(rG) and so ~ C N(TG) . Therefore (G ) 111 is a 
-1 ' restriction of {G ) INera)l and so, comparing (1) and e2), we conclude that 
' l ' l R(r) J NerJDer)) But R(T) C NerJD(r)) by Proposition I.10.5 and so 
' l Rer ) = N(rJD(r)) 
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Conversely suppose ' l. R(T ) = N(TJD(T)) with ~(T) = 0. From the definition of 
~(T) we note that if this is the case, there exists {x } C D(T) 
n 
such that 
d(x ,N(T)) = 1 for each n E IN with llTx II ~ 0. Let z = x / ../ltTx II (note n n n n n 
that {xn} ~ N(T) since d(xn,N(T)) = 1 for each n E IN). Then 
Thus y'Tz ~ 0 
n 
x' E N(TJD(T))l. 
for each y' E D(T 0 ), 
llTz II ~ 0. 
n 
whence x'z ~ 0 for each 
n 
Considering Theorem I.5.10 we conclude that 
q'(zn + N(TJD(T))) ~ 0 for each q' E (D(T)/N(TJD(T)))'. But then 
zn + N(TJD(T)) is bounded by Theorem I.7.5, which is a contradiction. 
I l. 
Consequently ~(T) > 0 whenever R(T ) = N(TJD(T)) 
b) Let X be complete and T closed. 
I) ~ IV) Let ~(T) > 0. Since T is closed, N(T) is closed, and so, as in 
A A 
the proof of a), we conclude that ~(T) = ~(T) > 0 and that T has a 
continuous inverse. Observe that X/N(T) is still a Banach space and that T 
A 
is closed (Theorem I.2.1 and Proposition I.4.16). Now let y E R(T) = R(T) 
A A A 
and select {QN(T)xn} C D(T) such that TQN(T)xn ~ y. Since T has a 
continuous inverse, {QN(T)xn} is a Cauchy and hence convergent sequence in 
the Banach space X/N(T). Say QN(T)xn ~ QN(T)x. From the fact that T is 
A A 
closed it now follows that y = TQN(T)x E R(T) = R(T). Consequently R(T) 
closed. 
III) ~I) Suppose ~er') > 0. Then R(T 1 ) is closed by what we have just 
proved. Now let r 1 be T considered as an element of L(D(T),R(T)). 
Observe that r 1 is still closed with Ti injective (Proposition I.10.4). 
F~r any y' E y', y' E D(T 1 ) if and only if y • ]_ E D(T i) with 
R(T) 
is 
y'TJD(T) = y']_ T1JD(T ). But by the Hahn-Banach theorem each r' E (R(T))' R(T) 1 
can be represented as a restriction of some y' E r'. 
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Consequently Rer~) = Rer') and so, since Rer~) is therefore closed, we 
conclude from the injectivity of T~ and the open mapping theorem that T~ 
has a continuous inverse. But then r 1 is an open map by Theorem I.10.8 and 
so T €RO. Hence ~er) ) 0 by Proposition III.1.2. 
c) Let Y be complete. 
IV) ~II) Suppose Rer) is closed and hence complete. Defining r
1 
as in the 
proof of b) we note that Rer') = Rer~). Since Rer
1
) = ReT) is complete, we 
conclude from Proposition I.10.7 that T~ has a continuous inverse, that is 
~er~) > O. Considering e) we conclude that ~er') > o. 
d) Suppose X is an operator range. Y complete and T closed. 
IV) ~ I) Observe that if Rer) is closed, Rer) is a Banach space by virtue 
od the fact that Y is a Banach space. Hence, regarding T as an element of 
cex.ReT)), we apply the generalised open mapping theorem to obtain T €RO. 
But then ~er) > 0 by Proposition III.1.2. 
e) This is an immediate consequence of n), b) and d). 
III.2.7 <DROI.l..ARY. Let T € LeX.Y). Then 
I) ner') = Eer) [16]: 
II) Eer') ~ aeT) with ber') = Eer') = aeT) if ~er) > 0. 
Proof. Without loss of generality let ner) = X. 
I) By Theorem I.5.10 and Proposition I.10.4 
a 
- - - I l t t beTJ = dimeY/ReT)) = dimeY/ReT)) =dim ReTJ =dim Ner ) = ner ) 
II) By Proposition I.10.5 R(T 0 ) C Ner)1 and so by Theorem I.5.10 
- I I -~ -. I i I 
ber ) = dimex /Rer )) ~ dim(X /NeT) ) = dimeNeT)) =dim NeT) = aeT). 
• l 
Now if ~(T) > 0, Rer ) = N(T) by Theorem III.2.6 and so 
- ' ' ' l ber ) = beT ) = dimex /Ner) ) =dim NeT) = aeT). a 
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III.2.s lHEX>REJI. Let r E LeX;Y). Then ~er') =~er) uhenever ~er) > o. 
Proof. Without loss of generality assume ner) = X. Suppose ~er) = oo. 
Considering Theorem III.2.2 and Corollary III.2.4 we conclude that this can 
only be the case if Ner) is dense in X. Since for any y' E ner') we have 
Ney'T) J Ner) and since y'T is continuous, Ner'y') is closed. 
Consequently Ner'y') J NeT) = X. Hence r' = 0 and therefore ~er') = oo 
Now let O < ~er) < 00 • Because ~er) < 00 , we conclude from Theorem III.2.2 
and Corollary III.2.4 that Ner) # X. Noting that 
dex.Ner)) = dex.Ner)) = llQ_ xii for each x E X we conclude that since 
Ner) 
NeT) ~ X, we have 
(1) ~er) = sup{;>.. E IR: llTxll ~ ;>... llQ_ xii for each x E X\Ner)} 
Ner) 
where X\NeT) denotes the complement of Ner) in X. Hence we can write 
llTxll 




Now let c > 0 be arbitrary and select x E X\NeT) such that 
llTxll 
e3) ~en + c ~ llQ_xll. 
NeT) 
I .l - I 
By Theorems III.2.6 and I.5.10 we have that Rer) = Ner) : ex/NeT)) and so 
by Corollary I.7.3 there exists T
1
y' E Rer') such that 
(4) llT
1
y'll = 1 and T 1 y'x = llQ_ xii. 
NeT) 
From Theorem I.5.10 and Proposition I.10.4 we see that for any z' Er' 
e5) dez· .Ner')) = dez' .Rer)1 ) = llQ .lz'll = llz']Rer)ll. 
Rer) 
We now conclude from e3), e1) and e5) that 
ly'Txl 1 




Hence 'l{T) + E. ~ d(y' ,N(T')) since llT
0





)). As with 'l(T) we now have that 
, inf llT 'z' II 
'l(T) = z'ED(T')\N(T') d(z' ,N(T')) since N(T
1
) is closed and r' ~ 0. 
Consequently 'l(T) + E. ~ 'l(T
0
) and since E. > 0 was chosen arbitrarily, 
(6) 'l(T) ~ 'l{T
0
). 
Conversely, let o > 0 
llT' z' II 








'l(T') + 0 > d(z' ,N(T 0 )) = 11 '] 11 • Now select µ > 0 such that z R(T) 
llT 'z' II 
(7) 'l(T') + o .~ llz' JR(T)ll - µ > 0. 
Let Tx € R(T) such that 
(B) llTxll = 1 and lz 'Tx I ~ llz' ]R(T) II - µ > 0. 
Note that x ( N(T
1
z') J N(T) and so 




) = N(T)1 = (X/N(T))', we have by (2), (7), (B), (9) and 
Corollary I.7.4 that 
1 lz'Txl 





llz' JR(T)ll - µ l 
~ 11r'z'll ~ 'l(T') + o · 
Hence 'l(T
0
) + o ~ 'l(T). Considering (6) and the fact that o > 0 was chosen 
arbitrarily, we conclude that 'l(T') = 'l(T). D 
III.2.9 <DROLL\RY. Let TE L(X,Y) with 'l(T) > O and let SE L(X,Y) with 
D(S) J D(T). If llSll < 'l(T) or llSJD(T)GTll < 'l(TGT), then 
I) a(T + S) ~ a(T); 
II) b(T + S) ~ b(T). 
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Proof. We prove only the case where 11811 < -Y(T). The proof of the case where 
118JD(T)GTll < -Y(TGT) is similar and follows from the fact that 
a(T + 8) = a((T + 8)Gr) and b(T + 8) = b((T + 8)Gr)· 
I) Choose 'A € (0,-Y(T)) such that 11811 < 'A. For 0 #- x € N(T + 8) we then 
have 'A.d(x,N(T)) ~ llTxll = 118xll ~ 11811 llxll < 'A. llxll. Hence d(x,N(T)) < llxll and 
therefore, as x was an arbitrary non-zero element of N(T + 8), we have that 
a(T + 8) ~ a(T) by Theorem I.1.10. 
II) Let 8 1 = 8JD(T)" Then 
-Y(T') = -Y(T) > 11811 ~ 118111 = 118~ II 
by Theorem III.2.8. It now follows from I) and Corollary III.2.7 that 
b(T + 8) = a((TJD(T)+ 81)') = a(T' + 8~) ~ a(T') = b(T). a 
III.2.10 Cl>ROLLARY. Let T € L(X,Y) with 0 < -Y(T) < oo. Then 
"Y(TGT) = "Y((TGr)') = "Y(T'Gr·). 
Proof. Suppose 0 < -Y(T) < 00 • Then -Y(T) = -Y(T 0 ) by Theorem III.2.8 and 
hence 
-Y(TGT) -Y(T'Gr·) 
1 - -Y(TGT) = -Y(T) = -Y(T') = 1 - -Y(T 1 Gr·) 
by Theorem III.2.2. Consequently -Y(TGT) = -Y(T'Gr•). Now since -Y(T) > 0 if 
and only if -Y(TGT) > 0 we have -Y((TGT} 1 } = -Y(TGT) = -Y(T 0Gr·) by 
Theorem III.2.8. a 
We remark that in Goldberg's book [16] the treatment of -Y(T) is restricted to 
the case where N(T) is closed (cf. [16; IV.1.3]). Hence Theorem III.2.8 and 
Corollary III.2.9 are generalisations by the author of [16; IV.1.8 and V.1.2]. 
We note that the proof of Theorem III.2.8, due to the author, is an alternative 
to that for [16; IV.1.8]. 
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The fact that when X is complete and T closed II) implies I) in Theorem 
III.2.6, was proved by R.W. Cross and privately communicated to the author. 
This fact, when considered alongside Theorem III.2.8, generalises a result by 
Kato (cf .[16: IV.1.9]). Note that a) and c) of Theorem III.2.6 are due to the 
author whereas the facts that IV) implies I) in d) and that I) implies IV) in 
b) were jointly obtained by the author and Dr. R. W. Cross. Observe that 
Theorem III.2.6 contains [16; II.3.11, II.3.13, IV.1.2 and IV.1.6] as special 
cases. Also note that II) of Corollary III.2.7 is a generalisation by the 
author of [16: IV.2.3]. The proofs of Corollaries III.2.7 and III.2.9 are 
essentially the same as in [16]. Finally observe that Corollary III.2.10 and, 
as was noted earlier, Theorem III.2.2 and Corollaries III.2.3 and III.2.4 are 
the authors own. 
§3 PROllJCTS OF RANGE OPEN OPERATORS 
III.3.1 Remark [16: II.5 (I2 ,III1)]. The product of range open operators need 
not be range open. Let Y = e2 and B be a Hamel base for e2 with all 
elements in B having norm 1 (Proposition I.1.5). Let X be e2 renormed by 
Ill.Ill where Ill.Ill is defined as follows: 
n n 
i=l i=l 
Clearly Ill x Ill ~ II x 112 for each x E e2 . Hence the identity map, say T, from 
X onto e2 , is bounded. We show that X is not complete and hence that T 
does not have a bounded inverse. Let {x } be any infinite countable subset n 
n 
of B and let l -2 Then {z } is a Cauchy in x which z = i xi" sequence n n 
i=l 
does not converge. Consequently X is not complete. Since we now have that 
T does not have a bounded inverse, T f RO. However the continuous extension 
of T to x .. T, is a bounded map from a Banach space onto a Banach space and 
so T E RO by the open mapping theorem. Also lx E RO. But as was noted 
earlier, T = T.JX f RO. 
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III.3.2 .LEJIJIA. Let TE Nsex.Y) with ~er) > 0. If M is a subspace of X 
such that M + Ner) is closed then TM is closed. 
Proof. Assume ~er) > 0 for TE Nsex.Y). Let M be a subspace of X such 
that H + Ner) is closed and let y E TM. Select {m } c H n ner) 
n such that 
Tm -+ y. Since Rer) is closed, y E Rer) and hence y = Tx for some n 
x E ner). We obtain T.QNer)mn = Tmn-+ T.QNer)x. As in the proof of Theorem 
III.2.6 we conclude that er)-l is continuous. Hence 
"' 
QNer)mn-+ QNeT)x E ner) = neT)/NeT). 
We can therefore choose a sequence {k } 
n in NeT) such that m + k -+ x and n n 
hence since H + NeT) is closed and {mn +kn} CM+ NeT), it follows that 
x EH+ NeT). Consequently y = Tx E TM, proving that TH is closed. D 
III.3.3 .LEJIJIA. Suppose TE LeX.Y), BE LeZ.X), ner) = X and ReB) closed 
with keT) and keB) both finite. Then keTB) = ker) + keB). 
Proof. Assume TE LeX.Y) and BE Lez.X) with ReB) closed, neT) dense 
in X and keT) and keB) both finite. It follows that aeB) < ro implying 
that NeB) is finite dimensional and hence closed. Consequently NeTB)/NeB) 
is a normed space. Now define ~ E L(NeTB)/NeB), ReB) n Ner)) by 
~ex+ N(B)) =Bx. It is clear that ~ is a linear bijection from NeTB)/NeB) 
onto the finite dimensional space N1 = R(B) n NeT) and hence it becomes clear 
that 
ei) a(TB) = aeB) + n1 where n1 =dim N1 . 
Now let N2 be a subspace of N(T) such that N(T) = N1 $ N2 . Then 
(2) 
Notice that R(B) and N2 are linearly independent since if 
Bx E ReB) n N2 C NeT), then obviously Bx E R(B) n NeT) n N2 = N1 n N2 = {O}. 
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Since R{B) is closed by hypothesis it follows from the finite dimensionality 
of N2 that R{B) $ N2 is closed {Proposition I.3.4). By hypothesis D{T) 
is dense in X and hence it follows from Theorem I.1.9 that 
(3) 
for some finite dimensional subspace N
3 
of D{T). Consequently 
(4) b(B) = n2 + n3 with n3 =dim N3
. 
Now N{T) = N1 $ N2 C R(B) © N2. This together with (3) implies that T is 




(5) b(TB) = b(T) + n3. 
From {l), (2), (4) and (5) it follows that 
hence proving the lemma. 
k(TB) = a(B) + n1 - b(T) - n3 
= a(B) + a(T) - n2 - b(T) - n3 
= a(B) + a(T) - b(B) - b{T) 
= k(T) + k(B) 
D 
The following theorem was first proved by Gohberg and Krein [14] for T and B 
Fredholm operators with X, Y and Z complete .. We give a generalisation of 
the version in Goldberg [16] where T is a <P+ operator, B closed and X 
and Y complete, with Z required to be complete for the last part of the 
result. 
III.3.4 lllEDREJI. Let TE cp+(X,Y) with .~{T) > 0 and BE L(Z,X). Then 
I) TB is closed whenever B is closed, 
II) TB is normally solvable whenever B is normally solvable, 
III) TB is a Fredholm operator with k(TB) = k(T) + k(B) whenever T and B 
are Fredholm operators with D(T) dense in X. 
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Proof. I) Suppose TBz ~ y and z ~ z. 
n n Then TBz ~ Tx n for some 
x € D(T) since R(T) is closed. As in the proof of Theorem III.2.6, we 
conclude that (T)-l is continuous. 
a sequence {w } c N(T) n such that Bz + w ~ x. n n Suppose that {w } n 
unbounded sequence. Select a subsequence {~,} of {~} such that 
II~, II ~ oo. Then 
B( 2k ,/II~, II) + ~ ,/llwk, II ~ 0. 
Choose 
is an 
Since {~,/II~, 11} C N(T), which is finite dimensional, we can choose a 
convergent subsequence {~,,/llwk .. 11} of {wk,/llwk,11} (Proposition I.3.3). 
Say ~,./ll~.,11 ~ u. Then B(2k .. llwk.,11) ~ -u where 2k,./ll~,.ll ~ 0. From the 
fact that B is closed, we conclude that -u = 0. Hence wk.,/llwk,.11 ~ 0. A 
contradiction since {wk,./llwk.,11} is a sequence of norm one elements. 
Therefore {wk} is bounded. Since N(T) is finite dimensional, we can select 
a subsequence {wk } 
n 
such that wk ~ w € N(T). 
n 
Thus B2k ~ x - w. 
n 
As B 
is closed, we have z € D(B) and Bz = x - w. Then, since T is closed, 
Bz E D(T) and TBz = Tx = y, showing that TB is closed. 
II) This follows from I) and Lemma III.3.2 since if R(B) is closed, 
R(B) + N(T) is closed by the finite dimensionality of N(T) (Proposition 
I.3.4). 
III) If B is normally solvable, TB is normally solvable by II). Hence if 
in addition D(T) is dense in X with k(T) and k(B) both finite, 
k(TB) = k(T) + k(B) by Lemma III.3.3 and hence the result follows. D 
III.3.5 DEFINITICl'f. Let TE L(X,Y) and suppose X = Y. Given a polynomial 
n n 
p(A) = l °n_Ak, define p(T) = l °n_Tk, where TO is the identity operator 
k=O 
I defined on all of X. The domain of p(T) is the domain of T1'. 
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III.3.6 CDROILARY. Let T € L(X,X). If there exists a scalar AO such that 
A0I - T € <f>+ with ~(A0I - T) ) 0, then p(T) is closed for any polynomial 
p. 
Proof. Let the degree of p be n. We prove the corollary by induction. The 
corollary is trivial for the case where n = 0. Suppose it holds for n = k 
and let q be a polynomial of degree k + 1. Now let 
q(A) = (Ao - A) r(A) + c 
where r is a polynomial of degree k and c is a constant. Hence 
q(T) = (A0I - T).r(T) +cl. 
By the induction hypothesis r(T) is closed, and so by I) of Theorem III.3.4 
(A0I - T).r(T) is closed. We conclude that q(T) is closed. o 
Theorem III.3.4 was proved with the assistance of R.W. Cross. Corollary 
III.3.6 generalises [16; IV.2.12] where X is required to be complete. The 
proof is the same with Theorem III.3.4 being used instead of [16; IV.2.7]. 
Lemma III.3.2 generalises [16; IV.2.9] and was noted by J.Jaftha and privately 
communicated to the author. Lemma III.3.3 is a generalisation by the author 
and is essentially contained in the proof of [16; IV.2.7]. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SE.111-PREXDIPACT AND SE.111-<DUINUOOS OPERATORS 
§1 SE.Ill- AND PARfIAILY currnruoos OPERATORS 
IV.1.1 11:IEDREll. Let T € L(X,Y). Then the following are equivalent 
I) TESB(X,Y). 
II) TE SB(X,R(T)). 
III) f ~(T) < oo 
IV) T = A + S where A is continuous and S a finite rank operator. 
V) D(T') is a(Y', ¥)-closed and finite codimensional in Y'. 
Proof. I)~ III) The equivalence of I) and III) follows from the definitions 
of r~ and of semi-continuity. 
I)~ IV). Suppose T € SB(X,Y). Without loss of generality assume D(T) = X. 
By definition there exists F € ~(Y) such that QFT is bounded. Now since F 
is finite dimensional, there exists EE ~c(Y) such that E is a topological 
complement of F in Y (Proposition I.S.4). Therefore E ~ YIF under the 
(Proposition I.S.5). 
-1 
codXT (En R(T)) < 
Also codR(T)E n R(T) < oo since 
oo where T-l is taken in the set 
isomorphism QFJE 
codyE < 00 , whence 
theoretic sense. -1 Write N = T (En R(T)). Recall that is an 
isomorphism, and so from the fact that QFJETIN is continuous, we conclude 
that TIN is continuous. Now since N € ~ (X), N € ~ (X) and since N is 
c c 
closed, there exists K € ~(X) such that N and K are topological 
complements in X. Now define A€ B(X,Y] by AIN = (TIN>IN and AIK = 0. 
Note that A is continuous since Al-N is continuous and since there exists a 
bounded projection from X onto N. Select an arbitrary x € N. 
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Then there exists {x } C N such that x -+ x and hence Ax = Tx -+Ax € Y. 
n n n n 
But since QFT is bounded, Choose_ a sequence {f } C F such 
n 
that Tx + f -+ Tx € f. But then f = f + Tx - Ax -+ Tx - Ax€ Y and 
n n n n n n 
since {f } CF, Tx - Ax€ F Cf. Hence Ax€ f. Consequently A€ B[X,f]. n 
Since A agrees with T on N € 1 (X), T - A is a finite rank operator with c 
T = A + T - A. 
Conversely note that if T =A+ S with A€ B(X,f) and dim R(S) < oo, then 
and so T E SB(X, f). 
I)<:.::> II) Trivially T € SB(X,f) if T € SB(X,R(T)). Conversely suppose 
T € SB(X,f). Repeating the construction in the first part of the proof we note 
that TN = AN CAN= R(A) C f. However as N is dense in N, AN =TN is 
dense in AN by continuity. Hence R(T) J TN J R(A). Consequently 
A E B(X,R(T)) and trivially R(T - A) c R(T). Thus R = R(T - A) E g(R(T)) 
· such that QRT = QRA is continuous .. 
I) => V). Suppose T € SB(X,f). Now select F € g(f) such that QFT is 
continuous. Then (QFT)' = T'Jp-1- is bounded by Theorem I.10.3. But p-1- is 
a(Y' ,f)-closed and finite codimensional in y' (Remark I.5.9 and Theorem 
l . . . 
I.5.10). Hence since F C D(T ), D(T) is closed and finite codimensional in 
y' (Proposition I.3.4). Now consider Qf~ = (]~)' where F': r'1r1- by 
F 
Theorem I.5.10. Note that D(T
0
)1r1- is a finite dimensional and thus a 
• l • l a(Y IF , F)-closed subspace of f IF (Remark I.5.9). Consequently as 
y' 
Qr-1-
• • l 
is a(Y ,Y) to a(Y IF , F) continuous by Theorem 





is taken in the 
set theoretic sense. 
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V) ~I) Suppose D(T
1








with 1NE:J(Y) since NE:J(Y 1 ) (RemarkI.5.-9 
c 






is a bounded operator and 
hence Q1 T is continuous (Theorem I.10.3 and Remark I.10.10). a 
N 
The following characterisations for partial continuity were obtained by R.W. 
Cross. 
IV.1.2 1HB>REll. Let TE L(X.Y). Then the following are equivalent: 
I) T E PB(X, Y). 
II) For every ME 1(D(T)) there exists NE 1(M) such that TJN is 
continuous [7; Theorem 4]. 
III) A(T) < oo [6; 4.3]. 
IV) r 0(T) < oo [6; 4.4]. 
Proof. Without loss of generality let dim D(T) = oo. 
I)~IV). Suppose T € PB(X.Y) and select E € :J (D(T)) 
c such that TJE is 
continuous. Then r 0(T) ~ llTJEll < 00 • 
IV) ~ III). We show that A(T) ~ r 0(T). This is trivial if r 0(T) = 00 and so 
let r 0(T) < oo. Now select E € :J (D(T)) c such that llTJEll ~ r 0(T) + E:. for 
some arbitrary E:. > 0. Considering Proposition II.1.4 we obtain 
A(T) = A(TJE) ~ llTJEll ~ r0(T) + E:. 
and hence A(T) ~ r 0(T) since E:. > 0 was arbitrary. 
III)~ II). Let M € 1(D(T)) be arbitrary and suppose A(T) < oo. Then 
I'(TJM) ~ sup f(TJK) = A(T) < 00 and so by the definition of I'(TJM) there 
KO(D(T)) 
must be some N € 1(M) such that TJN is continuous. 
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II)=> I). Suppose that II) holds and that T ( PB(X,Y). Now if GT€ F+ we 
-1 could select E € ~c(Xr) such that (GTJE) is continuous. But then 
. -1 
G(E) € ~c(D(T)) with TJG(E) = (TG)(GJE) continuous. We conclude that 
GT ( F+ if T ( PB(X,Y). Considering Theorem II.3.5 we select K € J(Xr) 
such that GTJK is precompact. By II) we can now choose N E J(GK) so that 
TIN is continuous and hence that GJG-l(N) has a continuous inverse. But 
-1 
is a G (N) CK and so GJG-l(N) is precompact as well. Therefore GJG-l(N) 
precompact isomorphism from G-1(N) onto N and so dim N < oo (Proposition 
I.3.3). But this is obviously a contradiction and hence we conclude that 
T € PB(X,Y) if II) holds. a 
Comparing partial and semi-continuity we get the following: 
IV.1.3 PRO~ITl<l'f. Let T € L(X,Y). Then TE PB(X,Y) if and only if 
TE SB(X,Y). 
Proof. If TE SB(X,Y), then T =A+ S where A E B(X,Y) and dim R(S) < oo 
by Theorem IV.1.1. Taking the restriction of T to N(S) we conclude that 
rlN(S) = AIN(S) and hence that T € PB(X,Y). Conversely if TE PB(X,Y) then 
there exists N € ~c(X) such that TIN is continuous. As in Theorem IV.1.1 
we can construct A E B(X,Y) such that AIN = crlN>IN and hence 
T =A+ T - A where dimR(T - A) < oo The result now follows from 
Theorem IV.1.1. a 
IV.1.4 CDROILARY. Let TE L(X,Y). Then TE PB(X,Y) if and only if D(T') 
is a(Y' ,Y)-closed and finite codimensional. in r'. 
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IV.1.5 Cl>ROl.1..ARY. The ad.joints of JXIrtially continuous operators are 
continuous. 
Proof. Follows from Corollary IV.1.4, the closed graph theorem and the fact 
that r' is closed. D 
IV.1.6 PROf(l;ITICl'f. Let TE L(X,Y). Then the following are equivalent: 
I) T f. PB(X, Y). 
II) GT f. F+. 
III) For each c > 0 there exists NE j(D(T)) such that (TJN)-l exists 
and is precompact with norm not exceeding ·c > 0. 
IV) There exists NE j(D(T)) such that (TJN)-l exists and is precompact. 
V) For each c > 0 there exists NE j(D(T)) such that (TJN)-l exists 
and has norm not exceeding c [6: 4.3 and 4.6]. 
Proof. I) <=>II)· The equivalence of I) and II) follows from the fact that for 
NE ~c(D(T)). TIN is continuous if and only if GTJG-lN is an isomorphism. 
II) ~ III) Note that if dim XT < co then {O} E ~ c(XT) . with GT] {O} . having 
a continuous inverse. But this is a contradiction since GT f. F+. Hence 
dim XT =co. By Tpeorem II.3.5 it follows that we can select M E j(XT) with 
GTJM precompact. Let c > 0 be arbitrary. Considering Proposition II.3.3 we 
note that we could have chosen M so that as well. Hence 
llxll ~ _c_( llxll + llTxll) for each x E GM and so llxll ~ cllTxll for each 
1 + c 
x E GM. Hence -1 (TJGM) exists and has norm not exceeding c. Now let {Tx } n 
be an arbitrary bounded sequence in TGM. Say {Tx } n 
-1 {(TJGM) Txn} = {zn} C GM is bounded by c.A since 
-1 {GT zn} CM is bounded by X(l + c). However since 
conclude that {z } has a Cauchy subsequence and so 
n 
is bounded by X. Then 
-1 ll(TJGM) II ~ c. Hence 
GTJM is precompact, we 
(TIGM)-l is precompact . 
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;;•I 
III) ~ IV) This follows trivially from III). 
. . 
· .. IV) ~ V) Suppose ~fVf holds: Le'i? · N E('J·cnct)")1 
. ill"T\ . I'· 7 I 
··.and is precb~~c't ~ti let~!.~~ > o' '.be ~rbi1 ttary'. 
'· '( IJt •. ·'"' 
we conclude..'thlit V) hold·~. 
f .-, l · .·,~:;-. , tr~,. .. 
Considering Proposition II.3.3 






• I (: : t 
I 1 l ' ,. r•, , ..... " .. \ T l~•rtt • •11J•~ .~ 'J .·, ., .. \. ·,~ ;'• • .. ~.-· \'~•~·,.~ .• 
V) ~·I)' Suppose that V) holds and tha't T e:PB(X··. Y). By definitfon there 
• ' .. · ·, '<.~.:,:, ? •• '"-· (\!., .... ~~.!~-,,·. -. .,, ·. ,., 
such that 'llT JEii' ~. h. 'for some '·h, >. 0. By V) .. the~k· 
exists N E•l(D(T))· . . ;-l ' . . ...)t{. ~. \. ' '"'-l such that •(f.JN} .. · exis,ts,fwi th, r ll('T lnJ. II ~ ( 112k.). · 
Hence N n .. E ·~;·l(D(T)J ~uch tpa't , : 'i 
r:; , '· ~~~~I 1 ~ .. P/~_J!,ITJNQf"t ~ .. ~Jll~). llx~I, = l/I~){.::~"·. ·~~~·; each:·ux € N n
0 
E; 
an obvious contradiction. Hence VJ° impl'tes' 
• i • 
IV .1. 7 TIIIDREll. 
GT E B[XT' (D(T) )"'] 
I) TEPB(X,Y); 
II) T € SB(X,Y): 
••. f 
Let T € L(X,Y) such that either GT€ C(XT,D(T)). 
;,. I ... 
is,,i.njective.· irhen\ 1fhe, f,ollowing· are equivalent: 
' 
1
. . • I ' V .\.,~ I I · ,,_. •. 
' ' 
.. ' 
,• ',,. I 
III) T € SB(X ,R(T)); 
IV) GT € F+: 
r;v) GT € F::_ .. 
·. 
Proof. IL~ ,IV). . .. . 
• I i\ -~ 
_, 
• .. 
. l . . , . ) . ! : ,~. , , - . ·u . 
.. , ·.. I 
or 
.~v) ~ V) .• ~ot~ 1 ~ha~r!~~ d~f~?ition._ 8rJ~t~~[tr.~.~Cf?.J -~?,P~~Re .. ~(Gr) 7=.Q. Now 
~i~~T:. GT 1 ~ .F +'', :~Gr(,'~ <f>_. ~Y, The~r~m ~~:~:~.and since b(GT) = a( (GT)') = 0 







V) ~III) Assume GTE F_. First suppose GTE C(XT.D(T)). Since GTE F_ 
there exists K € ~(D(T)) such that (Q~(T)GT)' has a continuous inverse. 
However as Q~(T) E <t>+ with ~co~(T)) > o. it follows that 
D(T) "' D(T) QK GTE C(XT,D(T)IK). by Theorem III.3.4. But then QK GT is an open map 
D(T) D(T) D(T) . 
by Theorem I.10.8 and so since ~coK GT)= ~ccoK GT)A). (QK GT)A lS 
still open by Proposition III.1.2. Thus (Q~(T)GT)A is an isomorphism from 
XrG-1(K) onto D(T)IK (Proposition I.4.16). Now suppose GTE B[XT,(D(T))"'] 
is injective. Noting that for K € ~(D(T)) we can 
b f h ha (QDK(r)"'.G-r)A i . hi f x"'_/G-1(K) argue as e ore to s ow t t s an isomporp sm rom 1  
"' D(r)"' - A . D(T) A 
onto D(T) IK. Hence as (QK .Gr) .JXrG-l(K) = JD(T)IK(QK Gy) . 
(Q~(T)Gy)A is an isomorphism from XrG-1(K) onto D(T)/K. Now consider the 
following: 
XrG-l(K) -1 
(QTKTGT)A.Q -1 .[(Q~T)A] .QK 
NIG (K) 
(1) 
where N = N(QTKTGy) and Q~(T) = QK. 
Note that QK is bounded and maps each x € D(T) onto x + K € D(T)/K. 
[(QKGT)A]-l is bounded on D(T)/K and maps each x + K € D(T)/K onto 
X_/G-l(K) 
G~ 1x + G-lK E XrG-1(K). Again Q 1- _1 is bounded and maps each NIG (K) 
-1 -1 -1 -1 . . 
GT x + G K onto GT x + N = GT x + N(QTKTGT) € XrN (observe that 
(XrN) :: (XrG-1(K))/(N/G-1(K)) by Proposition I.8.6 since 
-1 . 
GT (K) C N(QTKTGT)) . . Finally . (QTKTGT)A is bounded and maps each 
-1 
GT x + N(QTKTGT) onto QTKTx. We deduce that the continuous map in (1) is 
nothing else than QTKTx where TK € ~(R(T)). 
III) ~II). This follows from the definition of semi-continuity. 
II) ~I) Follows from Proposition IV.1.3. a 
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IV.1.8 Examples. I) There exists a partially continuous operator which is 
not semi-continuous. Let X = c
0
. If e = (0,0, ... ,0,l,O, ... ) (1 in the nth n 
position) and f n is the bounded linear functional on c
0 
defined by 
f n(ek) = onk. we define a bounded linear operator from co into l2 as 
follows: 
00 
Ax = \ ! f {x)e for each x € c
0
. L n n n 
n=l 
k 
Defining Ak = l ! f n{.)en we note that 
n=l 
00 
\ ! f {x)e 11
2 L n n n 
n=k+l 
00 
= ( l 
n=k+l 
00 
~ { l 
n=k+l 
2 112 
l/n) .suplf (x)I 
nEIN n 
00 
= ( l 2 1/2 l/n ) . llx110 for each x E c0 . 
n=l 
Note that Ax exists for each x E c0 by Theorem I.2.3. In fact A is 
bounded and is the limit of {Ak} in B[c0 ,l2] and so A is compact 
{Proposition II.3.10 and Remark I.11.4). Now let A
0 
be the restriction of A 
to a dense subspace of codimension 1 in c
0 
and let Y = R(A
0
). Choose 
x0 E c0'\D{A0 ) and define TE L[c0 ,Y] by TID(AO) = A0 and Tx0 = 0. 
Trivially TE PB(X,Y). Now suppose TE SB[X,Y]. Select {xn} C D(A
0
) such 
Hence Tx = Ax °' Ax0 . n n However since TE SB[X,Y] there 
Consequently there exists 
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{f } C F such that n f + Tx = f + Ax -+ 0. n n n n Hence 
f n-+ -Ax0 . We conclude that Ax0 E F CY. However since A is injective with 
since A is compact and 
Ax0 ( R(A0) = Y. An obvious contradiction. Now 
AJD(AO) = TJD(Ao)' we conclude from Proposition 
11.3.3 that r0(T) = 0. But since T t SB[X,Y], f~(T) = oo by Theorem IV.1.1. 
11) There exists SE SB[X,Y] such that S ( SB[X,R(S)]. Let X = c
0
, Y = e
2 
and S = JR(T)T in the previous example. Then SE SB[X,R(T)~] C SB[X,Y] by 
Proposition IV.1.3. However S ( SB[X,R(S)] as was shown. 
We shall see in Chapter V that for any TE L(X,Y), A1 (T) < 00 need not imply 
that TE SB(X,Y). Finally we ask ourselves the question. When does partial 
continuity imply continuity? The following result is due to R.W. Cross. 
IV.1.9 PRO~ITlc.f. Let TE PB(X,Y). 
I) If there exists a closed subspace M of D(T) such that 
and TJM is continuous, then T is continuous [6: 2.16]. 
II) If XT is complete, then T is continuous [7: Corollary 11]. 
III) If lyT is closable in L(X.Y) then T is continuous. 
Proof. 
that M 
I) Suppose T E PB(X,Y) and that there exists M E ~ (D(T)) such 
c 
is closed with TJM continuous. Let P be a projection from D(T) 
onto M with say F = N(P) (Proposition 1.8.4). Note that 
dim F = codD(T)M < oo and so is a finite dimensional and hence 
complete subspace of TF x F (Proposition 1.3.1). Consequently 
-1 
JTF TJF E C[F,TF]. Since both F and TF are complete (Proposition I.3.1) we 
conclude from the closed graph theorem that TJF is continuous. Now for any 
x E D(T) we have (I- P)x E F and Px E M ·and hence 
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II) Suppose TE L(X,Y) with XT complete. If {x } C D(T) such that n 
x ~ x E X and Tx ~ y E Y then since both {x } and {Tx } must be Cauchy n n n n 
-1 
we conclude that {Gr xn} C XT is Cauchy. By the completeness of XT' 
x E D(T) and Tx = y. Hence lyT is closed and so by part III) T is 
continuous. 
III) Let TE PB(X,Y) with lyT closable in L(X,Y). Select M E ~ (D(T)) 
c 
such that TIM is continuous. -'M ---x (TJM)J_ = (lyT) J_ we conclude 
M M 
Noting that 
from I) that (Jyr)"' and hence T is continuous. a 
Theorem IV.1.2, Propositions IV.1.3 and IV.1.9, Corollary IV.1.5 as well as I) 
of Example IV.1.8 are by R.W. Cross. Proposition IV.1.6 was established 
independently by the author and is equivalent to a combination of [6; 4.3] and 
[6; 4.6]. All other results in this section are by the author. 
§2 SEJll-PREXDllPACT OPERATORS 
IV.2.1 PRO~ITI~. SPK[X,Y] is an operator ideal with respect to the 
semi-bounded operators and is closed under addition. 
Proof. The result follows on considering Theorems II.2.4, II.2.13, II.3.2 and 
IV.1.1. a 
IV.2.2 PRO~ITI~. Let TE L(X,Y). Then TE SPK(X,Y) if and only if 
T =A+ S uih.ere A is a precompact and S a finite rank operator in L(X,Y). 
Proof. Suppose T =A+ S where A€ PK(X,Y) and dim-R(S) < ro. Let 
R = R(S). Then QRT = QRA E PK(X,Y/R) (Theorem I.11.8). Hence TE SPK(X,Y). 
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Conversely suppose T € SPK(X,Y). Then T =A+ S where A is continuous and 
dim R(S) < oo by Theorem IV.1.1. Now considering Proposition II.1.3 we have 
is precompa~t by Theorem II.3.2 with T = AID(T) + T - A. a 
IV.2.3 PRO~ITI<l'i. Let T € L(X,Y). Then the following are equivalent: 
I) T € PPK(X,Y). 
II) TG € PK[XT,Y]. 
III) TE SPK(X,Y). 
Proof. I) ~II) Suppose T € PPK(X,Y). Then since 
llTGJ.Mll ~ llTJG.Mll llGTll ~ llTJG.Mll (if the norm exists) for each .M € !Jc(XT). we 
conclude that r0 (TG) ~ r0(T) and hence that TG is precompact by Proposition 
II.3.3. 
Conversely suppose TG is precompact. From Proposition II.3.3 it follows that 
for some arbitrary e > 0, there exists .M € !Jc(XT) such that 
t 
llTxll ~ l+e (ll:x:ll + llTxll) for each -1 GT x € .M. 
Hence 
llTxll ~ e llxll for each x € GM 
and therefore llTJGMll ~ e where GM€ !Jc(D(T)). Since e > 0 was arbitrary 
we conclude from Proposition II.3.3 that T € PPK(X,Y). 
I) ~III) Let T € PPK(X,Y). Then T € PB(X,Y) and so T € SB(X,Y) by 
Proposition IV.1.3. Hence there exists F € !J(Y) such that QFJYT is 
continuous. However for any M € !Jc(D(T)) for which TJ.M is continuous, we 
have llQFJYT JMll ~ llT J.Mll and therefore r 0(QFJYT) ~ r 0 (T) = 0. We conclude 
from Proposition II.3.3 that QFJYT is precompact and hence that 
T € SPK ( X, Y) . 
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Conversely suppose T € SPK{X,Y). Hence T~(lyT) = 0 by Theorem 11.3.2. But 
T € SB(X,Y) and so T € PB(X,Y) by Proposition IV.1.3. Let M € j {D{T)) 
c 
such that TJM is continuous. For any F € j{f) for which QFJYT is 
continuous we have that llQFJYTJMll ~ llQFJYTll and hence 
T~(lyTIM) ~ T~(lyT) = 0. Consequently lyTIM is compact by Theorem 11.3.2 and 
the completeness of Y. Thus TJM is precompact, implying that 
T € PPK{X,Y). a 
IV.2.4 Remarks. I) There exists a partially precompact operator which is not 
semi-precompact. {Consider Example IV~l.8 1).) 
II) PPK[X,Y] is an operator ideal with respect to the partially bounded 
operators and is closed under addition. {Consider Propositions IV.1.3, 
IV. 2. 1 and IV. 2. 3) . 
III) All finite rank operators are semi-precompact. {Follows from the 
definition of f~). 
IV.2.5 PROPCEITI<n. Let T € L(X, Y). Then 
I) r0{r) ~ r~cr') and r~{r) ~ r0cr'): 
II) r0{T) = f~{T
1
) if T is continuous. 
Proof. Without loss of generality let D{T) = X. 
I) The inequalities are trivial if r0 (T) = oo = f~{T). Hence suppose 
r0{T) < oo {f~{T) < oo). Let E. > 0 be arbitrary and choose M € 'c{X) 
{F € j{f)) so that 
(1) r0{T) + E. ~ llTJMll {f~(T) + E. ~ llQFTll). 




is an extension of (JM)' r' = QX~r· we deduce from (1) 
M 
fo(T} + t ~ llTJMll = ll(TJM} '11 ~ llQ~r'11 ~ f~(r') 
and hence that r0(T} ~ f~(r') since c > 0 was chosen arbitrarily. (By 
analogy since ~ € ~ (Y 1 }, we have ~ n D(T 0 } E ~ (D(T 1 }} and so from (1) c c 
it follows that 
f~(T} + t ~ llQFTll = ll(QFT} 1 ll = 11r'1F111 ~ fo(r'). 
Again, since c > 0 was chosen arbitrarily, we conclude that f~(T} ~ r
0
(r').) 
II} Let T be continuous. Considering I} we see that we need only show that 
f~(r') ~ r0(r}. Let c > O be arbitrary and select FE ~(X') so that 
(2) r~cr') + c ~ 11QFr'11. 
Note that F = (1F}1 by the finite dimensionality of F (Remark I.5.9) and 
1. 
that F € ~ (X} by Theorem I.5.10. Also since T is continuous, c 
(TJ1 } ' = (J } 'r' = Qx' r' = QX'r· and so by (2) we have F lF (lF}l F 
. , x' . . 
f o(T } + t ~ llQF T II = ll(TJl } II = llTJl II ~ fo(T}. 
F F 
Since c > 0 was chosen arbitrarily, f~(T') ~ r0(T} as was required. a 
IV.2.6 CDROI.J...ARY. Let TE L(X,Y}. Then TE SPK(X,Y} lf and only if r' 
ls compact with D(T
0
) a(Y' ,Y}-closed and flnlte codlmenslonal ln y'. 
Proof .. Suppose T E SPK(X, Y}. Then T E SB(X, Y} and so r' is continuous 
with D(T'} a(Y', Y)-closed and finite codimensional in Y' by Theorem IV .1.1. 
But f~(T} ~ r0(T
0
) ~ 0 by Proposition IV.2.5 and so by Theorem II.3.2 
0 = f~(T) = f 0(r'). Hence r' is compact (Proposition II.3.3 and Remark 
I.11.4). Conversely let r' be compact with D(T 0 ) a(Y' ,Y)-closed and finite 
codimensional in y'. Hence T
0
JN is bounded where N = D(T'). Note that as 
in Theorem IV.1.1, N = (1N)1 . 
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J(lN)l = (QlNT)' 
bounded, Q1 T is continuous. Since T
0 JN is compact, we have by Theorem 
N 
II.3.2 and Proposition IV.2.5 that 
o = r~cr'JN) = r0(Q1 r). N 
Hence Q1 T is precompact by Proposition II.3.3. As 
1N € $(Y) (1beorem 
N 
I.5.10), we are done. a 
IV.2.7 COROLLARY. Let T € L(X,Y). Then TE PPK(X.Y) if and only if r' 
is compact with D(T
1
) a(Y' ,Y)-closed and finite codimensional in y'. 
Proof. Follows from Proposition IV.2.3 and Corollary IV.2.6. a 
All results in this section are by the author. 
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CHAPTER V 
STRICILY ClEINGUL.AR OPERATORS 
§ 1 Cll'ITINOOCE AND SEllI-<D.UINOOUS STRICILY <lEINGUL\R OPERATORS 
V.1.1 11IEOREJI. Let T € L(X.Y). Consider the following statements: 
I) TESC(X.Y). 
II) There is no M E j (Y) c such that QMT is an open map. 
III) There is no M E j (Y) c such that QMT is surjectiue. 
IV) There is no M E j (Y) such c that ~(QMT) > 0 and b(QMT) = 0. 
V) There M E j (Y) is no 
c such that 
I l 
R(T Ir) = N(QMTJD(T)) and 
a(T'Ir) = 0. 
a) In general IV) and V) are equivalent, either of which imply II), I) implies 
IV) and III) implies II) . . 
b) If X is complete and TE SB[X,Y] then I), II), IV) and V) are all 
equivalent. 
c) If Y is complete I) implies III) and if in addition X is an operator 
range and T € SB[X,Y], then II) and III) are equivalent. 
d) If X and Y are complete and T € SB[X,Y], all five statements are 
equivalent. 
Proof. a) IV) ~ V) This follows easily from Theorem III.2.6 and Corollary 
III.2. 7. 
IV)=> II) This is a trivial consequence of Proposition III.1.2. 
I) => IV) Suppose there exists M € j (Y) 
c such that ~(QMT) > g and 




Ir is injective by Proposition I.10.4 and also 
range open by Theorem III.2.6. Hence T'Ir has a continuous inverse and so 
T <t. SC(X, Y). 
III) => II) This follows trivially from the fact that an open map is surjective. 
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b) Assume TE SB[X,Y] with X complete. To establish the equivalence of 
I), II),' IV) and V) we see from a) that we need only show that II) implies I). 
II)~ I) Suppose T ~ SC[X,Y]. Then there exists .M € j (Y) such that 
c 
(QMT)'· = T 0 JMl has a continuous inverse. But since T is semi-bounded, 
there exists F E ~(Y) such that QFT is bounded. Consequently since 
F c .M + F and .M c M + F, QM+FT is bounded with (QM.+FT)' = r' J (M+f.)l having 
a continuous inverse since (M. + Fj1 C .M1 (ie. T 0 J(M+F)l is a re~t~iction of 
T
0
JM.l). Considering Theorem I.10.8 we conclude that QM+FT is an open map. 
c) I) ~ III) Let Y be complete. Suppose there exists .M E 9 (Y) such that 
c 
QMT is surjective. Then (Q.MT)' = T 0 J.Ml has a continuous inverse by 
Proposition I.10.7. Hence T ( SC(X,Y). 
II) ~III) Let Y be complete, X· an operator range and TE SB[X,Y]. 
Suppose there is some .M € jc(Y) such that Q.MT is surjective. Selecting 
F E ~(Y) such that QFT is bounded, we note that Q.M+FT is both bounded and 
surjective. But then Q.M+FT is an open map by the generalised open mapping 
theorem. Hence II) ~III). The converse is a consequence of a). 
d) This follows from a consideration of a), b) and c). a 
V.1.2 PRO~ITl<Xf. Let TE L(X.Y). Then TE SC(X,Y) n SB(X,Y) if and only 
if T =A + S unere A is a co~tinuous strictly cosingular operator and S 
is a finite rank operator. 
Proof. If T =A+ S where A is continuous and strictly cosingular and 
dim R(S) < 00 , then JyS E SC(X.Y) since A0 (Jy8) = A0 (QRJy8) = O by 







(Jy8) = 0 and so T is strictly cosingular. conversely let 
T'E SC(X,Y). Since TE SB(X,Y) ~y hypothesis, we have by Theorem IV.1.1 that 
T =A+ S where A E B(X,Y) and dim R(S) < ro 
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As before A'(AjD(T)) ~ A
1
(T) + A'(Jy8) = 0 and hence AID(T) is strictly 
cosingular with T = AID(T) + S. a 
V.1.3 Example. There exists a strictly cosingular operator which is not the 
swn of a contiTULous and a finite rank operator. Let T, X and Y be as in 
Example IV.1.8 I). Note that we showed that r
0
(T) = 0. From Theorem II.3.2 
and Propositions II.3.3 and IV.2.3 we conclude that f~(lyT) = 0. It now 
follows from Propositions II.2.1 and II.2.3 that 
0 = f~(JyT) ~ A' UyT) ~ A' (T) •. that is A' (T) = 0. However as was noted in 
Example IV.1.8 I), f~(T) = oo, that is T is not the sum of a continuous and 
a finite rank operator (Theorem IV.1.1). 
V.1.4 Remarks. Let TE L(X,Y). 
I) If lyT € SC(X,Y), then T € SC(X,Y). This follows from Proposition 
II.2.3 and Theorem II.3.8. 
II) Let T € B(X,Y) with Y complete. Then T € SC(X,Y) if and only if 
TE SC(X,Y). This follows from the fact that for each ME .1'c(Y), QMT = QMT 
since the extension is unique. Hence llQ.MTll = llQ.MTll for each .ME .1'c(Y) 
(Theorem I.5.6) and so A1 (T) = A1 (T). 
III) SPK(X,Y) c PPK(X,Y) c SC(X,Y). This follows from Proposition IV.2.3 and 
the fact that f~(lyT) ~ A
1
(lyT) ~ A'(r) by Propositions II.2.1 and II.2.3. 
IV) SPK(X,Y) C PPK(X,Y) C SS(X,Y). This is a consequence of the above and the 
fact that in the proof of Theorem IV.1.2 we showed that r
0
(T) ~ A(T). 
All results in this section are by the author. 
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§2 llF.AL PROPERT!ffi 
V.2.1 PRO~ITI<Xf. SC(X.Y) is a right ideal with respect to PB(Z,X). 
Proof. Let TE SC(X.Y) and SE PB(Z,X). First suppose that D(T) is dense 
in X. From the definition of we conclude that I -1 I A (T.JX) =A (T). Hence 
since D(T) is still dense in X, we conclude from Theorem 11.2.13 that 
I t -1 t t 
A (TS) =A (TJX .Jx8) ~A (T).f0(Jx8)· 
It now follows from Theorems II.3.8 and IV.1.1 and Proposition IV.1.3 that 
TS E SC. Now suppose D(T) is not dense in X. Let T1 = TJD(T) and let s1 
be SJD(TS) considered as an element of L[D(TS),D(T)]. From the definition 
of partial continuity we note that a restriction of a partially continuous 
operator, and in particular s1. is still partially continuous. From the 




• and hence TS is strictly 
cosingular. a 
V.2.2 PRO~ITI<Xf. Let Y be complete. Then SC(X,Y) is closed under 
addition and SC(X,Y) n PB(X,Y) is an ideal with respect to the densely 
defined partially continuous operators. 
Proof. Let Y be complete. The fact that SC(X.Y) is closed under addition 
now follows from Theorem 11.2.4. In order to prove the second assertion we see 
from Proposition V.2.1 that we need only show that SC(X,Y) n PB(X,Y) is a 
left ideal with respect to the densely defined partially continuous operators. 
Note that for any S € L(Y .. Z) we have by Theorem IV. 1.1 and Proposition IV. 1. 3 





(Jz8) ~ f~(Jz8) by Propositions II.2.1 and II.2.3, the result now 
follows from Theorems Il.2.12 and II.3.8. a 
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V.2.3 CDROLl...ARY. If X is complete, then SC[X,Y] n SB[X,Y] is an operator 
ideal with respect to the semi-bounded operators. 
Proof. Since SB[Z,X] ~ PB[Z,X] {Proposition IV.1.3) it follows from 
Proposition V.2.1 that we need only show that SC[X,Y] n SB[X,Y] is left ideal 
if X is complete. Hence suppose X is complete, T € SC[X,Y] n SB[X,Y] and 
S € SB[Y,Z]. Considering Theorems II.2.13 and IV.1.1 we conclude that 
ST € SB[X,Z]. Assume S to be bounded and suppose ST ( SC[X,Z]. Then by 
Theorem V.1.1 there exists M € ~c{Z) so that Q~ is an open map. However 
since Q~ is surjective, so is Q~. Hence {Q~)A is a bounded bijection 
from Y/N onto Z/M where N = N(Q~) € ~c{Y) {Proposition I.4.16). We 
conclude that QNT = [{Q~)A]- 1 .Q~ is open since it is the composition of 
two open maps. Thus T ( SC[X,Y] by Theorem V.1.1. Now let S € SB[Y,Z]. By 
Theorem IV.1.1 S =A+ B where A€ B[Y,Z] and dim R(B) < oo. Therefore by 
what we have just shown AT € SC[X,Z] whereas dim R(BT) < oo. Thus 
ST€ SC[X,Z] by Proposition V.1.2. a 
·All results in this section are by the author. 
§3 ADJOINTS OF STRICILY <n;INGULAR OPERATORS 
V.3.1 PRO~ITI<J.'f. Let TE L(X,Y). 





) E '!J (Y
0




Proof. Without loss of generality let D(T) = X. 
I) Let TE B[X,Y] and suppose that there exists ME j(X) such that TIM 
has a continuous inverse. Then is surjective by Proposition 
I.10.7. Since . . l dim M = dim M = dim X /M = oo by Theorem I.5.10, 
r' tl. SC[Y' ,X'] by Theorem V.1.1. 
II) Let D(T
1
) E ~ (Y
1
) and suppose T (. SC[X,Y]. By definition there exists c 
ME jc(Y) such that (QMT)' = r'Jr has a continuous inverse. Since 
__ J l . . 
dim M- =dim Y/M = oo (Theorem I.5.10), M n D(T ) E j(D(T )) and so 
r' t sscr· .x'). 0 
The above Proposition is by the author and generalises the well known classical 
result. 
V.3.2 DEFINITICXf [39]. A normed linear space X is said to be 
superprojectiue if for every ME j (X), there exists N € j (X) with N ~ M 
c c 
such that N is topologically complemented in X. 
V.3.3 11IEDREll. Let TE SB[X,Y] with X a superprojectiue Banach space. 
Then T € SC[X.Y] if r' € SC(Y' ,X 1 ). 
Proof. First assume TE B[X,Y]. Suppose T (. SC[X,Y]. By Theorem V.I.I 
there is some ME jc(Y) such that QMT is a bounded open map. Noting that 
~(QMT) = ~((QMT)A) we conclude from Proposition III.1.2 that (QMT)A is open 
and hence that (QMT)A is an isomorphism from X/N onto Y/M where 
(Proposition I.4.16). Consequently N E j (X) and so there exists 
c 
WE j (X) with W ~ N such that W is topologically complemented in X. Let c 
X = W $ V where V is a topological complement of W. 
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We note that WINE 9c(XIN) since dim (XIN)l(WIN) =dim XIW by Proposition 
I.8.6 and hence as (QMT)A is an isomporphism, (QMT)A(WIN) = TWIM E jc(YIM). 
. -1 -1 
Therefore K =QM (TWIM) E jc(Y) where QM is taken in the set theoretic 
Y YIM Y 
sense. Now since MC K, QKT = QKIM.(QMT) (Proposition I.8.6) and so QKT is 
open since it is just the composition of two open maps. We show that 
Suppose QKTx = 0. Hence -1 Tx E K( =QM (TWIM)) and so 
QMTx E QMTW. Now since (QMT)A is an isomorphism, we conclude that 
x +NE (WIN}. But NC W and so x E W, that is N(QKT) c W. But 
WC N(QKT) by choice of K and so equality holds. Consequently, since W is 
topologically complemented by V, QKTJV is a bounded bijection. Recalling 
that X and therefore XIN is complete and that (QMT)A is an isomorphism 
from XIN onto YIM, we.conclude that YIM is complete. Therefore by 
Theorem I.2.1 and Proposition I.8.6 YIK = (YIM)l(KIM) is complete. Since V 
is a closed and therefore complete subspace of X, we conclude from the open 
mapping theorem that QKT]V is an isomorphism. Hence 
(QKTly)' = Cly)'r'(QK)' = Qvl.T'J~ and therefore Qvl.T' is surjective. 
l . ' ' Moreover cod V =dim V =cod W = 00 and so T ~ Slj(f ,X] by Theorem V.1.1. 
Now let TE SB[X,Y] with T' E Slj(Y' ,X'). Hence 
T']D(T') E SC[D(T'),X'] n B[D(T'),X'] (Corollary IV.1.5). Note that D(T') 
' l ' is a(Y .Y)-closed with D(T ) E ~(Y) by Theorems I.5.10 and IV.1.1 and 
Remark I.5.9. Since (QlD(T')r)' = r'1(1D(T'))l = r'JD(T') (Remark I.5.9), 
Q1 T is bounded by Theorem I.10.3. We conclude from the first part of the D(T') 
proof that Q1 T is strictly cosingular. A consideration of Proposition D(T') 
l ' II.1.3, Theorem II.3.8 and the fact that D(T) E ~(Y) now yields the result. 
V.3.4 ClJROLLARY. Let TE SB[X,Y] with X and Y reflexive and y' 
superprojectiue. Then r' E Slj(f' ,X') if TE Slj(X,Y]. 
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Proof. First suppose that T is bounded. .. Y" X"-1 Then T = J y . T. J X and so 
T" € S'C[X",Y"] if and only if T € S'C[X,Y]. Consequently T € S'C[X.Y] 
implies r' € S'C[Y' ,X'] by Theorem V.3.3. Now let T € SB[X,Y] n S'C[X;Y]. 
Then T =A+ S where A€ B[X,Y] n S'C[X,Y] and dim R(S) < oo by Proposition 
V.1.2. Hence A' € SC[Y' ,X'] by the first part of the proof with 
dim R(S
1
) < oo since cod N(S 1 ) =cod R(S)1 =dim R(S) < oo by Theorem I.5.10 
and Proposition I.10.4. The corollary now follows from Proposition V.1.2 and 
the observation that r' =A' + s'. a 
The author is unaware of Theorem V.3.3 and Corollary V.3.4 having been proved 
before and believes these results to be his own. 
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CHAPTER VI 
F _ OPERATORS 
Observe that for any TE L(X.Y). r' = (lyT)' and hence 
b(T) = a(T') = b(lyT) by Corollary III.2.7. Since b(T) = b(IyT) we will 
use these two concepts interchangably for the rest of this manuscript. 
§ 1 CllARACTERISATI<WS OF F OPERA1URS 
VI.1.1 Remark. Let TE L(X,Y). 
I) If dim Y = 00 , then TE F_(X.Y) if and only if r'(T) > 0 (Theorem 
II.3.6). 
II) TE F_(X,Y) if dim Y < oo. This follows from the fact that YE ~(Y) 
with (QyT)' = T
0
lyl = T0 J{O} an isometry from the zero-dimensional 
subspace {O} of Y onto the zero-dimensional subspace {O} of R(T 0 ). 
III) TE F_(X,Y) if and only if lyT E F_(X,Y). This follows from I), II) 
and the fact that f
0
(T) = I' 0 (lyT) (Proposition II.2.3). 
IV) T E F+ if dim D(T) < oo. 
with TJ{O} an isometry. 
Note that if dim D(T) < oo, {O} E ~ (D(T)) 
c 
V) TE F if and only if r' E <f>+(F+). If dim Y(= dim Y0 ) < oo, then 
TE F and r' E F+ by II) and IV). Since dim R(T 1 ) < oo, R(T 0 ) is 
closed and hence r' E <f>+ as a(T
0
) ~dim r' < oo. The rest follows from 
Theorem II .3.6. 
VI) TE F+ and only if r' E cf>_. The proof is analogous to that for V) with 
use being made of Theorem II.3.5 instead of II.3.6. 
VII) b(T) < oo if T E F . Note that T E F implies r' E <f>+ by V) and 
hence a(T
1
) = b(T) < oo. 
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VI.1.2 PRO~ITION. Let T € L(X,Y). If M is an arbitrary closed subspace 
of Y. then QMT E F_(X,Y/M) (QMTGQ TE F_[XQ T'Y/M]) if TE F_(X,Y) 
M M 
Proof. Without loss of generality let dim Y = oo. If dim YIM < oo the 






(QMT) by Proposition II.2.1 and so QMT E F_(X,Y/M). 
Analogously if TGT E F_[XT,Y] then QMTGT E F_[XT,YIM]. Note that 
llxll + llQMTxll ~ llxll + llTxll for each x € D(T) and so the identity map, say 






(QMTGQ T.V) ~ I' 1 (QMTGQ T).f~(V) 
M M 
(note that f~(V) < oo and f
1
(QMTGQ T) < oo since both V and QMTGQ T are 
M M 
bounded). Hence QMTGQ T is an F operator. 
M 
D 
VI.1.3 IEJUIA. Let T € L(X, Y). If. Y is complete and b(T) < oo, then 
TEF_(X,Y). 
Proof. · Since b(T) < oo, there exists F € ,:(Y) such that QFT is 
1 surjective. However as Y/F is still complete by Theorem I.2.1, (QFT)' has 
a continuous inverse by Proposition I.10.7. D 
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VI.1.4 THEDREll. Let TE L(X,Y). Consider the following statements: 
I) TE F_(X,Y) 
II) TG E F _[XT' Y] 
III) TG E cp_[XT,Y] 
IV) T E cp_(X, Y) 
a) If X and Y are normed linear S}Xlces, then II) and III) are equivalent, 
either of ultich imply I). 
b} If X ls complete and T closed then I), II) and III) are equivalent, 
any of ultich imply IV). 
c) If Y ls complete then IV) implies II) and hence III) and I) as well. 
d} If both X and Y are complete and T ls closed, then all four 
statements are equivalent. 
Proof. a) Let X and Y be arbitrary normed linear spaces. 
II)~ III) On considering V) of Remark VI.1.1 and the fact that 
(TG)' = (TG)' we conclude that TG E F if and only if TG E F . The result 
now follows on considering d} (proved later). 
II):::> I) Suppose TG E F_(X,Y). If dim Y < oo, TE F by Remark VI.1.1. 
Hence let dim Y = oo. We show that f 0 (TGT) ~ f 0 (T) and hence that 
TE F_(X,Y) (Remark VI.1.1 I)). Without loss of generality let f 1 (T) < oo. 
Let c > 0 be arbitrary and select M E .1' c(Y) so that llQMJYTll ~ f' (T) + c. 
But then 





(T) since c was chosen arbitrarily. 
b) Let X be complete and T closed. 
I):::> IV) Suppose TE F_(X,Y). Then r' E cp+ by Remark VI.1.1 and so 
~er') > 0 by Theorem III.2.6 as R(T 0 ) is closed by definition. 
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Consequently, again by Theorem III.2.6, R(T) is closed and so since 
b(T) = b(T) < 00 by Remark VI.1.1 we conclude that T € <J> (X,Y). 
I)~ II) Suppose T € F_(X,Y). From the proof of the first part we conclude 
that b(TG) = b(T) = b(T) < 00 and ~er') > 0. But then. ~(T) > o by Theorem 
III.2.6 and so ~(TG) > 0 by Theorem III.2.2. If dim Y < oo, TG € F by 
Remark VI.1.1 and if dim Y = oo then 0 < ~(TG) ~ f 0 (TG) by Theorem II.2.9. 
Hence TG E F_[XT,Y] by Remark VI.1.1. 
c) Let Y be complete. 
IV)~ II) If T € <f>_(X,Y), then b(T) = b(TG) < 00 by definition and so from 
the Lemma we conclude that TG € F_[XT,Y]. 
d) This follows from a consideration of a), b) and c). 
The following result was proved by R.W. Cross and privately communicated to 
the author. 
VI.1.5 1HEDREll [9]. Let T € L(X,Y). Consider the following statements: 
I) TE F+(X,Y). 
II) TG € F+[XT,Y]. 
III) TG E <f>+[XT,Y]. 
IV) TE <f>+(X,Y). 
D 
a) If X and Y are normed linear spaces I), II) and III) are equivalent. 
b) If X is complete and T closed, then I) implies IV). 
c) If X is an operator range and Y complete then IV) implies I). 
d) If X and Y are complete and T is closed all four statements are 
equivalent. 
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Proof. a) Let X and Y be normed linear spaces. 
II)~ III) By analogy to the proof of Theorem VI.1.4 this follows from d) 
(proved later), Remark VI.1.1 and the fact that (TG)' = (TG)'. 
II)~ I) Again analogous to Theorem VI.1.4 this follows from Remark VI.1.1 
and the fact that f(TGT) ~ f(T). 
I)~ II) Suppose TGT f F+[XT,Y]. Hence dim XT =dim D(T) = oo and 
f(TG) = 0 by Remark VI.1.1 and Theorem II.3.5. Let E. > 0 be arbitrary and 
select M € .1'(XT) so that llTGTJMll ~ l + E. Hence GM€ .1'(D(T)) with 
llTxll ~ 1 + E.(llxll + llTxll) for every x €GM 
and so 
llTxll ~ cllxll for every x € GM. 
We conclude that llTJGMll ~ E. and hence that f(T) = 0 since E. was chosen 
arbitrarily. But then T ( F+(X.Y) by Theorem II.3.5. 
b) I)~ IV). Let X be complete and T closed and suppose that 
TE F+(X.Y). Hence a(T) < oo by definition and so we need only show that 
R(T) is closed. Note that T
1 
E cf>_ by Remark VI.1.1. Therefore since 
R(T
1
) is closed by definition, ~(T 1 ) > 0 by Theorem III.2.6 and so R(T) 
is closed by the same Theorem. 
c) IV) ~ I) Let x be an operator range, y complete and suppose that 
T E <f>+(X, Y). If dim D(T) < oo, TE F + by Remark VI.1.1. Hence let 
dim D(T) = oo. Then since R(T) is closed by definition, ~(T) > 0 by 
Theorem III.2.6. As a(T) < oo we conclude from Theorems II.2.9 and II.3.5 
d) This is a trivial consequence of a), b) and c). a 
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VI.1.6 Remark. Considering Theorems III.2.6, VI.1.4 and VI.1.5 we see that 
corresponding to the classical classes of normally solvable, cf>_ and <f>+ 
operators we have the classes of range open, F and F+ operators 
respectively with equivalence holding in the classical setting of closed 
operators between Banach spaces. 
VI.1.7 THEDREll. Let T € L(X,Y). Then the following are equivalent: 
I) T € F . 
A 
II) T € F if N(T) is closed. 
III) QFT € F_ for every (for some) F € ~(Y). 
IV) T + B € F for every (for some) B € L(X,Y) such that D(B) J D(T) 
and lyB E ~(X,Y). 
V) T + B € F for every (for some) B € PPK(X,Y) such that D(B) J D(T). 
VI) T + B € F for every (for some) B € PK(X,Y) such that D(B) J D(T). 
VII) T + B € F for every (for some) B € L(X,Y) such that dim R(B) < oo 
and D(B) J D(T). 
VIII) b(lyT - B) < 00 for every B € L(X,Y) such that B is compact 
(nuclear) with D(B) J D(T). 
Proof. Without loss of generality let dim Y = oo. 
I) <==> II) Let N(T) be closed. The equivalence now follows from Theorem 
II.3.6 and Proposition II.1.5. 
I)<==> III) This follows from Theorem 11.3.6 and Proposition II.1.3. 
I) <==>IV) Let T € L(X,Y) and let B € L(X,Y) be such that D(B) J D(T) 
and lyB € ~(X,Y). Hence A
0
(lyB) = 0 by Theorem II.3.8. But by Theorem 
II.2.4 
r'(T) = r'(T + B - B) ~ r'(T + B) + A'UyB) = r'(T + B) 




(T) = f 1 (T + B) and so TE F if and only if T +BE F . 
I)¢:::=> V) Let BE L(X,Y). Then BE PPK(X,Y) if and only if I'~(lyB) = 0 
by Proposition IV.2.3 and so since 
by Theorem II.2.4 and Proposition II.2.1 we can construct a proof analogous to 
the above. 
I) ¢:::=>VI) As before this follows from the fact that 
r'cr +BJ ~ r'(r) + r~(IyBJ ~ r'(r) + r~(B) 
(Proposition II.2.3) for T,B E L(X.Y). 
I) ¢:::=>VII) Observing that the class of finite rank operators in L(X,Y) is 
contained in S'C(X,Y) (Theorem II.3.8), we can use the inequality 
to construct a proof analogous to the above. 
VI)~ VIII) We see from Remark VI.1.1 that TE F_(X,Y) if and only if 
lyT E F_(X,Y) and so VIII) follows from VI) and Remark VI.1.1 VII). 
VIII) ~I) Suppose T ( F_(X.Y). If b(T + 0) = b(T) = ro we are done. 
Hence suppose b(T) < ro. We construct B € B[X.Y] such that 
Let {a } be a sequence of integers defined inductively by n 
n-1 
(1) a 1 = 2, an= 2(1 + 2 °k_) for n = 2,3, ... 
k=l 
We claim that there exists sequences {yk} C Y and {yk} C r' such that 
llykll ~ °k.' llykll = 1, llT I ykll < l/(2k°k_) 
(2) 
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Assuming this for the moment we define BE L[D(T),Y] as follows: 
()() 
Bx= l T 1 yk(x)yk for each x E D(T). 
k=l 
Observe that for any x E D(T) 
()() 
()() 
llBxll ~ l nr'ykll. llxll. llykll ~ llxll ( 2 1/2k) 
k=l k=l 
and so Bx ,.., exists by the completeness of y (Theorem I.2.3). Letting 
for each k E IN, we note that 
()() 
B = l (1/2k)~(.)21t is nuclear and hence compact by Theorem I.11.7. If 
k=l 
D(T) ~ X we can consider ~ to be an extension of °R.2k.T'yk to all of X 
(Proposition I.7.1) and hence without loss of generality we may assume 
BE N[X,Y]. Now for each x E D(T) we have by (2) that 
Yk(Bx) = T
0
yk(x) = yk(Tx) for k = 1,2, ... 
and so each yk annihilates R(lyT - B). Since the yk's are linearly 
independent by (2), we conclude that b(lyT - B) =co It remains to find 
sequences satisfying (2). By assumption T ( F and so since TE F if and 
only if 
exists 
r' E F by Remark VI.1.1, we deduce that r' ( F . 
+ + Hence there 
y' E y' 
1 so that with llT'yill < 1/4. If this was not the 
case then r' would have a continuous inverse; a contradiction. Select 
y1 E Y such that Yi(y1) = 1 and lly111 < 2. Suppose y1
, ... ,yn-l' 
Yi·····Y~-l have been found satisfying (2). Considering 
r' I i = r· we note that as before r' does not have a {sJXlll{Y1; ... ;yn-l}) n-1 n-1 
l I continuous inverse since {sJXlll{y1; ... ;y 1
}) E ~ (Y) {Theorem I.5.10). 
n- c 
l. Consequently there exists y~ E (sJXlll{y1, ... ,yn-l}) such that lly~ll = 1 and 
Select 
Let 
y E y such that y'(y) = 1 
n 
n-1 
Yn = y - l yk(y)yk. 
k=l 
and llyll < 2. 
Then 
n-1 




llykll) ~ 2(1 + l °k) = an 
k=l 
by (1) and (2). Also y'(y ) = y'(y) = 1 with yn'(y~) = 0 for 
n n n ·~ 
for 1 ~ k < n and so by induction the result follows. 





TGT € F_. 
TG,... € F - if N(T) T 
(T + B)GT+B € F_ 
D(B) :::> D(T) and 
(T + B)GT+B € F_ 
D(B) :::> D(T). 
is closed. 
for each (for some) B € B(X,Y) such that 
lyB € SC(X' Y). 
for each (for some)· B € PK(X,Y) such that 
Proof. Without loss of generality let dim Y = oo. 
a 
I) ¢::>II) Let TGT € F_ with N(T) closed. Then (TGr)"' € F_ if and only 
if TGT € F_ by Theorem VI.1.7. The equivalence now follows from the fact 
"' that (TGr)"' = TG,.... 
T 
I) ¢::>III) Suppose BE B(X,Y) n SC(X,Y) such that D(B) :::> D(T). Since 
SC(X,Y) is a right ideal by Proposition V.2.1, lyBGy € SC[Xy,YJ. By Theorem 
VI.1.7 we now have that TGT € F_ if and only if (T + B)GT € F_. But since 
B is continuous we have that 
llxll + II (T + B)xll ~ llxll + llTxll + llBll llxll ~ ( 1 + llBll) ( llxll + llTxll) 
for each x € D(TJ and similarly 
llxll + llTxll ~ (1 + llBll)(llxll + ll(T + B)xll). 
Hence XT ~ XT+B and so (T + B)GT E F_ if and only if (T + B)GT+B E F_. 
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I) ~IV) Noting that PK(X.Y) c &t;(X.Y) (Remarks I.11.4 and V.1.4) we can 
construct a proof analogous to the above. a 
As was noted Theorem VI.1.5 is due to R.W. Cross as is Lemma VI.1.3. The 
equivalence of I) and VIII) in Theorem VI.1.7 was jointly established by the 
author and Dr. R.W. Cross. All other results in this section are by the 
author. We remark that the construction used in Theorem VI.1.7 is essentially 
that used by Lebow and Schechter [28; Theorem 5.4]. 
§2 TIIE RELATIOO"SHIP BEi WEEN RANGE OPEN. F AND F + OPERATORS 
VI.2.1 PRO~ITIOO'. Let TE L(X,Y). Consider the following statements: 
I) T E F . 
II) There exists K E ~(Y) such that ~(QKT) ) 0 with b(T) < ro. 
III) 
IV) 
~(T) ) 0 with b(T) < ro. 
' l . . R(T ) = N(TJD(T)) with a(T ) < oo. 
a) If X and Y are normed linear spaces, III) and IV) are equivalent, III) 
implies II) and II) implies I). 
b) If X is complete and T closed then I), II), III) and IV) are all 
equivalent. 
Proof. a) III) ~IV) This follows easily from Theorem III.2.6 and 
Corollary III.2.7. 
III) ~II) ~I). We trivially have that III) implies II) and hence suppose 
that b(T) < ro and that there is some K E ~(Y) such that ~(QKT) > 0. But 
then R((QKT)') = R(T'J~) is closed by Theorem III.2.6. Now since 









) is closed (Proposition I.3.4). But 
since a(T
1
} = b(T) < ro (Corollary III.2.7), r' E cj>+ and so 
TE F by Remark VI.1.1. 
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b) I) :::>III) Suppose that X is complete with r a closed F_ operator. 
As r' E <f>+ by Remark VI.1.1, ~(r') > 0 since R(r') is closed (Theorem 
III.2.6). Hence ~(r) > 0 by Theorem III.2.6. Trivially r E F implies 
that b(r) < 00 (Remark VI.1.1) and so we are done. a 
VI.2.2 PRO~ITl<l'f. Let r E L(X,Y). Consider the following statements: 
I) r E F+. 
II) There exists K € ~(Y) such that ~(QKr) > 0 with a(r) < oo. 
III) ~(r) > 0 with a(r) < oo. 
I l • I 
IV) R(r ) = N(rJD(r)) with b(r ) < oo. 
a) If X and Y are normed linear spaces, III) and IV) are equivalent, III) 
implies II) and II) implies I). 
b) If X is complete and r closed then all the above are equivalent. 
Proof. a) III) ¢:::>IV) This is an easy consequence of Theorem III.2.6 and 
Corollary III.2.7. 
III) :::> II) :::> I). We trivially have that III) implies II) and so suppose that 
there exists KE ~(Y) such that ~(QKr) > 0 with a(r) < oo. Then 
a(QKr) < oo since KE ~(Y) with R((QKr)') = R(r'J~) closed by Theorem· 
III.2.6. Moreover as cod K1 =dim K < oo we deduce that 
codR(r')R(r'J~) < 00 and hence that R(r') is closed (Proposition I.3.4). 
Considering Corollary III.2.7 we see that b(r'J~) = a(QKr) < oo and so since 
R(r') ~ R(r']Kl), b(r') < oo Hence r' E <f>_ and so r € F+ by Remark 
VI.1.1. 
b) I) :::> III) Let X be complete and r closed. Suppose r € F+. Then 
r' E <f>_ by Remark VI.1.1. Hence ~(r') > 0 by Theorem III.2.6 as R(T 1 ) is 
closed by definition. Moreover ~(r) > 0 by the same theorem and so since 
r € F+ implies a(r) < oo, we are done. a 
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Vl.2.3 PROP<!;ITim. Let T € L(X,Y). Consider the following statements: 
I) T € F+ and b(T) < oo. 
II) T € F and a(T) < oo. 
In general I) implies II) with the statements being equivalent if X is 
complete and T closed. 
Proof. I)~ II). 
Vl.1.1 and since 
Suppose T € F+ with b(T) < oo. 
a(T') = b(T) < oo, r' € <f>+. Hence 
Then r' € $ by Remark 
T € F by Remark Vl.1.1 
with a(T) < oo since T € F+. 
11) ~ I) Suppose X is complete and T closed. Let T € F with 
a(T) < oo. By Proposition Vl.2.1 we then have ~(T) > 0 with b(T) < oo and 
a(T) < oo. The result follows on considering Proposition Vl.2.2. 
D 
All results in this section are by the author. 
§3 PERTURBATim RESULTS FOR F+ AND F OPERATORS 
VI.3.1 PROP<!;ITim. Let T € L(X,Y). If T € F+(F_) and B € B(X,Y) such 
that D(B) ~ D(T), then there exists p > 0 such that R((T + AB) 1 ) is 
closed with b((T +AB)') and b(T +AB) constant in the annulus 
O < j;\.j < p. 
Proof. Let T € F+(F_) and let B1 = BJD(T)" Then r' € cf>_(<f>+) by Remark 
VI.1.1 and so, since r' +AB~= (T +AB)' for each ;\., it follows from 
Proposition I.4.20 that there exists p
1 
> 0 with a(T' +AB~) = b(T +AB) 
and b(T' +AB~) constant in the annulus 0 < IAI < p
1
. Considering Theorem 
1.4.19 we see that since r' € cf>_(<f>+>· there exists p
2 
> 0 such that 
R(T' +AB~) is closed for each !Al < p2. Hence let p = min{p1,p2
}. D 
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VI.3.2 Cl>ROLLARY. Let TE C(X,Y) and X complete. If T € F (F ) and + -
BE B(X,Y) such that D(B) J D(T), then there exists p > 0 such that 
'Y(T + AB) > 0 (and thus R(T + AB) closed) and such that a(T + AB) and 
b(T + AB) are constant in the annulus 0 < IAI < p. 
'· 
Proof. Let TE F+(F_) and BE B(X,Y) such that D(B) J D(T). Since T 
is closed, we note that T + AB is closed for any A. and 
let p > 0 be as in Proposition VI.3.1. Then since R(T 1 + ABiJ is closed 
for each 0 < IAI< p, 'Y(T' + ABiJ > 0. and hence 'Y(T +AB) > 0 by Theorem 
III.2.6 (T' + ABi = (T +AB)'). By Corollary III.2.7 we then have that 
b(T' + ABiJ = a(T +AB) for each 0 < IAI < p. Moreover as 'Y{T +AB) > 0 
and T + AB is closed for each 0 < IAI < p, we see from Theorem III.2.6 
that R(T +AB) is closed for each 0 < IAI < p and hence the result 
follows. 
VI.3.3 PRO~ITI~. Let TE L{X,Y) and BE B(X,Y) such that 
D(B) J D(T). Define U to be the set of scalars A for which 
T + AB E F U F . Then + -
I) U is open; 
D 
II) if C is a component of U, we have that b((T +AB)')= b((T +AB)') 




respectively, on C 
with the possible exception of isolated points. At the isolated points 
b((T + AB)
1
) = b((T +AB)')> n1 and b(T +AB)> n2
. 
Proof. Considering Remark VI.1.1 we see that U corresponds to the set of 
scalars X for which (T +AB)'€~- U ~+· Let B1 = BJD(T)" Since 
(T +AB)' = r' + ABi and hence a(T' + ABiJ = b(T +AB) for each X, the 
result now follows by applying Theorem I.4.21 to r' and Bi. D 
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VI.3.4 <lJROLLARY. Let T € C(X,Y) with X complete and B € B(X.Y) 
such that D(B) ~ D(T). Defining U as in Proposition VI.3.3 we have that if 
C is a component of U, then on C, with the possible exception of isolated 
points, a(T + AB) and b(T + AB) = b(T + AB) have constant values n
1 
and 
n2 respectively. At the isolated points a(T + AB) > n1 
and 
b(T + AB) = b(T + AB) > n
2
. 
Proof. Note that U corresponds to the set of scalars A for which 
(T +AB)'€ cp_ U <J>+ (Remark VI.1.1). Hence as in Corollary VI.3.2 we can 
show that ~(T + AB) > 0 whence R(T + AB) is closed for each A € U by 
Theorem III.2.6. The result now follows from Proposition VI.3.3 and Corollary 
III.2.7. o 
VI.3.5 THEDREll. Let T € L(X,Y) and B € B(X,Y) such that D(B) ~ D(T). 
If T € F_(F+) and A
0
(lyB) < I' 0 (T) ( A(B) < I'(T)). then 
I) T + B € F_(F+); 
II) k(T
0
) = k((T + B) 0 ); 




respectively for each A such that IAIA'(lyB) < I' 0 (T) 
Proof. 
CIAIA(B) < I'(T)) except perhaps for isolated points. At the isolated 
points oo > b((T +AB)')> n1 and b(T +AB)> n2 
( b((T +AB)')> n
1 
and oo > b(T +AB) > n
2
). 
I) Let T E-F and A
0
(lyB) < r'(T). By Theorem II.2.4 
o < r'crJ = r'cr + B - B) ~ r'cr + B) + A'UyB). 






(T + B) and so T + B € F~ by Remark VI.1.1 
(note that dim Y = oo since I' 0 (T) > 0). If T € F+ we can construct an 
analogous proof by using the inequality I'(T + B) ~ I'(T) + A(B) in Theorem 
II.2.6. 
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II) Note that since A'(JyAB) ~ A'(JyB) ( A(AB) ~ A(B)) for each "A such 
that lxl ~ 1. we .conclude from I) that T +AB€ F_(F+) for each scalar "A 
such that lxl ~ 1. Hence (T +AB)' = T' +AB~ E <f>+(<f>_) for each lxl ~ 1 
by Remark VI.1.1 where Bl = BJD(T). Define a function cf>(X) = k(T' + AB~) 
from the closed unit ball of the scalars into l where the scalars have the 
usual topology and l is the integers together with -ro (+oo) under the 
discrete topology. Applying Theorem I.4.19 we conclude that cf> is continuous 
and hence that cf> is a constant function [22; 3A]. Consequently 
k(T') = k(T' + B~). 
III) Since the set of scalars being considered is connected and open, this is 
a consequence of I), Proposition VI.3.3 and the fact that b(T +AB) < oo if 
T +AB€ F ( b((T +AB)')< oo if T +AB€ F+ since then 
(T +AB)'€ <f>_). a 
VI.3.6 CDROILARY. Let T € C(X,Y), B € B(X,Y) such that D(B) ~ D(T) and 




(T) ( A(B) < f(T)), then 
I) T + B € F_(F+). 
II) k(T) = k(T + B) with T and T + B normally solvable. 
III) a.(T + AB) and b(T + AB) have constant values n1 and n2 
respectively for ea.ch A such that IXIA'(JyB) < r'(T) 
CIXIA(B) < f(T)), except perhaps for isolated points. At the isolated 
points oo > a.(T + AB) > n1 and b(T + AB) > n2 ( a.(T + AB) > n1 and 
oo > b(T +AB) > n2). 
Proof. As in Corollaries VI.3.2 and VI.3.4 we can show that T + AB is 
closed for each "A. Hence as before if T + AB € F (F ) , - + (T + AB) ' € <f> (<f> ) + -
and so ~(T +AB) ) 0 with R(T +AB) closed. Considering Corollary III.2.7 
and Theorem VI.3.5, the result follows. a 
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VI.3.7 Remark. If TE F_(X,Y) (F+(X,Y)) and BE L(X,Y) such that 
D(B) ~ D(T) and A
1
(JyB) < f 1 (T) (A(B) < f(T)) then T +BE F_(F+>· 
Consequently SC[X,Y] C P(F ) where P(F_) denotes the class of operators 
such that for A E P(F_). A+ SE F_ for any SE F_(X,Y). (If dim Y < oo 
this follows from Remark VI.1.1 and if dim Y = oo this can be proved along 
similar lines to the proof for I) of Theorem VI.3.5). We note that Cross [6] 
showed that P(F+) = SS(X,Y). Selecting TE F+ and BE SS(X,Y) 
arbitrarily we note from Remark VI.1.1 that we can assume D(T + B) E ~(D(T)) 
since T + B E F+ otherwise. By the definition of f we note that 
0 < f(T) ~ f(TID(T+B)). Hence TjD(T+B) E F+ by Theorem II.3.5 and so as in 
I) of Theorem VI.3.5 we can show that · T + B E F+. Conversely suppose 
SS(X.Y) ~ P(F+) and select BE P(F+)\SS(X.Y). But then 
A(B) = sup f(BJM) > 0. Choose KE ~(D(B)) such that f(BJK) > 0 and 
M~(D(B)) 
let T = BIK. Then T E F+ with f(T - B) = 0 and hence T - B f F+ as 
D(T + B) = K is infinite dimensional (Theorem II.3.5). This is a 
contradiction and so we are done. 
VI.3.8 COROLLARY. Let TE L(X,Y) with D(T) dense in X and X = Y. 
-1 Suppose there exists AO such that (A0I - T) E SS(Y,X) n B(Y,X) 
(SC(Y,X) n B(Y,X)) with R(A0I - T) dense in Y. Then for every A, 
(AI - T) E F+ n F_ with b((AI - T)
0
) = b(AI - T) < oo. If AOI - T is 
surjectiue then AI - T is also closed for each A. (Note that I= IX.) 
Proof. By the hypothesis R(A0I - T) is dense in Y and so (A0I - T)
0 is 
injective by Proposition I.10.4. Hence [(A0I - T)-
1]' = [(A
0
I - T) 0 ]-l by 
Theorem I.10.6. Also since (A0I - T) has a continuous inverse, 
(A0I - T) E RO and so ~(A0I - T) > 0. Therefore 
(1) a((A0I - T)
0




I - T) = 0 
by Corollary III.2.7. 
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Observe that for each A., {A.I - T)' =A.I' - r' =A.IX' - r' and since 
~ I' - r' b b (1) AO is ijective y , we can write 






I' - r'). 
Let IR denote the restriction of I to the dense subspace R{A.
0
I - T) of 
X. Then {IR)' =I' by Theorem I.5.6 and so since 
{A.0I - T)-l E SS(Y,X) n B(Y,X) {SC{Y,X) n B(Y,X)) it follows from Theorem 
-1 
VI.3.5 that IR+ {A. - A.o){A.OI - T) E F+{F_) with 
k(I
0
) = k((IR +{A. - A.0 ){A.0I - T)-
1)'). However 
{IR+ {A. - A.o){A.OI - T)-1)' =I'+ {A. - Ao)[{A.OI - T)-1]' 
= I' + {A. - A.o)[A.oI' - r']-1 
and therefore 




I - T ] ), 




I' - r']-l E cp_ n <f>+ 
since I' + {A. - A.0 )[A.0r' - T
1
]-l E cp_(cp+) by Remark VI.1.1.Note that 
I+ {A. - A.0 ){A.0I - T)-l is continuous and thus I' + {A. - A.0
)[A.
0
r' - T 1 ]-l 




I - T ] ) > O by Theorem 




) = 0 for each A.. That is A.I - TE F+ n F (Remark VI.1.1) 
with b{A.I' - T
1
) = a{A.I' - T
0
) = b{A.I - T) < oo for each A.. The fact that 
A.I - T is closed if A.0I - T is surjective follows from Corollary III.3.6. 
{Note that if A.0I - T is surjective, the fact that {A.0
r - T)-l is bounded 
implies that A. I - T 0 is closed by Remark I.4.12.) 
All results in this section except the fact that P{F+(X,Y)) = SS(X,Y) are 
generalisations by the author. Proposition VI.3.1 and Corollary VI.3.2 
generalise [16: V.1.7] whereas Proposition VI.3.3 and Corollary VI.3.4 
generalise [16; V.l.B]. Theorem VI.3.5 and Corollary VI.3.6 contain and 
generalise results by Kato (cf. [16: V.1.6 and V.2.1]), Weis [38; 3.B] and 




TIIE INSTABILIIT OF A~ OF NOO-SEJll-FRBH>l.JI 
' 
1YPE OPERATORS UNDER CDMPACT PERTIJRBATIOOS 
All results in this chapter are by the author and generalise and complement 
results by the author which are due for publication ([26]; see appendix). 
§ 1 BASIC THIDREJIS 
The first result we prove was initially proved by Goldman 
([17]; cf[l6; V.2.6]) for normally solvable operators between Banach spaces 
and subsequently generalised by the author [26; 2.2] to normally solvable 
operators between operator ranges. The proof is similar to that appearing in 
Goldberg [16], suitably changed to hold for the more general case. 
VII .1.1 THEX>REll. Let T E L(X, Y) with Y an operator range. If -r(T) > 0 
and the reduced index of T, k(T), does not exist, then there is a compact 
(nuclear) operator BE B[X,Y] such that -r(T + /\B) = 0 for each X # 0. If 
N(T) is separable, then B may be chosen so that T + l\B is injective as 
well. 
Proof. Since dim R(T)1 = dim(YIR(T))' = b(T) = oo there exists an infinite 
linear independent set {Yi·Y2····} C R(T)1 . Select y
1 
E Y so that 
For n = 1,2, ... let be an element in 
n 1
span{y1•,y2· , ... ,y'} = n N(y'.) but not in N(yn'+1). n i=l t. 
The existence of 
n 
is assured by the fact that if N(y~+l) C n N(y{), then y~+l would be a 
i=l 
linear combination of Yi·Y2·····Y~ (Proposition I.5.11). 
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Hence we can choose {yk} c Y so that 
(1) Yk_(yn) = 0 for n > k ~ 1; 
Yk_(yk) '#- 0 for k ~ 1. 
Let {xl ,x2' ... } be an infinite linearly independent set in N(T). Since 
X0 = span{x1.x2 , ... } is separable, there exists a countable total set 
{uh_} C X~ (Theorem I.6.6). Without loss of generality we may assume vk_ # 0 
where k E m. For each k E m let xk_ be an extension of vk_ to all of X. 




ll/3yBxll 1 ~ l 
k=l 
co 
llxk_ll llxll 11/3Yyklll 
2kllxk_ll ll/3yYkll l 
= 
for each x E X. 
co 
llxll L 112k for each x E X 
k=l 
and so, by the completeness of the preimage space r
1 
of Y and the absolute 
convergence of 13yBx for each x E X, we conclude that 13yBx and therefore 
Bx = ayl3yBx exists for each x E X. Note that 13yB is a nuclear operator 
and hence compact (Theorem I.11.7). Since ay is bounded we conclude from 
Theorem I.11.8 that ay(l3yB) = B is still compact (nuclear). 
Now suppose Bx E R(B) n R(T). By (1) and (2) we then have 
xi(x).yi(Yl) 
0 = YiBx = 211xill llf3yY1111 whence xi(x) = 0. 
Consequently 
x2(x).y2(Y2) 
0 = Y2Bx = 411x2
ll llf3y!J
2111 
whence x2(x) = 0. 
Continuing inductively we see that xk_(x) = 0 for each k E m and so 
Bx = 0. Hence R(B) n R(T) = {O} and so 
(3) N(T + AB) = N(T) n N(B) for each ~ # 0. 
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Let x E X0 C N(r) with Bx= 0. As before we can show that ~(x) = 0 for 
each k E m and since {~} is total on x0 , we conclude that x = 0. 
Hence B is injective on x0 . Assume that ~er + AB) > 0 for some A # 0. 
Therefore for any µ E (O.~(r + AB)) we have that 
(4) llr + /\Bii ~ µ.d(x,N(r + AB)) for each x E D(r). 
Now let B1 be the restriction of B to N(r). From (3) and (4) we see that 
N(Bl) = N(r) n N(B) = N(r + AB) . and so 
1 
(5) llB1xll = fAT· ll(r + /\B)xll ~ w.d(x,N(B1)) for each x E N(r). 
µ 
Thus ~(B1 ) ~ fAT) 0. Considering B1 as an element of B[N(r)~.Y] we have 
that B1 is still compact since r 0(B1) = r~(B~) = r~((B1 )') = r 0(B1) by 
Proposition IV.2.5. Also ~(B 1 ) ~ ~(B 1 ) > 0 by Theorem III.1.6. Hence 
R(B1) is closed by Theorem III.2.6 and thus finite dimensional by Proposition 
I.11.6. But this is a contradiction since B1 is injective on X0 
C N(r)~. 
Consequently ~er + AB) = 0 for each A # 0. Now if N(r) was separable, we 
could have chosen x0 so that x0 = Ner) and so as B is injective on X0 , 
we have that Ner +AB) = Ner) n NeB) C x0 n NeB) = {O}. D 
VII.1.2 CDROII.ARY. Let r E Lex.Y). If ~er) > 0 and ker) does not 
exist; then there exists a compact (nuclear) operator BE B[X,Y] such that 
~eiyr + AB) = 0 for each A # 0. If Ner) is separable, then B may be 
chosen such that lyr +AB is injective as well. 
Proof. Observe that ~e1yr) =~er). aeiyT) = aer) and Ee1yr) = Eer). Since 
Y is an operator range, the corollary now follows from Theorem VII.1.1. D 
Considering Theorem III.2.6 we see that if TE LeX.Y) is closed with X and 
Y complete then r is normally solvable if and only if ~er) > 0 and so 
Theorem VII.1.1 and Corollary VII.1.2 contain the result by Goldman. 
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VII.1.3 IEFINITI<Xf. Let T € L(X,Y). If {T } c L(X,Y) such that n 
D(T ) ~ D(T) with T - T continuous for each n € m then we say that T n n n 
converges to T, denoted T -+ T, 
n if llT - Tll -+ 0 as n -+ oo. n 
1be following theorem was first proved for bounded operators between Hilbert 
spaces by R. Bouldin [3]. This result was then generalised to the Banach 
space case by M. Gonzales and V.M. Onieva [18] and later further generalised 
by the author [26] to closed and a-compact operators from an operator range 
into a Banach space. The result in its present form is also due to the author 
and contains the results by Bouldin and Gonzales and Onieva since for closed 
operators between Banach spaces the classes F+ U F_ and RO U F+ U F_ agree 
with the semi-Fredholm and normally solvable operators respectively (Theorems 
III.2.6, VI.1.4 and VI.1.5). Note that L(X,Y) \ F+ U F_ and 
L(X.Y) \RO U F+ U F_ denote the complements of F+ U F and of 
RO U F+ U F_ in L(X.Y) respectively. 
VII.1.4 11IEDREJI. Let T € L(X,Y). Then 
I) T € L(X,Y) \ F U F 
+ - if and only if is the limit in L(X,Y) of a 
sequence of operators {Tn} C L(X,Y) \RO U F+ U F_ with D(T) = D(Tn) 
for each n € m. 
II) T € L(X,Y) \ F+ U F_ if and only if there exists a compact (nuclear) 
operato~ B € B[X,Y] and A€ L(X,Y) \RO U F+ U F_ such that 
lyT = A + B. 
III) T € L(X,Y) \ F+ U F_ if and only if there exists a compact (nuclear) 
operator B € B[X,Y] and A € L(X,Y) such that lyT = A + B with 
a(A) = b(A) = oo. 
Proof. From II) and IV) of Remark VI.1.1 we conclude that 
dim D(T) = dim Y = oo. 
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I) Let TE L(X,Y) \ F+ U F_. Suppose T t RO. Then let Tn = lyT for each 
n E IN. Now suppose TE RO (~(T) > 0). Then k(T) does not exist since 
otherwise TE F U F by Propositions VI.2.1 and VI.2.2. We conclude from + -
Corollary VII.1.2 that there exists BE K[X,Y] such that lyT +AB t RO 
(~(lyT + AB) = 0) for each A # 0. Select a sequence of non-zero scalars 
{A } such that A -+ 0. Now let T = lyT +AB. Obviously Tn-+ lyT with n n n n 
T t RO and D(T) = D(T ) for each n E IN. It remains to prove that n n 
lyT + AnB t F+ U F_. Since B is compact, B E SS(X,Y) n SC(X,Y) by Remark 
V.1.4 and so if lyT + AnB E F+ U F_ then lyT E F+ U F_ by Theorem VI.3.5. 
Hence TE F+ U F_ 
Conversely suppose 
by Remark VI.1.1, a contradiction. 
T E F U F and that there exists + -
{Tn} c L(X,Y) \RO U F+ U F_ such that Tn-+ lyT and D(T) = D(Tn) for each 
n E IN. If T E F then there exists k E IN so that 
+ 
lllyT - Tkll < f(T)/2 = f(JyT)/2 {f{T) > 0 by Theorem II.3.5) and hence 
A(JyT - Tk) ~ lllyT - Tkll < f{JyT)/2. 
But then f(Tk) > 0 by Remark VI.3.7 and so Tk E F+; a contradiction. 
Analogously if T E F , we obtain some k E IN such that Tk E F_. Hence the 
result follows. 
II) Let TE L(X,Y) \ F+ U F_. If T t RO then let lyT =A and B = 0. 
If T E RO then as in I) we can show that k{T) does not exist and so by 
Corollary VII.1.2 there is some nuclear operator BE B[X,Y] with 
lyT - B = A t RO. Again as in I) we can conclude from Theorem VI.3.5 that 
since B is compact, T ( F+ U F_ implies lyT - B ( F+ U F_. 
Conversely suppose IyT =A+ B where A E L(X,Y)\ RO U F+ U F_ and 
BE B[X,Y] compact (nuclear). Since B is compact, we conclude from Remark 
V.1.4 that A
1
(B) = A(B) = 0 and hence by Theorem VI.3.5, lyT E F+ U F_ 
implies lyT - B = A E F+ U F_. We conclude that lyT t F+ U F_ whence 
T t F+ U F_ (Remark VI.1.1). 
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III) Suppose TE F+ U F_. Then lyT E F+ U F_ (Remark VI.1.1). 
Considering Theorem VI.3.5 and the fact that K[X.Y] c SS[X,Y] n st::[X.Y]. we 
conclude that lyT - BE F+ U F_ for every compact (nuclear) operator 
BE B[X,Y]. Hence either a(lyT - B) < oo or b(lyT - B) < 00 by Remark 
VI.1.1. 
Conversely suppose T ( F U F . As in Theorem VI.1.7 we can construct a + -
compact (nuclear) operator B1 E B[X,Y] such that b(JyT - B1) = 00 
Now let a(lyT - B1) < oo since we are done otherwise. Suppose 
lyT - B1 E F+. Then since B1 is compact, A(B1) = 0 (Remark V.1.4) and so 
IyT E F+ by Theorem VI.3.5. But then T E F+; a contradiction. Hence 
lyT - B1 ( F+ and so lyT - B1 does not have a continuous inverse. 
Consequently select x1 E D(T) = D(JyT - B1) such that llx111 = 1 and 
ll(JyT - B1 )x1 II ~ ~- Now choose xi E X' so that xi (x1) = llxi II = 1. Suppose 
{x1.x2 .... ,xn_1} C D(lyT - B1) and {xi,x2 •... ,x~_ 1 } c x' have been 
constructed satisfying 
(1) 
the restriction of lyT - B1 
n-1 
to the finite 
codimensional subspace n N(x:) = 1{xi •.... x' 1} does not have a continuous 
inverse. 
llx II = 1 n 
i=l ~ n-
Hence there exists xn E D(lyT - B1) n 
1{xi·····x~_1 } such that 
l-2n . 
and llCJyT - B1)xnll ~ 2 . Select z' EX such that 
n-1 
z' (xn) = llz' II = 1. Now let x~ = z' - l z' (xk)~· It is then easy to show 
k.=l 
that x~(~) = onk for 1 ~ k. ~ n where 
n-1 
llx~ll ~ llz' II + l llz' II 11~11 11~11 ~ 1 
k.=l 
And so by induction we can construct sequences 
k.=l 
k.-1 n-1 
2 = 2 . 
{x1 .x2 •... } c D(lyT - B1) 






B2x = l ~(x)(lyT - B1 )~ for all x € X. 
k=l 
Since Y is complete and B2x converges absolutely for each x € X, B2x € Y 
exists for each x. Letting zk_ = ~/2k-l and yk = 22k-l_(JyT - B1 )~ we 
00 
note that B2 = l (1/2k).zk_(.)yk 
k=l 
Consequently B2 E B[X,Y] is a nuclear 
and hence compact operator by Theorem I.11.7. Note that for each 
linearly independent by (1), = 00 Moreover 
R(B2) c span{(lyT - B1)x1,(IyT - B1)x2 , ... } C R(lyT - B1). 
Consequently since b(lyT - B1) = 
00 , b(lyT - B1 - B2) = 
00 • Now let 
B = B1 + B2 and A = lyT - B1 - B2 . Note that B1 + B2 is still nuclear and 
hence compact (Theorem I.11.7). D 
The construction in Theorem VII.1.4 is essentially the same as that used by 
Gohberg, Markus and Feldman [15: 4.1], suitably changed to hold for the more 
general case. 
VII.1.5 PRO~ITI<Xf. Let TE L(X,Y) with Y an operator range. Then 
I) T € L(X,Y)\ F+ U F_ if and only if T is the limit in L(X,Y) of a 
sequence of operators {Tn} c L(X,Y) \RO U F+ U F_ with D(Tn) = D(T) 
for each n € IN. 
II) T € L(X,Y) \ F+ U F_ if and only if there exists a compact (nuclear) 
operator. B € B[X,Y] and A€ L(X,Y) \RO U F+ U F_ such that 
T = A + B. 
Proof. The proof is analogous to that for I) and II) of Theorem VII.1.4 with 
Theorem VII.l.l being used instead of Corollary VII.1.2. a 
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VII.1.6 Remark. Let Y be an operator range. By Theorem VI.3.5 we conclude 
that if TE F+(X,Y) (F_(X,Y)) and BE B[X,Y] such that 
llBll < f(T) {llBll < r' (T)) then A(B) ~ llBll < f{T) (A I UyB) < r' (T)) and so 
T +BE F+(F_). Hence (F+ U F_) n B[X,Y] is open and consequently 
B[X,Y] \ F U F is closed. From I) of Proposition VII.1.5 we conclude that + -
B[X,Y] \RO U F+ U F_ = B[X,Y] \ F+ U F_. 
§2 IIDU..TS <Xf INSfABILITI 
VII.2.1 DEFINITI<Xf. Let v0 .v1, ... ,v5 be defined by 
Vo = {T E L(X,Y) \ RO u F+ u F_: a(T) = b{T) < 00 } 
v1 ={TE L(X,Y) \RO U F+ U F_: 0 # la(T) - b(T)I < oo} 
V2 = {TE L(X,Y) \RO U F+ U F : a(T) - b(T) = -oo } 
V3 = {TE L(X,Y) \RO U F+ U F_: a(T) - b{T} = +oo } 
V4 = {TE L(X,Y) \RO U F+ U F_: a(T) = oo = b(T) } 
v5 = {T E RO(X,Y) : a(T) = oo = b(T) } 
Where there is danger of confusion we will write V .(X,Y), j = 0,1, ... ,5, to 
. J 
denote that V. C L(X,Y). 
J 
VII.2.2 LEIOIA. Let Z be an infinite dimensional normed linear space. 
I) If ME jc(Z) then there exists an infinite dimensional and separable 
closed subspace F of Z such that F n M = {O} and F $ M is 
infinite codimensional. 
II) If M E j(Z) then there exist two separable subspaces, P and Q, of 
M and a fundamental and total biorthogonal system ({x }; {p'}) in P 
n n 
such that P is infinite dimensional, Q may be chosen either finite or 
infinite dimensional, P n Q = {O} and each 
of Z which annihilates Q. 
p' has an extension to all 
n 
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Proof. I) We first construct E € 1c(Z) such that MC E and cod~= oo. 
Select {x } CZ and {x'} C M1 inductively as follows: n n 
xi € M
1 
and x 1 € N(xi) \ M 
with 




• , ... ,x' 
1
} and x € G \E 
1 n n- n- n n n-
n 
and G = n N(x:) 
n i=l t. 
for n ~ 2 and 
G1 = N(xi)· Observe that 





n €-IN. Consequently 
follows: 
whence E2 C G2 and so by induction 
E C G for any n,m € IN. 
n m Now let 
00 
E = U E. 
i=l l. 
and G = n G .. 
i=l l. 
E c G 
n n 
for each 
E and G be as 
Obviously MC ECG with codzE ~ codzG = oo and cod~= 00 • Select a 
linearly independent sequence {yn} in E\M. Since span{y
1
,y2 , ... } is a 
separable space, Mn span{y1,y2 , ... } has a quasicomplement F in 
II) Let M € 1(Z). Select a separable subspace R of M with R € 1(M). 
By Theorem I.6.6 there exists a fundamental and total biorthogonal system 
({r }; {r'}) in R. Let P, Q denote the subspaces P = span{r2n: n €IN} n n 
and Q = span{r2n_1: n €IN}. Clearly P n Q = {O}. For any n €IN we define 
xn = r2n and and let x' be an extension of n to all of 
Hence ({xn}; {p~}) is a fundamental and total biorthogonal system in P 
with x' an extension of p' to all of Z which annihilates Q. 
n n 
Alternatively let P = span{rk+l' rk+2 , ... } and Q = span{r1 ,r2 •... ,rk}. 
For every n €IN we then let xn = rk+n' p~ = rk+nlP and with x~ an 




VII.2.3 11IEOREll. Consider L(X,Y) and let Y be an operator range 
I) If x and y are separable then V4 u v5 c vj + K[X,Y] for j = O;l. 
II) If x is separable then v4 u V5 c v2 + K[X,Y]. 
III) If y is separable then v4 u v5 c Y3 + K[X,Y]. 
IV) V4 U V 5 C V 4 + K[X, Y] . 




. Let P and Q be subspaces of N(T) such that 
P n Q = {O} with P € ~(N(T)) separable and ({xn}' {p~}) a fundamental and 
total biorthogonal system in P such that each p' has an extension, say n 
x~, which annihilates Q. The existence of P and Q follows from the 
Lemma. Note that the restriction of x' to D(T) still satisfies the 
n 
requirements that it is an extension of p' to all of D(T) which n 
annihilates Q and so without loss of generality we can assume that 
D(T) = X. Again by the Lemma we now have that there exists F € ~(Y) such 
that F is separable and closed with F n R(T) = {O}. Since F is 
separable, there exists a fundamental and total biorthogonal system 
{ {yn}, {f ~}) in F {Theorem I.6.6). For each n € IN let y~ be an 
extension of f' to all of Y. Now define B € K[X,Y] as follows: 
n 
()() 
Bx= \ A.x:(x)y. for each x € X L l.. l.. l.. 
for each i € IN. Note that by choice of A. 
l.. 
and by the completeness of Y1 , the pre-image space of Y, ~yBx converges 
absolutely for each x € X and hence ~yBx € Y1, and so Bx€ Y, exists for 
each x € X {Theorem 1.2.3). In fact ~yB is nuclear and hence ay(~yB) is 
nuclear since Uy is bounded {Theorem I.11.8). Consequently B is compact 
{Theorem I.11.7). The adjoint of B is 
()() 
B'y• = l A.y' (y. )x: 
l.. l.. l.. 
for each y' € y'. 
i=l 
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Since R(B) C span{y1,y2 , ... } CF, we have R(B) n R(T) = {O} and hence 
N(T + B) = N(T) n N(B). Notice that for any x E N(T + B), 
y'(Bx) =A x'(x) = 0 for each n Em n n n 
and so each x' annihilates N(T + B). However as {x'} is total over P 
n n 
it follows that P n N(T + B) = {O}. From the construction of B it follows 
that QC N(B) and so Q c N(T) n N(B) = N(T + B). Hence 
(1) dim Q ~ a(T + B) ~ codN(T)P. 
Now if y' ( N(B
1
) then there exists k Em such that y'(yk) # 0, whence 
1i"~(B'y') = y'(B~) = Aky'(yk) # 0. 
X" I l 





) = {O}. Therefore N(T
1 
+ B') = N(T 1 ) n N(B'). Thus for each 
y' E N(r' + B
1
) it now follows that 
lxX"x (B
1
y') = y'(Bx) =A y'(y) = 0 for each n Em. 
n n n n 
Consequently each y' E N(r' + B
1
) annihilates the fundamental sequence {yn} 
in F as well as R(T) since by Proposition I.10.4 
N(T' + B
1
) c N(T') = R(T)1 . Hence N(T' + B1 ) C (R(T) ~ F)1 and since 
R(B) CF, we also have 
(Proposition I.10.4). It now follows that 
N(T' + B
1
) = (R(T) © F)1 : (Y/R(T)©F)' 
by Theorem I.5.10 and so since (T + B)' = T
1 
+ B' by the continuity of B, 
we have by Corollary III.2.7 that 
(2) b(T + B) = a(T' + B1 ) = cody(R(T)©F). 
We show that ~(T + B) = 0. Suppose the contrary. Then letting B
1 
be the 
restriction of B to N(T) E 9'(X) we see that for any µ E (O.~(T,+ B)) 
llB1xll = ll(T + B)xll ~ µ.d(x,N(T + B)) = µ.d(x,N(T) n N(B)) 
for each x E N(T). 
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Therefore ~(B1 ) ~ µ > 0 since N(B1) = N(T) n N(B). By Theorem III.1.6 
~(B1 ) ~ ~(B1 ) > 0 where B1 is the extension in L(N(T)~.Y) of B1 to all 
of N(T)~. Thus R(B
1
) is closed by Theorem III.2.6 and so R(B1) is finite 
dimensional since B
1 
is still compact (Proposition I.11.6). (Note that 
since B
1 
is precompact and (B1)' = B~. r0(B1) = r~(B~) = r0(B1) = O by 
Proposition IV.2.5). But this is impossible since for each x E N(T) n we 
have that B
1
xn = Xnyn and hence span{y1,y2 .... } C R(B~). We conclude that 
~(T + B) = 0. Now since a(T) = b(T) = 00 , T ( F+ U F_. Suppose 
T + B E F+ U F_. Then T = T + B - B E F+ U F_ by Theorem VI.3.5 and the 
compactness of B. Consequently T + B ( F+ U F_ and so 
T +BE L(X,Y) 'RO U F+ U F_ since ~(T + B) = 0. 
Finally for j = 0,1,2,3,4 we select P, Q and F as follows: 
j = O: Let X and Y be separable and P = N(T), Q = {O} and F a 
quasicomplement of R(T) in Y (Corollary I.6.3 and Theorem I.6.8). From 
(1) and (2) it follows that a(T + B) = 0 = b(T + B) and hence T +BE v0 . 
j = 1: Let X and Y be separable with N a finite codimensional closed 
subspace of Y such that R(T) C N # Y. Let P = N(T), Q = {O} and F a 
quasicomplement of R(T) in N (Corollary I.6.3 and Theorem I.6.8). It 
follows from (1) and (2) that a(T + B) = 0 and 0 < b(T + B) = cod N < 00 • 
Thus T +BE v1. 
i = 2: Let X be separable, P = N(T) and Q = {O} (Corollary I.6.3). 
From the lemma it follows that we can choose F so that cody(R(T)ffiF) 
whence a(T + B) = 0 and b(T + B) = 00 by (1) and (2). Therefore 
T + B E v2 . 
j = 3: Let Y be separable and F a quasicomplement of R(T) in Y 
(Corollary I.6.3 and Theorem I.6.8). From the lemma we conclude that we can 
select P and Q so that both are infinite dimensional. But then 
a(T + B) = oo and b(T + B) = 0 by (1) and (2) and therefore T + ~ € V3 . 
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j = 4: By the lemma we may select P, Q and F so that 
dim P =dim Q = cody(R(T)@F) = oo. Then T +BE V4 by (1) and (2). o 
The proofs of the basic lemma VII.2.2 and the fundamental theorem VII.2.3 are 
essentially the same as those used by Gonzalez and Onieva in [18], suitably 
changed to hold for the more general case. 
VII.2.4 11IEOREll. Let TE L(X,Y). 
I) If X and Y are separable then TE L(X,Y) \ F+ U F_ if and only if 
lyT E Vj(X,Y) + K[X,Y] for i = 0,1. 
II) If X is separable then TE L(X,Y) \ F+ U F_ if and only if 
lyT E v2(X,Y) + K[X,Y]. 
III) If Y is separable then TE L(X,Y) \ F+ U F if and only if 
lyT E v3(X.Y) + K[X.Y]. 
IV) TE L(X,Y) \ F+ U~F- if and only if lyT E V4(X,Y) + K[X.Y]. 
Proof. Observe that if Y is separable, so is Y. Now suppose that 
lyT E Vj(X,Y) + K[X,Y], i = 0,1,2,3,4. Then TE L(X,Y) \ F U F by II) of + -
Theorem VII.1.4. Conversely suppose T € L(X,Y) \ F+ U F_. We conclude from 
III) of Theorem VII.1.4 that lyT E V4(X,Y) U v5(X,Y) + K[X.Y]. Noting that 
Y is an operator range, the result now follows from Theorem VII.2.3 and the 
fact that K[X,Y] is closed under addition by Theorem II.2.4. 0 
\ 
VII.2.5 RemarR. Theorems VII.2.3 and VII.2.4 can be proved for the classes of 
bounded nuclear operators N[X,Y] and N[X,Y] instead of K[X,Y] and 
K[X,Y] respectively. This follows from the fact that the operator 
constructed in Theorem VII.2.3 is nuclear. 
Theorem VII.2.3 generalises [26; Theorem 3.4] whereas Theorem VII.2.4 
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The stability of. several natural subsets of the bounded non-semi-Fredholm 
! - 'f :-,: 
operators under compact perturbations were studied by R Bouldin [3] in 
, ,., • t •· r , t rt.. -
separable Hilbe~t spaces and by M Gonzales and V M Onieva [18] in Banach 
spaces. The aim of this paper is to study this problem for closed operators 
in operator ranges. The main results are a characterization of the 
non-semi-Fredholm operators with respect to a-closed and a-compact operators 
' I •, , • . .. ' ~ • - • • ' I 
as well as a generalisation of a result by M Goldman [17]. We also give some 
' ' ~! ,, , .• 
applications of the theory developed to ordinary differential operators . 
• t l ~ \ . 
- I 
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For T an arbitrary element of L(X,Y), a(T) will denote the dimension of 
the null space N(T) of T , b(T) the codimension of R(T) in Y , b(T) 
the codimension of R(T) in Y and k(T) the index of T . 
2. BASIC 11IEOREJIS WITII APPLICA.TI(J'{S 1l> ORDINARY 
LINF.AR DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
2.1 LEIUIA. Let Y be an operator range. If TE NS(X,Y)\SF then 
Proof. Assume TE NS(X,Y)\SF . From the definition of Py it now follows 
that Py is an open everywhere defined bijection and hence Py maps the open 
set 1'R(T) onto the open set Y1\13yR(T) . Therefore PyR(T) = R(PyT) is 
closed. It also follows that a(T) = a(PyT) and b(T) = b(PyT) . It remains 
to be verified that PyT is closed. Suppose {xn} C D(PyT) = D(T) with 
Now since the inverse of Py• ay , is bounded 
it follows that {xn} C D(T) with xn-+ x and Txn = ay(PyT xn) -+ aYyl E Y 
However T is closed and hence x E D(T) = D(PyT) and Tx = aYyl , that is 
a 
We require the ~ollowing ~eneralisation of Goldman's result, i.e. [17] 
cf. [16; Theorem V.2.6]. 
2.2 LEIUIA. Let TE NS(X,Y)\SF with X and Y operator ranges. Then 
there exists an operator B E K[X,Y] such that for any A ¢ 0 , 
T +ABE C(X,Y)'\NS. If N(T) is separable then B can be chosen so that 
T + AB is injective. 
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Proof. Assume T € NS(X,Y)\SF with X and Y operator ranges. Suppose 
first that Y is complete. Since dim R(T)1 = dim(Y/R(T))' = dim(Y/R(T)) = oo 
[16; Theorem I.6.4] we obtain an infinite linearly independent subset 
k = 1, 2, ... let Yk+l 
Choose y1 € Y such that YiYi # 0 . For 
k 
be an element of n N(yt) = 1sJXlll {Yi·Y2·····Yk} 
i=l 
The existence of follows from [16: Remark II.3.6] 
and the linear independence of {Yi·Y2····}· Hence 
y'.R(T) = 0 for j ~ 1 J 
(1) YjYi = 0 for i > j ~ 1 
YjYj # 0 
Let {x1 ,x2 , ... } be an infinite linear independent set in N(T). For 
X0 = SJXlll {x1 ,x2 , ... } , the closure of the span, we obtain a countable total 
set ui,u2···· c X~ where ui # O for i Em [16; Lemma V.2.5]. Letting x: 
L 
be an extension of u: to all of X , we obtain the following everywhere 
L 






Clearly Bx exists for each x € X by the completeness of Y and the 
absolute convergence of the series in (2). 
Suppose Bx€ R(T) n R(B). Then by (1) and (2) 





0 y2Bx = 
x2(x)y2y2 
whence = 
22 11x21111y2 11 
Continuing inductively we conclude that x:x = 0 
L 
for 
Bx= 0 , that is R(T) n R(B) = {O}. 
it follows that 
xix = 0 
x2x = 0 
i € m and hence 
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Now B is injective on x0 since Bx = 0 E R(T) implies xix = 0 for 
i Em and hence x = 0 since {xi,x2 0 ••• } is total on X0 . 
For the sake of a contradiction suppose that R(T + AB) = R((T + AB)aX) is 
closed for some A# 0 . Since T +AB and thus (T + AB)aX is closed, it 
follows that 
[16; Theorem IV.1.6]. Hence 
(3) 
where ~ = ~((T + AB)aX) > 0 and x E D(T +AB). Now N(T +AB) = N(B) n N(T) 
since (T + AB)x = 0 implies Bx E R(T) n R(B) = {O} and hence Tx = 0. 
Defining B1 to be the restriction of B to N(T) it follows that 
N(B1) = N(T) n N(B) and hence N(B1aX) = N((T + AB)aX). Therefore for 
Pxx E N(TaX)\N(B1aX) we see from (3) that 
1 ~ 
llB1axPxxll = W 11( (T + AB1 )axPxxll ~ W d(Pxx,N(B1ax)) > o 
which implies that ~(B1aX) > 0 . Consequently since B1aX is a continuous 
operator with closed domain N(TaX) . it is closed and hence R(B1) = R(B1aX) 
is closed [16; Theorem IV.1.6]. Since B
1 
is compact and R(B
1
) is a closed 
subspace of the Banach space Y , . it fol lows that R(B1) is finite 
dimensional. This is a contradiction however, since B and hence B
1 
is 
injective on x0 C N(T) , an infinite dimensional subspace. We conclude that 
R(T + AB) is not closed. 
Suppose now that Y is a non-complete operator range. It now follows 
from Lemma 2.1 that TE NS(X,Y)\SF implies PyT E NS(X,Y1)\SF and hence we 
conclude that there exists CE K[X,Y
1
] such that for any A# 0 R(PyT +AC) 
is not closed. Now letting B = ayC E K[X,Y] it follows that R(T + AB) is 
not closed for any A # 0 . 
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, ... } may be chosen so thlit 
X0 = N(T) , in which case T + A13 is injective since N(T + A13) = N(T) n N(B) 
= N(B) n x0 = {O} as B is injective on x0 by construction. a 
We shall define convergence in C(X,Y) as follows. For {T } C C(X,Y) n 
T -+ T E C(X,Y) if D(T ) :::> D(T) for each n E IN and llT Tll -+ O in n n n 
B(X,Y). We then obtain the following result 
2.3 TIIEDREll. Let T € C(X,Y)\SF where X and Y are operator ranges. 
Then 
I) T is the limit in C(X,Y) of a sequence of operators {T } n in 
C(X,Y)\NS, 
II) there exists BE K[X,Y] and A E C(X,Y)\NS such that T =A+ B. 
Proof. 
I) Suppose T E C(X,Y)~F. If T E C(X,Y)\NS let T = T for every 
n 
n €IN. If T € NS(X,Y)\SF there exists by Lemma 2.2 B € K[X,Y] such that 
T + A13 E C(X,Y)\NS(X,Y) for every A # 0 . Hence choosing A such that 
n 
0 #An-+ 0 , we obtain {T + AnB} C C(X,Y)\NS(X,Y) with T + AnB-+ T 
II) Assume TE C(X,Y)\SF . Obviously if T ( NS(X,Y), T = T + 0 If 
T € NS(X,Y)\SF then by Lemma 2.2 there exists B € K[X,Y] such that 
T - B =A€ C(X,Y)\NS and T = T - B + B =A+ B . a 
2.4 a>ROLl..ARY. Let X be an operator range and Y complete. Then 
TE C(X,Y)\SF if and only if there exists BE K[X,Y] and A€ C(X,Y)\NS 
such that T = A + B . 
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Proof. Suppose there exists BE K[X,Y] and A E C(X,Y)\NS such that 
T=A+B. T is easily seen to be closed. Suppose TE SF(X,Y). It now 
follows that TaX E SF(X1,Y) , AaX E C(X1,Y)\NS and that - BaX E K[X1
,Y] 
and hence ( - Bax) ' E K[Y' , X ~] with X 1 and Y both complete. Now by 





a contradiction. We note that if D(TaX) was not dense in x
1
. we could 
replace x1 and X by D(TaX) and aXD(TaX) respectively and consider the 
restrictions of T , A and B to aXD(TaX) . The converse follows 
immediately from Theorem 2.3. a 
2.5 DEFINITION. Let X be an operator range. We define a linear operator 
T to be a-compact (a-closed) if Tax E K(X1,Y) (Tax E C(X1 ,Y)) . We will 
denote the class of all a-compact (a-closed) operators by K (X,Y) (C (X,Y)) 
a a 
K [X,Y] (C [X,Y]} if D(T} = X . a a 
We give an example of an a-compact operator before characterizing 
non-semi-Fredholm operators with respect to a-compact and a-closed operators. 
2.6 Example. We construct a non-trivial a-compact operator. Let 1 < p < oo , 
n 
I = [a,b] be compact and T = l °k.Dk with D = ~t , °R. E cf-(I) for 
k=O 
0 ~ k ~ n and !__ E ~ (I} (with a (t} ~ 0 for t E I). We note that by a oo n 
n 
[2: Exercise 6K] f E ~1 (I) if f E ~ (I) and hence considering for example q 
the maximal operators T and T as defined in [16], it follows T,p,q T,p,1 
that D(T ) C D(T 1). Now let q be a real number such that q > 1. T,p,q T,p, 
By [16, Theorem VI.2.10] the minimal operator T
0 
as defined in [16] is 
,T,p,q 
injective and hence since T0 is closed by definition, it follows from ,T,p,q 
[16, Corollary VI.3.3] that T0 has a compact inverse. Now let T be ,T,p,q 
T0 considered as a map into ~1 (I}. ,T,p,q 
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Note that T exists since, as was noted before, f € ~1 {I) if f € ~q{I) . 
It is easily seen that if R{T0 ) is closed and hence complete in ~ {I) ,T,p,q q 
then R(T) will be an operator range with R(T ) as a pre-image space 
0,T,p,q 
and since (T )-l is compact, it follows that T-l will be a-compact. 0,T,p,q 
It remains to prove that R(T ) 0,T,p,q is closed. By [16; Theorem VI.2.7] it 
will suffice to show that T is surjective. This is the case as can be T,p,q 
seen from [ 16; Theorem VI. 3. 1]. 
2.7 PRO~ITI<Xf. Let I = [a,b] be compact and let T be the differential 
n 
expression T = l °R.,Dk, where °R € ~1 (I) 
k=O 
for 0 ~ k ~ n-1 and L. €~(I). 
a oo 
n 
Suppose T € L{~p{I), ~1 {I)) is an injective closed operator which is a 
restriction of the maximal operator corresponding ·to (T,p,1) , 1 ~ p ~ oo 
If R(T) can be renormed with II.II {q > 1) 
q such that R(T) is closed in 
-1 
~{I) , then T is a-compact. q 
Proof. Suppose T € L(~p{I), ~1 {I)) is a closed injective operator 
satisfying the given hypothesis. It is easily seen that R = R(T) is an 
operator range with R1 = (R(T), II. Ilg) (where q > 1) as a pre-image space. 
It follows that ~RT is closed and injective and since f € R(T) implies 
f € ~q{I) by the hypothesis, we conclude that ~RT is a restriction 
of the maximal operator T · Hence by [16; Corollary VI.3.3] T,p,q 
( R T)- l T- 1n -l T- l . t That 1° s. T- l . t 0 PR = PR = aR 1s compac . 1s a-compac . 
2.8 1HEDREJI. Let X be an operator range and Y complete. Then 
T € C{X, Y)\SF if and only if there exist operators B € K [X,Y] 
a 
A€ C {X,Y) such that a{A) = b(A) = oo and T =A+ B € C{X,Y). a 
and 
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Proof. Throughout this proof we shall write a for ax and p for Px· 
Assume there exist B € K [X,Y] and A€ C (X,Y) such that 
a a 
T =A+ B € C(X,Y) and a(T-B) = b(T-B) = oo. Suppose T € SF(X,Y). Then 
Ta€ SF(X1 ,Y) and hence considering Ta and -Ba as operators from 
D(Ta) C X1 into Y, it follows from [16; Corollary V.2.2] that 
Ta - Ba€ SF(X1 ,Y). Consequently either a(T-B) = a(Ta-Ba) < oo or 
b(T-B) = b(T-B) = b(Ta-Ba) < oo, which is a contradiction. 
Conversely assume TE C(X,Y)\SF. If TE NS(X,Y)\SF let B = 0. If 





that a(T - B1 - B2 ) = b(T - B1 - B2 ) = oo. Hence T = (T - B) + B where 
B = B1 + B2 . 
As T ( NS(X,Y), R(T) is not closed. If b(T) = oo then take B
1 
= 0. 
Now suppose b(T) < oo ; we shall define B
1 
such that b(T - B
1
) = 00 • 




a1 = 2, an= 2(1 + l °k,) for n = 2,3, ... 
k=l 
Assuming for the moment that there exist sequences {yk} C Y and 
{yk} C D((Ta)') Cr' such that 
(2) llykll ~ °k llykll = 1 
we define 
n 
Vnx = l (Ta)'yk (Px) yk for n = 1,2, ... , and for x EX. 
k=l 
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Now for n > m and x € X we have 
n 
llV a fjx - Va fjxll = II V x - V xii ~ · \ ll(Ta) 'y~ll 11/jxll llyi.11 
n m n m L 1-<. r<. 
k=m+l 
n 
~ ( l 2-k) 11/jxll 
k=m+l 
~ llf3xll/2m -+ 0 as m -+ oo • 
Considering the above we observe that {V a} n is a Cauchy sequence in the 





where B1x = l (Ta)'yk (fjx) yk for x € X. Now for each x € D(T) and each 
k=l 
k we have by (2) that 
and hence yk(R(T-B1)) = 0 for each k. Since y1 , y2 , ... , are linearly 
independent and by (2) obviously not in R(T-B
1
). it follows that 
b(T-B1) = 00 Notice that if D(Ta) was not dense in x1• we could redefine 
Ta and T to be from D(Ta) and a(D(Ta)) respectively, thereby ensuring 
the existence of (Ta)'. Considering the Hahn-Banach theorem we see that in 
this case we could still regard B
1 
to find sequences satisfying (2). 
to be an element of K [X,Y]. 
a 
Since R{T) = R(Ta) is not closed, R{{Ta)') is not closed 
It remains 
[16; Theorem IV.1.2]. We verify that there exists Yi€ D{{Ta)') such that 
llyill = 1 and ll{Ta)'yill < 1/4. Suppose on the contrary that ll(Ta)'y'll ~ 1/4 
for all y' E D( (Ta)') such that lly' II = 1. Then {Ta)' has a continuous 
inverse and hence R{(Ta)') is closed by [16; Lemma IV.1.1], a 
contradiction. Also, it can be easily verified that there exists y
1 
€ Y with 
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Suppose Yi· u2 •... ,yn-l' Yi· Y2·····Y~-l have been found satisfying (2). 
Let M =span {y1• u2 •... ,yn_1}. Thus M is finite dimensional with 
Y = M $ N where N is a closed subspace of Y. Hence y' = ~ $ rr1- by [16; 
·l Lemma IV.1.11]. Now (Ta) M is not closed since if it was closed, 
R((Ta)') =(Ta)'~+ (Ta)'rv1- would be closed by the finite dimensionality of 
rv1-. Hence dim D((Ta)') n M1 = oo. We now claim that there exists 
y' € D((Ta)) n ~ such that lly'll = 1 and ll(Ta)'y'll < - 1-. Notice that 
n n n 
2
na 
y~(yk) = 0 fork= 1, 2, ... , n-1 since 




y' € ~. Suppose y' doesn't 
n n 
y' € D((Ta)') n ~ such that 
lly'll = 1. Hence (Ta)' restricted to ~ has a continuous inverse and 
therefore (Ta)'~ is closed by [16; Lemma IV.1.1], a contradiction. Thus y' 
n 
exists. As before we can find y € Y such that y' (y) = 1 and llyll < 2. 
n 
n-1 
Let y = y -2 yk(y) yk .Then n 
k=l 
n-1 n-1 
llynll ~ llyll (1 + l llykll) ~ 2 (1 + l ~)=an by (1). 
k=l k=l 
It can now easily be verified that Yj(Yk) = ojk for j,k = 1, 2, .... n and 
hence the required sequences exist by induction. 
Suppose now that a(T-B1) < 00 since otherwise we take B2 = 0 and we are 
done. Assuming that there exist sequences, {'lt} C D(T) = D(T-B
1
) and 
{xik} c X~. such that 
(3) llf3xkll = 1 
we define 
n 
Unx = l xik(f3x) (T-B1)'lt for n = 1, 2, ... , and x € X. 
k=l 
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It is easily seen that {U a} 
n is a Cauchy sequence of finite rank operators 




B2x = l xik(Px) (T-B 1 )~ for x € X. 
k=l 
Notice that the completeness of Y and the absolute convergence of 




a-compact operator which coincides with T - B
1 





and therefore a(T - B1 - B2 ) = oo since {x1 , x2 , ... } is a linearly 
independent set. Moreover R(B2 ) C R(T - B1) and since b(T - B1
) = 00 we 
have b(T - B1 - B2 ) = 00 • It remains to find sequences satisfying (3). We 




Considering Ta-B 1a to be from D(Ta) = D(Ta - B1a) and taking the 
restriction of B1a to D(Ta), it follows from [16; Corollary V.2.2] and the 
fact that a(T-B1) = a(Ta - B1a) < oo that Ta E SF(X1 ,Y); that is 
R(T) = R(Ta) is closed. But T € C(X,Y)\NS by assumption and hence 
R(Ta - B1a) is not closed. Consequently there exists x1 € D(T) = D(T - B1
) 
such that 11Px111 = 1 and ll(T - B1)x111 < ~ . Assuming the contrary we have 
1 
that ll(T - B1)xll = ll(Ta - B1a)Pxll ~ 2 for every Px € D(Ta - B1a) such that 
llPxll = 1 and hence Ta - B1a has a continuous inverse whence R(Ta - B1
a) 
is closed by [16; Lemma IV.1.1], a contradiction. Clearly there exists 
Suppose we have 
constructed x1 . x2 , ... , xn-l and xii· xi2 · ... , xin-l in X and X~. 
respectively, such that (3) is satisfied. Now· let 
M = span{xi 1.xi2 .... ,xin-l}. It is obvious that M is finite dimensional and 
from [16; Theorem I.6.4 and Remark II.3.6] it follows that 




M is a closed subspace of x1 with finite codimension. Consequently 
since R(Ta - B1a) is not closed, the range of Ta - B1
a restricted to 1M 
l will also not be closed. Hence as before there exists ~xn € D(Ta - B
1
a) n M 
1-2n such that ll~xnll = 1 and ll(T - B1)xnll = ll(Ta - B1a)~xnll < 2 since if 
this was not the case, Ta - B1a restricted to 
1M would have a continuous 
l 
inverse and (Ta - B1a)( M) would therefore be closed by [16; Lemma IV.1.1]. 
Now let xi be an arbitrary element of X~ such that xi(~xn) = 1 and 
1ben the functional 
n-1 
xin =xi - l xi(~X,~)xik 
k=l 
has the properties that 
for k = 1, 2, ... , n - 1 
Now since ~x € 1M it follows that n 
and hence we can construct the necessary sequences by induction. D 
2.9 Remark. We observe that 1beorems 2.3 and 2.8 and Corollary 2.4 contain 
[18; Theorem 2.1]. Suppose that X is an operator range and Y is complete. 
Then if T € B[X,Y]\SF it follows from Theorem 2.3 that there exists 
{T } c B[X,YJ\NS such that T -+ T in B[X,Y] and since SF[X,Y] n B[X,Y] n n 
is an open set by [27; Theorem V.1.7] it follows that B[X,Y]\NS = B[X,Y]\SF. 
It now easily follows from Corollary 2.4 that T € B[X,Y]\SF if and only if 
there exists B € K[X,Y] and A€ B[X,Y]\NS such that T =A+ B. Now if X 
is also complete, K [X,Y] = K[X,Y] and C (X,Y) = C(X,Y) and hence it a a 
follows from Theorem 2.8 that T € B[X,Y]\SF if and only if there exists 
BE K[X,Y] and A E B[X,Y] such that a(A) = b(A) = oo and T =A+ B. 
2.10 COROl.LARY. Let X and Y be complete. Then T € SF(X,Y) if and only 
if for any B € K[X,Y] either a(T + B) < oo or b(T + B) < oo . 
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Proof. The corollary follows immediately from Theorem 2.8 and the fact that 
K[X,Y] = K [X,Y] when X is complete. a a 
In seeking applications of Theorem 2.8 to ordinary differential operators 
we will make use of the form that appears in Corollary 2.10 and use it as a 
test for the closed range property. On defining differential operators as in 
n 
[16] and letting T = l °R,Dk where °k € cf(I) , 0 ~ k ~ n , an(t) '# 0 for 
k=O 
t €I, and either 1 ~ p,q < oo or 1 < p,q ~ oo we obtain the following 
results: 
2.11 THEOREM:. Suppose I contains one of its endpoints with T any one of the 
minimal or maximal operators corresponding to (T,p,q) (or (TX,q' ,p')). Then 
a(T + B) < oo or b(T + B) < oo for any BEK[~ (I),~ (I)] (or for any 
p q 
BEK[~ ,(I),~ ,(I)]) if and only if all four operators are Fredholm operators q p 
and 
D(T ) 
dim D(TT,p,g ) = k(T ) - k(To ) 
0 T T,p,q ,T,p,q , ,p,q 
Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary 2.10 and [16; Theorem VI.2.7]. 
2.12 THEOREM:. Suppose I contains one of its endpoints with T any one of 
the minimal or maximal operators corresponding to (T,p,q) (or (TX,q' ,p')). 
If either a(T + B) < oo or b(T + B) < oo for any BEK[~ (I), ~(I)] (or 
p q 
for any B € K[~ ,(I), ~ ,(I)]) 
q p 
has a continuous inverse. 
then T 
T,p,q is surjectiue and T 0,T,p,q 
Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary 2.10 and [16; Theorem VI.2.11]. 
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2.13 lHEDREJI. Let T be a differential operator corresponding to {r,p,q). 
If {UA} is a set of boundary value functionals which determine T and if 
either a(T0 + B) < oo or b(T0 + B) < oo for any ,T,p,q ,T,p,q 
BE K[~p{I).~q{I)], then 
D(T ) 
dim span{UA} = k(TT,p,q) - k(T) = dim ~(f)q < oo • 
Thus T is the restriction of the maximal operator to those y E D{T ) 
T,p,q 
which satisfy the conditions 
0 = u1y = U2y = ... = Umy 
where m = k(T ) - k(T) and {U1 , u2 , ... , U} is any linear independent T,p,q m 
subset of {UA}. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary 2.10 and [16: Theorem VI.5.6]. 
2.14 THEDREJI. If {UA} is a set of boundary value functionals which 
determines T and {V } 0,T,p,q µ is a set of boundary value functionals which 
determines TO ' ,TX,p ,q and if either a(T0 +B) < oo or ,T,p,q 
b(T O +B) < oo for any B E K[~ (I), ~ (I)], then ,T,p,q p q 
dim span {U~} =dim span {V } = k(T ) - k(T
0 
) < 00 • 
" µ T,p,q ,T,p,q 
Proof. This follows from Corollary 2.10 and [16: Corollary VI.5.7]. D 
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3. RmJLTS 00 INSTABILilY 
We note that for any linear operator T, a(T 1 ) = b(T) if T 1 exists 
[16; 1beorem IV.2.3]. For any T € L(X,Y) (D(T) not necessarily dense in 
X) we will consider T 1 to be the map (T_ ) 1 
D(T) 
where T_ 
considered as an element of L(D(T),Y) 
3. 1 IJEFINITIOO. Let U O , 
U0 = {T € C(X,Y)'\NS 
u1 = {T € C(X,Y)'\NS 
U2 = {TE C(X,Y)'\NS 
U3 = {TE C(X,Y)'\NS 
U4 = {T € C(X,Y)'\NS 
u5 = {T E NS(X,Y) 
u 1 , . . . • u5 be defined by 
a(T) = a(T 1 ) ( oo} 
0 ¢ la(T) - a(T')I ( oo} 
a(T) - a(T') = - oo} 
a(T) - a(T 1 ) = oo} 
a(T) = oo = a(T 1 )} 
a(T) = oo = a(T 1 )}. 
D(T) 
is T 
3.2 l.EJUIA. Let X be a separable normed space. Then X admits of a 
fwulamental and total biorthogonal system. 
1be above lemma is proved in more generality in [20; Corollary 14.1.5]. 
Using Lemma 3.2 we obtain the following generalisation of [18; Lemma 3.3]. 
3.3 l.EJUIA. Let Z be an infinite dimensional normed linear space with M 
a closed subspace of Z . 
I) If M is infinite codimensional then there exists an infinite 
dimensional and separable closed subspace F of Z such that 
F n M = {O} and F@ M is infinite codimensional. 
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II) If M is infinite dimensional then there exists two separable 
closed subspaces, P and Q , of M and a fwulamental and total 
biorthogonal system ({xn}' {p~}) in P such that P is infinite 
dimensional, Q may be chosen either finite or infinite dimensional, 
P n Q = {O} and each of the p''s has an extension to all of n 
u:hich annihilates Q . 
z 
Proof. The proof is identical to that used by Gonzalez and Onieva [18] with 
use being made of Lemma 3.2 instead of [29; Theorem 1.f .4] to ensure that the 
lemma holds for normed linear spaces and not just Banach spaces. 
3.4 THEX>REll. Let X and Y be operator ranges and let 
D = {TE C(X,Y) : a(T) = oo = a(T 1 )}. 
I) If x and y are separable then D c U. + K[X,Y] for 
J 
j = 0, 1. 
II) If x is separable then D c u2 + K[X,Y] 
III) If y is separable then D c u3 + K[X,Y] 
IV) DC u4 + K[X,Y] . 
Proof. Assume T € D . Without loss of generality let D(T) be dense in X. 
Let P and Q be closed subspaces of N(T) such that P n Q = {O} , with P 
infinite dimensional and separable. Let ({xn}' {p~}) be a fundamental and 
total biorthogonal system in P and let x' 
n be an extension of to all 
of X which annihilates Q. The existence of P and Q is established by 
Lemma 3.3. 
Now let F be an infinite dimensional and separable closed subspace of 
Y such that R(T) n F = {O} . As F is separable we see by Lemma 3.2 that 
there exists a fundamental and total biorthogonal system ({y }, {f '}) in F. 
n n 
Let y' be an extension of f' to all of Y . n n 
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Cl() 
Now define the operator Bx= l Aixi(x) yi for x EX , where 
i=l 
i . Notice that by choice of A. and 
l. 
Cl() 
by the completeness of r 1 , we have that PyBx = l Atxi(x) PyYi exists for 
i=l 
each x EX and that PyB E K[X,Y1] . Hence ay(PyB) =BE K[X,Y] and 
PyBax E K[X1.r1]. The conjugate of B is 
Cl() 
B'y• = l Aiy'(yi)xi for y' E y'. 
i=l 
Since R(B) C span {y } C F, we have that R(B) n R(T) = {O} and hence n 
N(T+B) = N(T) n N(B). For any x E N(T+B) it now follows that 
y'(Bx) =A x'(x) = 0 for any n Em whence it follows that each x' n n n n 
annihilates N(T+B) . However as {p'} and thus {x'} 
n n is total over P it 
follows that P n N(T+B) = {O}. From the construction of B it now follows 
that Q c N(B) and hence Q c N(T) n N(B) = N(T+B) . Therefore 
(1) dim Q ~ a(T + B) ~ codN(T)p 
Alternatively if y' ( N(B
1




y') = y'(B~) = Aky'(yk) # 0 where lx is the natural map 
X'' I l of X into X" . However since ~ E N(T) it follows that lx ~ E R(T ) 
from which we deduce that R(T
0
) n R(B 1 ) = {O} and hence that 
N(T' + B
1
) = N(T') n N(B 1 ) Moreover for each y' E N(T' + B 1 ) it now 
X" 
follows that ]Xx (B
0
y') = y'(Bx) =A y'(y ) = 0 for each n Em. Thus 
n n n n 
each y' E N(T' + B
0
) annihilates the fundamental sequence {yn} in F as 
well as R(T) since y' E N(T' + B
0
) C N(T') = R(T)1 by [16; Theorem 
0 I l II.3.7]. It therefore follows that N(T + B ) C (R(T) $ F) and since 
R(B) c F, (R(T) $ F)
1 
c R(T)1 n R(B)1 = N(T') n N(B 0 ) = N(T' + B 1 ), and hence 
N(T' + B
1
) = (R(T) $ F)1 = (Y/R(T) $ F) 1 • Consequently 
(2) a(T' + B
1
) = cody R(T) $ F . 
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We now show that R(T + B) is not closed. Suppose the contrary. Since 





Then letting r 1 = PyTaX and B1 = PyBax it follows that 
N(T1 + B1) = N(T1) n N(B1) since N(T + B) = N(T) n N(B) . Moreover 
. ll(T1 + B1 )xii ~ ,.,. .d(x,N(T1 + B1 )) = ,.,. .d(x,N(T1 ) n N(B1 )) 
for x E D(T1) = D(T1 + B1) c x1 where ,.,. = 'Y(T1 + B1) > 0 





For every x E N(T1 ) we obtain llBN(Tl ):xii = ll(T1 + B1 )xii ~ ,.,. .d(x,N(BN(Tl ») 
and hence 'Y(BN(T
1
)) ~ ,.,. ) 0. Thus R(BN(T
1
)) is closed by 
[16; Theorem IV.1.6] and consequently since B





)) must be finite dimensional. However, for each xn E N(T) 
BN(T
1
)(Pxxn) = CPyBaxl<Pxxn) = Py(Bxn) = An(PYyn) . Hence R(BN(Tl» 
contains the infinite linearly independent set {PyYn} . We conclude that 
R(T + B) is not closed. 
Finally for U. , j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 we choose P,Q and F as follows: 
J 
j = 0 . Let X and Y be separable, and let P = N(T), Q = {O} and F a 
quasicomplement of R(T) [30]. It follows from (1) and (2) that 
a(T + B) = 0 = a(T' + B') and hence T +BE u
0 
j = 1 . Let X and Y be separable and let N be a finite codimensional 
closed subspace of Y so that R(T) C N # Y. Letting P = N(T) , Q = {O} 
and F a quasicomplement of R(T) in N , it follows from (1) and (2) 
that a(T + B) = 0 and 0 < a(T' + B') =cod N < oo, and hence T +BE u
1
. 
j = 2 . Let X be separable, P = N(T) and Q = {O} . From Lemma 3.3 it now 
follows that we can choose F so that R(T) e F is infinite codimensional 
and hence from (1) and (2) we have that a(T + B) = 0 and a(T' + B') = oo 




f = 3 . Let Y be separable and let F be a quasicomplement of R(T) (30]. 
From Lemma 3.3 we see that P and Q may be chosen so that they are of 
infinite dimension and hence a(T + B) = 00 and a(T' + B0 ) = 0 . Therefore 
T + B € u3 . 
i = 4 Applying Lemma 3.3 we choose P and Q of infinite dimension and 
F so that R(T) $ F has infinite codimension. Then 
a(T + B) = a(T' + B0 ) = oo and hence T + B € u
4 
. a 
3.5 CDROI.J..ARY. Let X and Y be complete. 
I) If X and Y are separable then 
U. + K[X,Y] = C(X,Y)\SF 
J for j = 0,1 
II) If x is separable then u2 + K[X,Y] = C{X,Y)\SF 
III) If y is separable then u3 + K[X,Y] = C{X,Y)\SF 
IV) u4 + K[X,Y] = C(X,Y)\SF . 
Proof. From Corollary 2.4 it follows that 
Uj + K[X,Y] C C(X,Y)\SF for j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 . 
Now since X and Y are complete, it follows from Theorem 2.8 that 
C(X,Y)\SF CD+ K[X,Y] where D = {T € C(X,Y) : a(T) = oo = a{T 0 )} • The 
corollary now follows on applying Theorem 3.4. a 
The author would like to thank the referee for some helpful suggestions. 
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